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An Explanation
Only twelve of us remained in the world. We dwelled in cities far apart and concealed
ourselves in underground lairs, emerging only in the forms of shadows or shrunken to a
salamander’s size. We might have perished of loneliness were it not for the wizards who
cared for us.
In the early years of the Thousands, I lived under Underground Atlanta.
Under cover of night I would take to the sky. I’d rise from the grate, a stream of intangible
black, and shoot upward swift as an arrow toward the stars. I’d twirl around the golden dome
of the Capitol and dive and loop around the shining banners of Marriott and Hilton and
indulge in a wild, vain fancy of soaring in my true form, the moonlight glancing off my
outspread wings, my black scales a shimmering florescent blue, a thing of beauty to delight
the eyes of the lost, tired, or old in heart who might glance up from the streets below.
When I first fledged, my wizard caretaker gave me my adult name, Firegale, and told me
my mission: to study what humankind says about us. That meant I had to read every word

humans have written about us and watch every movie and television show and listen to every
song or radio play I could find that mentioned us. I spent many an afternoon crouched in the
corner of a dark movie theater, a shadow among shadows, and many an evening trailing along
library shelves. My wizard helped, paying for a cable television hookup in my lair and
bringing me armfuls of books and DVDs and Blu-Rays. At times it felt a bit overwhelming.
But, in truth, I loved my work.
There began my passion for what humankind terms “the fantastic,”, the stories that take
place in great lands that never were, where people live as people never lived, yet somehow
manage to tell truths missing from tales that dealt in literal realities. I learned the fantastic
reaches something eternal in us, beyond trends and customs and the tides of politics. Yes, us,
for the fantastic taught me how much I had in common with humankind. Lost in the fantastic,
I was never lonely.
I wasn’t satisfied with learning what humans said about us. I wanted to learn their stories
about elves, as well, and trolls, goblins, werewolves, vampires, ghosts, mer-folk. I wanted to
know of Jedi and Sith, of Romulans, Klingons, and Vulcans, of Time Lords and Companions,
of superheroes and supervillains. Such tales were my food. I grew so big on them that I
imagined myself bursting through the pavement that covered me.
Each year one time and place was dearer to me than all the rest. Then and there I could
swim in a great sea of the fantastic, and everywhere I turned I found stories to feast upon. My
wizard caretaker worked upon me the magic I couldn’t work upon myself. For four short days
I was, a human.
The festival was called, to my great delight, Dragon Con.
***
Festival Eve, 2015
He descended to my lair with my baggage and my badge, with his daughter and successor
by his side. My badge read “Firegale”, the one bit of honesty in which I indulged. My fellow
festival-goers wouldn’t suspect what it truly meant. “Firegale”, after all, could have easily
been the name of a super-heroine.
Fred Merivale was by human standards a big man, the image of Stacker Pentecost from
Pacific Rim. As Atlanta’s wizard he had duties aplenty beyond looking after me. He kept
control of the lines of magic, ensuring they didn’t burst or fray and keeping them out of reach
of the ill-intentioned. On the whole I found him an admirable man and quite patient with the
winged and scaly ward he must have regarded sometimes as a childish nuisance.
Yet it was his daughter, Faith, that I smiled to see. We were kindred spirits, both young
and female and in love with the fantastic. She already wore her badge around her neck, and
she was, as she might have put it, “rocking” a Guardians of the Galaxy T-shirt. She did look a
bit like Zoe Saldana, who played Gamora, but she wasn’t ready to paint her skin green to
complete the cosplay.
“So, so, what’re you gonna wear? Show me!” she urged.
I led her to where my costumes hung from the grate. I could sew, but since my talon-

encumbered fingers had to take extra care with needle and thread, getting my costumes ready
consumed a good portion of the three months before the festival. I pictured myself in these
outfits all that while and was more than ready to change into the creature who could wear
them.
Fred Merivale cracked his knuckles, readying himself to lay the spell. His chest and limbs
swelled as his power rose within him. He stepped toward me, and I drew taut from snout to
tail, my wings frozen half-open. He raised his hands, palms open and facing me. I’d been
through this so often now–this would be my tenth year at the festival–that I should have been
used to it, yet I always felt that tingly itch of excitement under my scales as I awaited the
burst of magic that would transform me.
The power flared out from his palms to cover me like a net. And oh, it hurt! Stories never
said as much as they should about how painful shape-shifting could be, particularly if you
were shifting or being shifted into a form so much smaller than your natural one. All that
mass had to go somewhere, and it sank into my borrowed bones to burn like molten lead. My
human shape may have appeared no more than a hundred and thirty pounds, yet I had to fight
every minute for the strength to hold myself upright. As I burned I visualized the grid of the
schedule of panels Faith brought me yesterday to “whet my appetite”. I had to remind myself
why I bore this painful weight every year.
Fred glanced off in another direction until I could clothe my naked human form. I grunted
as I pulled on jeans, stiff from lack of wear, and a Star Wars T-shirt Faith brought me back
from Disney World four months ago. Once I’d tied the laces of my tennis shoes I was ready
for my first walk above ground, up the sidewalk to the neighborhood of the festival. I needed
this walk and this night to grow accustomed to myself as a human. I pulled all possible
strength into my spine as Faith and I headed for Hard Rock Café. My transformed taste buds
tingled in anticipation of a bleu cheese and mushroom burger.
Stars gleamed in happy abundance overhead, promising good (though hot) weather for the
festival’s first full day. I glanced up, dazed. With the wizard’s magic in my blood and bone, I
caught a trace of the gossamer thread-lines of magic stretching from star to star, turning the
sky into a vast magenta-bright cosmic cobweb or else a wild expansion of a human child’s
game of connect-the-dots. I smiled sideways at Faith, knowing she saw it, too.
Faith wasn’t yet a full-fledged wizard. She did quite well by selling pouches of dried-herb
incense and phials of essential oils with a dash of healing magic in the mix, but she wouldn’t
gain her full power until she inherited it at her father’s death. Strength would come when it
was most needed, at the time of greatest sorrow. I wondered if she might have been thinking
of it as she looked up at those faint traces of magic lines with a touch of sadness in her eye.
But I wasn’t about to ask her. Instead, I elbowed her gently and grinned. “So, whose
autographs are you planning to get?” I asked her.
Her face brightened as she launched into an eager list of celebrities putting in appearances
at the festival. Bruce Boxleitner, Nathan Fillion, Avery Brooks, John Barrowman (she
actually squeaked this name), Mercedes Lackey, Chelsea Quinn Yarbro... She was still

cheerfully rattling off names when we reached the café just up the block from the Hyatt
Regency.
I looked back just before we entered, and I fancied I saw the big, dark figure of her father,
the man of few words. In my head I repeated his warning. He had poured enough magic into
me to hold me in this form until Monday afternoon. I had to be careful not to spend it on
something else, or I would change back into my normal shape well before I was ready.
The warning was as much a tradition as the festival itself. He barely even changed the
wording from year to year. I’d never yet failed to keep to the letter of his law.
***
Day 1: A Question That Needs Asking
Faith and I followed different paths at the festival. She haunted the Walk of Fame and the
Dealer’s Room and sometimes ventured into the gaming halls. I was more interested in
discussions and spent most of my time moving from panel to panel at my favorite “track
rooms”. As usual my mission required time in the “Pern” room. Even after so many years,
Pern fans and experts were still coming up with fresh things to say about dragon sex. The
“Fantasy Literature” track was my favorite. I’d noted at least three dragon-themed panels on
its schedule.
But my first panel of the festival had nothing to do with dragons at all. I trudged toward
the Young Adult Track room in the Marriott Marquis, one hand holding my Renaissance
Gypsy skirt above my ankle, for a discussion of “My Supernatural Boyfriend”. I had little
interest in the current crop of supernatural-boyfriend books, but I had a question to ask.
After twenty-five minutes I had learned plenty about the popularity of the supernatural
boyfriend as a wish-fulfillment trope. When the moderator finally invited questions, I held my
hand in the air until my turn came, even though my shoulder quickly started to hurt, curse this
molten lead in my bones.
“Lady in the purple gypsy dress,” said the moderator, with a nod in my direction.
“Why aren’t there more books where the boy is the human, and the girl is the werewolf or
troll or something-or-other?” I asked.
The moderator, Kathleen Heick, smiled to let me know she appreciated my question, but
something in that smile told me right away that I wouldn’t like her answer. “These books are
read mostly by girls, and they can identify more with the heroine if she’s a normal girl just
like them.”
But wouldn’t an adventurous girl like to daydream about being some other creature once
in a while? A dragon, say? The question fizzled away on my tongue. Nearly a dozen other
hands were high in the air in that crowded room. I wasn’t likely to get a chance to ask a
second question, so I swallowed Ms. Heick’s answer like an ill-tasting root.
Then a red-haired audience member, a girl dressed as Strawberry Shortcake with curls,
offered her opinion. “A story where the girl is the monster wouldn’t work at all. She’d be
more powerful. It’s better for the boy to have more power.”
I looked down at my shoes as heat rushed into my face. I sat through the rest of the panel

with my teeth clenched, because striding out of the room at once would have made my
feelings too clear.
The panel ended at last, and I set out for the Hyatt and a “New Age of Superheroines”
panel at the Comics Track, thinking surely a lively back-and-forth about Wonder Woman and
Ms. Marvel would wash the taste of Strawberry Shortcake from my mouth. As I maneuvered
my way through the Peachtree Center tunnel that linked the Marriott and the Hyatt, hoping
I’d reach the room in time to snag a seat at what would surely be a crowded panel, I
considered the YA fantasy novel that I could write that might win over Ms. Shortcake and her
ilk.
First I had to determine how a shifted dragon female might find a human male attractive.
We were drawn to wing-spans and shape of snout and brightness of scales and sharpness of
eye. Since human men had no wings or scales and their snouts didn’t resemble ours in the
slightest, what was left to rouse a flutter in a dragon girl’s heart? The eyes would have to do
it. Three empty seats remained in the Comics Track room. I hurried to claim one, and while I
waited for the panel to begin I glanced around the room with an eye to casting the human hero
of my novel.
I found him more quickly than I expected.
He sat at the end of my row, dressed as Malcolm Reynolds from Firefly. He did have a
touch of Nathan Fillion’s swagger about him, with his pale brown hair and dimpled chin and
slightly mischievous hazel eyes. A certain combination of excitement and alertness in his look
made me think this might be his first time at the festival. Yet he wasn’t confused as firsttimers often were. He smiled like a man exactly where he wanted to be, the sort of male to
draw the eye of a nonhuman female.
He caught my look, and I dropped my eyes as discreetly as possible. He might do for the
hero of my imagined YA novel, but I had no plans to become someone’s supernatural
girlfriend.
When the discussion opened I sat back and listened, content to be without a burning
question this time. I just wanted to hear what people had to say. What did we think of the
“New 52” version of Wonder Woman? Would the Wonder Woman movie coming out in a
few years stand a chance of being any good? Would Black Widow get her own solo film?
Before the panel even opened for audience questions I found myself grinning ear to ear. This
was the reason I’d kept coming back to this place for the past ten years.
As I looked at the panelists, then at each audience member who asked a question, I felt a
glance now and again from the direction of the faux-Captain Mal. As the panel concluded and
we all rose to shuffle on to our next event, he met my eyes with a nod. I smiled in return as he
started toward me.
“Marvel or DC?”
Not terrible as conversation starters go, and in this case the truth proved the most
diplomatic answer. “I like both,” I told him. “And I’m glad I don’t have to choose. It’s not
like an athletic event, where one has to lose so the other can win. You?”

“DC for television, Marvel for movies, and both for comics,” he said. I had to admit I
liked his answer better than mine. Charles, his badge read. Washington, D.C.
“Well, since we’re doing contests,” I said, “Superman or Batman?”
“Christopher Reeve’s Superman, Kevin Conroy’s Batman.”
“Star Trek or Star Wars?”
“Babylon 5.”
“That’s my favorite, too!” I couldn’t help exclaiming. “That show has the best women,
don’t you think? I love Princess Leia, but it’s a shame she’s the only girl in those first
movies.” I gave him a curious look. “If Babylon 5 is your favorite, why are you dressed like
Malcolm Reynolds?”
“I like Mal’s style,” he explained. “Uniforms are boring. Firegale? Is that a superhero
name?”
I nodded. “I have powers of flame and wind.”
“All right.” he chuckled. “You’re nice. I can talk to you.” His smile crimped just a little.
“How do you find your way around here? This affair is massive!”
“Your first time?”
He nodded a little shyly.
“Do you have your grid?” I asked.
He showed me his program schedule – with not a mark on it.
“Do you have a plan, or are you taking a spontaneous approach?”
“Spontaneous sounds right,” he admitted.
I shook my head. “Bad idea. If you want to get the most out of this Con you need a plan.”
I tapped the open grid. “This grid is your friend. Don’t treat it like a stranger. Here’s mine,
see?” I showed him my own grid, with maps scribbled and panels circled. “I know exactly
where I’ll be and when I’ll be there.”
“Don’t you miss a lot that way?” he pointed out. “Seems to me it’s better to keep your
eyes open and be ready for the unexpected. It’s not like you have to keep to a schedule on
pain of death.”
True enough. Fair point. Still... “You also miss things when you don’t have a plan. Like
so.” I found the grid entry for the Whedon Universe Track, and pointed to a panel from two
hours before, a Q & A with two of the stars from Firefly in the Hyatt’s Centennial Ballroom
III. “Did you know this was going on?”
He tugged at his chin with an abashed smile. “I’ll be damned. I didn’t.”
“There, you see? That’s why you need to make a friend of the grid. Take some time to
look over it,” I suggested. “Find out when there’s a panel you absolutely cannot miss. You
may still find plenty of time to go where the wind takes you.”
He looked at the grid with a thoughtful nod. Then he winked at me. “So, what’s one thing
I absolutely shouldn’t miss?”
I answered after less than a minute of thought. “The Atlanta Radio Theatre Company
shows. One tonight and one on Sunday. See?” I pointed out the spot on my grid where I’d

drawn three circles around tonight’s show time. “Their shows are always excellent. You
haven’t been to Dragon Con until you’ve seen your first ARTC show.”
“Right.” He grinned. “When’s your next can’t-miss panel?”
“4 p.m. in the Fantasy Lit room.” An hour and a half away.
“So could you take a few minutes to help a buddy fix his grid?”
I led him to a fairly uncrowded spot near the Artist’s Alley, and there we sat on the floor
and planned his first festival. He was right, I realized. Spontaneity could be a good thing. Was
I too businesslike in my approach to the festival, with my mission in view? What might I have
done here, if I didn’t have a mission? I tried to imagine it as I pointed out for the first-timer
the best routes to take to get from the Whedon Track in the Hyatt to the Tolkien Track in the
Marriott to the Brit Track at the Sheraton.
He asked me to meet him at that night’s ARTC show.
***
Day 2: Caribou Coffee and the “Fake Geek Girl”
The beginnings of festival days were some of my favorite times. When I returned to the
hotel room at night I usually found Faith asleep, but in the mornings we chatted about all
we’d seen and done the previous day and laughed together at the antics of Bob & Carl, Sci-Fi
Janitors on Dragon Con TV.
This morning she gave me a full run-down of all the celebrity guests whose hands she’d
shaken and was appropriately miffed when I told her about Strawberry Shortcake. I reported
the Pern panelists’ latest findings on dragon sex. I mentioned that “What Women Want in
Fantasy Lit” could have gone on for another three hours without panelists or audience running
out of things to say. Finally I brought up Charles from Washington, D.C., and how I’d helped
him with his grid, and how we’d both enjoyed ARTC’s “The Adventures of Dash Cardigan.”
“You went on a date?” my human friend gasped. “Way to bury the lead, FG!”
“It wasn’t a date,” I argued.
“Sure sounds like one.”
“Well, it wasn’t.”
“Was.”
“Was not.”
“Is he cute?”
“As humans go.”
“What does that mean?”
“I think you’d know better than I would. We’re meeting at Caribou Coffee for a quick
breakfast before the parade. Come with me and I’ll introduce you. You can see for yourself
what he looks like.”
“You’re meeting him again? No way in hell am I coming along!” She grinned. “Firegale’s
got a boooy-frieeend...”
“Will you stop!” I shouted back, my patience officially tried. “He’s here on his own and
this is his first time. I’m guiding him through some of the highlights, that’s all.”

“Cook’s Tour on legs, that’s you,” she scoffed.
“Look, Faith, you know what I am. I am still the same creature. I only look different,
thanks to the magic your father lent me. I cannot have a boyfriend. That is all.”
“Uh huh.” Faith sounded not the least bit convinced. “Of course I know what you are, FG,
but Malcolm Reynolds has no idea. In a few minutes he’s going to see a hot babe rocking a
Peggy Carter costume, and he’ll aim to misbehave, all right. Why not enjoy it?” She winked
at me. “Why not have a fling?”
“I don’t want to.”
“People hook up here all the time, you know.”
“People, Faith.”
“Don’t you see yourself as a person?”
“He wouldn’t if he knew the truth.” I cleared my throat and tried to look stern, no easy
feat when she was applying my eyeliner. “He’s good company, and I like helping him.
Nothing more. Can we let the matter drop, please?”
“Su-ure,” she said, but I could tell she’d lose no opportunity to bring it up again.
Thankfully, no such opportunity came before she’d succeeded in transforming me into a
suitable facsimile of Agent Peggy Carter, complete with very red lipstick. While I checked
my khaki uniform in the mirror she finished readying herself for the day, with jeans and a
maroon T-shirt and the hat and the trailing scarf of the Fourth Doctor Who, Tom Baker. We
took the elevator together, then we parted company at the tunnel to Peachtree Center. “Sure
you won’t come?” I asked again. “He’d like you. He could use another friend.”
“I have a signing to catch.” She chucked me on the shoulder. “Good lu-uck...”
Every year I looked forward to seeing what special latte blends Caribou Coffee was
offering with Dragon Con-appropriate names. This year they had an iced coffee called “Hoth
Bar Crunch” and a caramel macchiato with a hint of Irish cream called “I am Groot”. I
decided “I am Groot” and a slice of pumpkin nut loaf would suit my palate. I placed my order,
then looked around for Charles from Washington, D.C.
He wore boots and trousers and a blue-gray tunic with a chainmail vest, a Game of
Thrones knight. I called out to him with a wave, but as I neared him I could see his attention
fixed on two young men in normal clothes and a young woman in a Batgirl costume with a
violently red wig. One of the men was sneering. “You don’t even know which issue that is?
How many comics have you even read, anyway?”
“Well–I’ve been catching up on things” the Batgirl stammered, but the second young man
cut her off before she could finish.
“I’ll make it easy for you,” he said. “Tell us the last comic you read.”
The girl looked down at her feet, blushing underneath her mask. I was also blushing in
pure rage, wishing I had some throwable object at hand.
“Told you,” the first young man remarked to the other. “She’s only watched the cartoon.”
“She just wears those tights so we’ll stare at her,” the other replied. “They shouldn’t let
people like her come to Con.”

Charles stepped forward. “You think girls cosplay to please you?” he asked with a sneer
of his own. “Get over yourself, man.”
“Back off, white knight,” snapped the first young man.
“Somebody wants to get la-a-id,” the second young man remarked from the corner of his
mouth.
Now five feet seven inches of pure fury, I thought nostalgically of my true form, knowing
I could incinerate those two jerks with the smallest sneeze. Here and now I could have
knocked them down with a well-placed word or two, for Faith had trained me well in the art
of quippery. I started toward them, taking a shred of satisfaction in the firm, loud clack of my
khaki pumps. But I stopped as I looked again at Batgirl’s hanging head. I knew what had to
happen. She must meet them glare for glare and let them know she wouldn’t take their
garbage. Come on, I thought hard at the girl, my stare homing in on her thick red wig. You’re
better than they are and you know it. Now let them know it. What would Barbara Gordon do?
I felt a lightening of my load. I realized too late what I had inadvertently done.
I’d sent a trace of my store of magic toward her.
Her shoulders straightened. She lifted her chin. “So you guys were never beginners, huh?”
she said. “You were born knowing everything about Batman. Or maybe the Batman Fairy
paid you a visit at the hospital and gifted you with the knowledge of All Things Comics.
Lucky you.”
The jerks took a backward step.
“It’s a shame there isn’t a special Con just for the gifted like you where you wouldn’t
have to put up with ‘fakes’ like me. But just so you’ll know? I’m wearing this costume
because I like it.”
This declaration won scattered applause from the people waiting in line for their muffins
and specialty coffees. The jerks traded another frown, knowing now that no one was taking
their part. They walked away shrugging. Charles clapped a hand on Batgirl’s shoulder. “Good
for you, Barb.” She turned around then, and I could see her round face dotted with brown
freckles. She was the type the word “cute” might have been invented for.
Charles headed toward me, motioning for Batgirl to come along. “You look snazzy in
those threads, Firegale, ready to kick Hydra butt.” Then he winked at me. “So, how was
Dragon Sex?” I’d been headed to that panel when we’d parted last night.
“Orgasmic.” The word was out almost before I felt it coming. Maybe Faith had trained me
in quippery a little too well. Good thing Batgirl found it funny. I saw from her badge that her
name was indeed Barbara, and she was from Austin, TX.
“Barb, this is Firegale,” Charles said. “She’s a superhero.”
“Powers of wind and flame,” I affirmed with a smile. Bestower of confidence. Surely my
wizard caretaker wouldn’t be displeased with the way I’d used such a small particle of his
magic.
By the time I had my pumpkin loaf and “I am Groot”, Barb and I were friends. I learned
she was just getting into comics and she thought the Tenth Doctor “hot”. She wanted to read

more science fiction, so I recommended some titles by C.J. Cherryh and Julie Czerneda and,
of course, Anne McCaffrey. She agreed to join Charles and me for the parade. I’d wanted a
third person, and since I’d failed to rope in Faith, I decided Barb would do nicely.
***
Days 2 and 3: “Warm Fuzzies”
I did not take my new responsibility as a tour guide lightly. I called on all the knowledge I
possessed to ensure that my new friends had good viewing spots for the parade, stood in the
right lines to see the celebrity speakers who interested them most, and found seats for the
most informative panels. We were together, Charles and Barb and I, all the way through a 10
p.m. performance by Tom Smith in the Filk Room. After we had a good laugh together at Mr.
Smith’s sharp-witted nonsense, Barb bade us goodnight. “And to think I thought this might be
a lousy day,” she said. She hugged my neck and even gave my cheek a friendly kiss. As I
watched her go something like a fizzy tremble bubbled up from my toes, even squeezed as
they are into fashionable-but-uncomfortable soldier-girl pumps. Was this what I’d sometimes
heard called “warm fuzzies”?
Charles and I walked up and down the sidewalk outside the Marriott for a while, and as he
told me about the adventures he devised for his first set of Star Wars action figures when he
was ten, I glanced up at the sky, at those glimmering cobweb lines of magic, and questioned
whether I’d had a better time in all the years I’d been coming to this place. All day long I had
looked into my friends’ faces and seen there the fun they were having written in large bright
letters. These people had made me a part of their first time experience. How could I not be
grateful and proud and look forward to more of the same tomorrow? The strange energy
swelled in my heart and surged outward through my limbs. I swung my arms as I walked.
Charles grew tired before I did and squeezed my hand good-night. I watched as he
disappeared around the corner past the great hotel. I was in no shape to sleep. I wondered if
karaoke might still be going on in the lobby of the Sheraton.
***
Time in the Dealer’s Room had to be scheduled. I needed fresh action figures for my
hoard, and the comics booths would supply them. I found the vendors’ new set-up at
America’s Mart so vast that getting lost seemed almost an inevitability. Still, Charles, Barb,
and I managed to find each other in the line waiting for the room to open. As tour guide I
could point them toward the vendors with the best selections, and if we lost our way, at least
we’d lose it together.
While we inched from one vendor table to another, crammed elbow to elbow with other
shoppers even at the moment of opening, we pointed out all the wonderful things we spotted,
from swords to hats to books to charmed wooden staffs, and we invented stories about them.
The sword with which the Minotaur of Melkin was laid low. The ball gown in which the
young Countess of Eshlynn stole the Turkish Prince’s heart. There, the lost Amethyst
Talisman of the great wizard Grymour, on sale for a penny and a half by foolish merchants
who had no idea of its power. My “warm fuzzies” grew stronger by the minute as our shared

imaginations bound us together. We kept the game going long after we left the Dealer’s
Room, switching to stories about people’s costumes.
Our conversation never touched on the mundane realities of life beyond the festival. Even
after spending the better part of two days with my friends, I knew no practical facts about
them beyond the cities they came from. Yet still I knew them, and I felt they knew me as well
as any human could, outside of Faith and her father. If the talk had drifted into the “real”
world with its “real” facts, I wouldn’t have been able to follow.
A knot tightened in my chest at the very source of the flow of “warm fuzzies”. I’d made
casual friends aplenty at this festival over the years. I’d smiled and hugged good-bye and held
them in my memory, never to see them again. But these friends I wished I could keep. I could
already taste the tears I would shed when I returned to my lair.
Day raced to evening and another ARTC show, this one an adaptation of a gruesome H.P.
Lovecraft tale. We sat riveted ‘til the grim end, then we strolled down the block to our
evening meal at Aunt Pittypat’s Porch. When we found the expected crowd we dug in our
heels for a forty-five minute wait. The food would be worth it.
Barb struck up a chat with a group dressed as the Avengers, and as she drifted toward
them Charles gave me a look that made me stare down at the floor. He laced his fingers with
mine with a tentative, cautious touch. My face tingled. My breath cooled over that aching
knot in my chest.
“I’d like to kiss you,” he whispered suddenly, and my startled eyes met his. If he’d been
giving me a flirty wink or grin I could have laughed off his remark. But he wasn’t. His gaze
was all hope.
“You really are super, Firegale,” he told me. “The nicest person ever.”
“I’m not, really,” I assured him. “I can be vicious.”
“You’ve made this Con for me. I’d like to kiss you.” I could hear his breath growing
short. He couldn’t quite bring himself to bend toward me. Thank God, I thought as I realized
that if he did work up the pluck to kiss me, I would kiss him back.
I cannot have a boyfriend.
Maybe he should know why.
“Charles,” I began. “nobody here is what they seem.” I drew my arms stiff at my sides.
“This is a dream-place. We’ll all go home tomorrow, and we’ll change into people who
wouldn’t have a word to say to each other if we met on the street.”
“I don’t believe that,” he said. “I don’t think you do, either.” He drew a big breath,
gaining courage. “Maybe I could... write to you? Give you my address in D.C.?”
“That wouldn’t be a good idea.” I sought out Barb and found her still chatting with the
Avengers. My borrowed magic crackled with my impulse to shoot out a thought to draw her
back to us.
“Why not?” Despair clouded the corner of his eye. “You... have a boyfriend already?”
Perfect excuse. Tell him that. But I couldn’t speak the words. “If I had a boyfriend he’d be
here with me,” I said instead. My stomach jumped. I wanted, with an urgency that shocked

me, to tell him the truth. He’d think I was telling a story. No, he’d think me insane. The pain
shot to my throat, urging me to try out the words, nonetheless.
“Charles, ‘Firegale’ isn’t a made-up superhero name,” I said. “It’s a dragon’s name. My
real name.”
I stared into his blank, confused face. He couldn’t decide if he should shrink from me or
laugh with me. “You’re a dragon?” he whispered. He needed to hear it again to make up his
mind.
I didn’t want either reaction. I wanted belief. I needed it, and I hadn’t realized how much
until this very second, standing here with all the people around me wrapped up in their
separate conversations except Charles, who stared and stared, waiting. If he believed me, then
maybe I could write to him, and he could write me back, care of Fred Merivale. If he saw me
with clear eyes I’d have one more solid, lasting friend, one more person out there to care
about me and for me to care about.
“Yes.” At the word, magic poured out of me. Its light floated toward him to settle over his
face. Believe me. “I live under this city.” Believe me. “My lair is just a few blocks away.”
Believe me.
“A dragon,” he murmured. My belief spell swirled around him. He drew it into his mouth
as he breathed. Still his eyes were cloudy, bewildered. I couldn’t tell how he felt about what
he was learning. Yet all my tale spilled out – the eleven others in their different cities around
the world, Fred Merivale and his daughter, and my mission, above all my mission. I couldn’t
breathe until I’d said it all.
He blinked. The light of magic pulsed around him. “Why is it so important to know what
people say about you?” he asked me. “Sure it’s interesting, but why important?”
“Because it’s your power,” I told him. “You shape stories, and in doing so you shape the
world. For centuries we were whatever you said about us. If you said we were bloodthirsty
fire-spitting hoarders of gold, we would be. If you said we were wise and benevolent
protectors, we would be. In time we figured out what you were doing, but it was too late. We
were already dwindling, already hiding.
“But if we can gather all the lore, all the tales good and bad, then we can decide which of
them gets to be true. One day, perhaps, we’ll grow strong with that knowledge, strong enough
to move above ground, in the light. Strong enough to take wing in our true forms once more.
Strong enough to share the world with you.”
So much magic streamed from me, the molten lead shriveled in my bones. I knew all too
well what I’d done to myself. As if Cinderella would ever have seized the hands of the great
clock to make midnight come sooner. I had no mirror at hand to check my face for a sprinkle
of black scales. And Barb was still chatting with the Avengers.
I glanced down and saw that Charles was still holding my hand. “I still want to kiss you,”
he said.
I bent my head forward ever so slightly, and he took this permission and brushed my lips
with his own. It was only a quick, hesitant kiss, yet the warm fuzzies whirled in my head to

make me dizzy.
The hostess called our name.
***
Day 4: Kazul
What happened at the restaurant was a bright blur. I couldn’t tell Faith how we managed
to converse with Barb or how I managed to get my meal down once fear gripped my stomach,
because I had no idea. Only two thoughts broke through the fog. One, thanks to me one more
human, a non-magic one at that, knew dragons existed and one lived under Underground
Atlanta. Two, the last of my magic could drain out of me at any minute, leaving me exposed.
Was it worth it?
Faith listened to my story in silence, her hand on my shoulder. I’d never loved her more.
Morning found me still with human arms and legs and face. I knew I should bolt back to
my lair while I still could, but the madness that seized me to make me give away my secret
still wouldn’t loose its hold. Charles wanted me to meet him and Barb at Caribou Coffee for a
good-bye. Down the elevator... Down to Peachtree Center...
I heard a rip at my back just as I came within sight of the coffee shop. My bones were
lengthening. My spine and shoulders were pushing through the fragile seams of my fake-fur
trimmed queenly robe. Alas, poor costume. I knew what was happening and yet I couldn’t
move, couldn’t flee. Every eye of every person in view was fixed on me. Charles clutched the
hand of Barb beside him, but I could feel the subtle difference in his stare.
My bones felt so light, so hollow and free, that I couldn’t even shudder in horror. Within
seconds my costume lay in shreds on the floor, and I stood in the middle of Peachtree Center
in all my winged, scaly glory. A collective gasp rose like oncoming thunder, and I could only
face it, too drained from the transformation to call on my own magic and vanish into shadow.
A sound tapped on the edge of my hazy consciousness, clapping hands. More. More
clapping joined them, and more, and more. I blinked to drive the dizzying flares from my
eyes, and I saw myself being applauded on all sides. “Awesome!” somebody called out.
“How did she do that?” cried somebody else.
“Best cosplay ever!” shouted a third voice, and the applause swelled in response.
Cosplay...? Of course! I twitched and flapped my wings, and the clapping reached a new
pitch. I was cosplaying! My wings and scales were an elaborate trick! How much effort, how
much dedication must have gone into such a display! Again I stretched my wings and gave
my tail a proud little swish. I nodded my head as an actor might bow at a curtain call,
receiving the plaudits. Yet the faces were a hazy film, except Charles’s and Barb’s. The look
she gave him told me she, at least, understood the truth of what she saw. This gladdened me. I
never intended to exclude her. Two new friends knew me as I was.
Cosplaying! Who would I be? Naomi Novik’s mighty Temeraire? No, I really didn’t want
to be a boy. I decided on Kazul, the female King of the Dragons, who glided and strode
through the pages of Patricia C. Wrede’s The Enchanted Forest Chronicles. Barb was dressed
for the part of the Princess, in a pale blue Empire gown and a tiara. I had just enough magic to

shrink myself so that I could maneuver with ease through the aisles and around the tables. I
approached Barb and lowered my neck to the ground. She patted my head, then she climbed
onto my back. Charles nodded and followed her lead. As I carried them toward the exit, the
crowd whooped and stamped their feet in salute.
The cheers followed us out onto the sidewalk, and my head could have floated from my
neck, so light did I feel. Cosplaying! Why had I never thought of it? Years ago I should have
done this. Barb patted my neck, and Charles my flank. They waved to the crowd like the
royalty they were, for as long as we remained within that block of hotels that housed the
festival. But I couldn’t linger too long. I pointed my head toward Underground Atlanta and
began my homeward stride.
Charles and Barb made no move to dismount. I wished I had some way to know what they
thought and felt at this moment. I tried to place myself in their position, riding on the back of
a beast they had always assumed was mere myth. Might they be wondering now what other
storied creatures might be real? Might they be running their hours with me through their
memories in search of some word or gesture which should have given me away? Might they
be pondering how much wider the world might look from here on in?
My world had grown wider, too.
When we reached the grate above my lair I crouched to let them slide off my back with
ease. I met their gazes with a sore heart, wishing I might carry them just a little while longer.
Barb leaned down to place a light little kiss on the tip of my snout. Charles gave me that look
that always made me glance down, but this time I met it with a similar spark in my own eye.
“Goodbye.”
“Goodbye.”
“Write.”
“I will.”
They turned to go. My strength replenished, I dissolved into shadow and descended
through the grate.
A new ambition brewed in the back of my mind, to write that YA novel, after all, with
Charles as the human hero and Barb as a brave friend. I would write it for all the girls who
might want, just for a little while, to be dragons.
The end
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CHAPTER ONE
“...O that our power
Could lackey or keep wing with our desires...!”
John Marston, "Antonio’s Revenge"
1824
Brendis had always loved to watch the owl-people parade into view at sunset, riding
proud upon their deer. Lately, however, he had a special reason to stare. He laid his hoe down
at his feet, licked his upper lip and frowned at the stinging salty taste of sweat. He looked up
and out toward the rim of trees on the horizon. He held his breath at the clop of deer’s hooves.
“Back to work, Bren,” his brother cautioned in his sniffling voice. Arne was still busy
with his hoe, Brendis knew from the crunch of turning earth beside him. “You know how
Mother bellows if she catches you idle.”
“I don’t care.”
The first owls emerged from the wood – silver-haired gentlemen in top hats and black,
sharply tailored frock coats, nodding with regal condescension at the mouse-people at work in
the field. Why they did that, Brendis could not say, for the mouse-folk paid no heed to the
parade. Only he seemed to know the owls were even there.
More owl-folk appeared, all in neat frock coats, all with slim, bolt-straight figures. A tiny
part of him hated them and their beauty and aristocratic mien. He loathed finding himself
transfixed by them.
His stomach spun as his special reason rode into view. Unlike the others, she wore a
riding-suit of pale gray, with a white kerchief about her neck and a gauzy veil stream ing
down her back. But even without these odd color choices, she would have stood out from the
rest. Some of them might wear their honey-gold hair in ringlets. Some of them might have
skin like white rose-petals while others might boast soft oval faces with clear gray eyes, but

all these beautiful features combined in her alone. Even they might have added up to nothing
but for her smile, so wistful and pensive that he constantly wondered what she might be
thinking.
Brendis had to think of the golden maiden by some name or other, so he had invented one
for her, Verina, the Glory of Her People. This satisfied him for now. To present himself to her
and learn her true name would content him for good.
But his kind did not speak to hers. He remembered asking his mother just why this was.
She had sniffed a non-answer. “Because it isn’t done. All we need know about them is that
they’re there.”
Brendis had vowed then and there never to ask his mother a serious question again. In the
five years since, he’d kept that vow.
“Pick up that tool now, Bren!” Arne snapped.
Brendis reclaimed the hoe and went through the motions of pawing the earth with it, never
taking his eyes from Verina. His breath stilled.
The leader of the parade, the tallest and proudest-looking of the silver-haired gentlemen
mounted on a six-pointed stag, folded into himself. His shoulders shrank and his arms and
limbs retracted, and suddenly, where a man had been a wide-winged gray owl hovered in midair.
On their leader’s signal the other owl-folk transformed. Brendis, his gaze locked on
Verina, saw her melt into a ball of snowy bright feathers. She stretched her wings, and with
the others she rose and soared over the jagged treetops.
Watching them disappear into the horizon, he heard his brother grumble, “Don’t see why
you stare at the owls. They’re not doing anything remarkable, only changing shape.”
“It’s beautiful when they do it.”
“Why?”
“Because they take wing. Imagine what it’d be like to be bound to the ground one minute
and then take to the sky the next.”
Arne responded with a grunt and a shake of his head.
Brendis turned his eyes from his brother to the deepening sunset sky. Where had she
disappeared to? What might she be looking on right now? Sometimes, when he thought very
hard about her, he could imagine himself flying with her, the wind under his toes. He could
even catch the sharp green scent of the pines below.
Such fantasies were generally fleeting, but lately they’d been growing clearer, more
intense, giving him hope of a time to come when he might linger long enough in the air to tell
himself he wasn’t dreaming. In the sky with her was the place he wished most to be.
Something strange growing inside him whispered he might find himself there yet.
***
He couldn’t sleep. In his mouse form his fur stood on edge and his blood ran hot. His
heart felt too large for his body, as if it had refused to transform with the rest of him. After an
hour of this discomfort he gave up and shifted back to human.

He reached for a book he’d found it tucked away in the back of a shelf of what served as a
library in their village, and he’d checked it out and brought it home hidden under his coat. He
kept hidden under his pillow. He’d been racing hungrily through Forms of Magic Among the
Tribes, but now he skipped to the entry on owl-magic.
An owl-magician could bless villages with the rains needed for a bountiful harvest.
Brendis envisioned his Verina gliding over a little town, her wings stretched to their full span.
As the wind passed through her feathers she cast a cool, moist breeze down on the folk below.
They never looked up – never realized that an angel blessed them.
He cast a glance toward his window and noted the blackness before the coming of dawn.
Verina would be settling down to sleep. She would light on the ground and stretch herself
back into her human shape to rest her golden head upon her pillow. Unlike most Tribes, owls
slept in human form. What treasured possessions surrounded her? And what thoughts drifted
across her mind as she closed her eyes?
The lettering on the pages blurred, and his hands lost their hold on the book. Thinking he
must be drifting off to sleep, he shifted shape, then wrapped his long tail about himself, his
usual slumbering posture.
His teeth chattered as if he were shivering, yet his fur and skin burned. His heart swelled
to bursting. The scent of owl enveloped him. Her spirit permeated the very air he breathed.
The walls changed, brightening to a muted white. The straw-stuffed mattress beneath him
softened to moss, then to cloud. As he gazed at the vault in the strange ceiling above him he
floated upward to meet it. Closer he rose, until he thought he would collide with it – and it
dissipated like a curtain of mist. A bright blue day-sky arched above him, dotted with
voluminous clouds. His head spun with giddy delight, and his hands reached out to clasp the
nearest cloud...
His hands, yet not his hands. They were a woman’s hands with delicate, graceful fingers.
This dizzy intoxication, this glory in the day-sky, was likewise not his own.
The white hands tore off a ball of cloud just large enough to hold. Then the fingers began
to shape it. Carefully they lengthened it, then they smoothed and spread it until at last it bore
the semblance of a pair of wide-reaching wings, the wings of the All-Guide. The fingertips
shook, and glimmer spread over the wings.
The hands drew back, and the cloud-wings began to beat, to rise until their glow filled the
sky. His heart/not-heart grew fuller still, and he let out a laugh – a girl’s laugh. The part of
him still himself tensed in recognition.
I am in her dream.
A thrill of horror racked him. How was he to extricate himself? His stomach convulsed as
he floundered. Silver-white feet stumbled on the cloud where they trod. He drew a shaky
breath. If he tried too hard to pull himself down from the day-sky he might drag her with him,
compounding his crime.
The feet halted. He – no, she – looked around, sensing something amiss. She’s found me,
his mind cried. All-Guide, your strength!

Her face rose before him, yet he found no anger in it. The eyes were bright but gentle, the
mouth set in the familiar pensive smile. “Good morning,” she said, nodding.
His heart constricted. He tried to return the greeting, but could not move his tongue.
“Don’t be frightened.”
He tried again to speak, but managed only a grunt.
“Oh, dear. You don’t know what’s happened to you, do you?” The warmth in her eyes
seeped into him, easing his heart.
“I didn’t mean to do this,” he said at last. “I apologize.”
“No need. I know it was an accident. This sort of thing happens when you’re just
beginning. I know, because I’m just beginning myself.”
“Beginning what?”
“Magic.”
His stomach pitched again.
“You honestly don’t know? Don’t you even have a master?”
“Nobody here knows about that sort of thing or talks about it. I had no idea I had it.”
“Well, you do. That’s how I spotted you. Magic has a kind of current that you learn to
recognize. It links all magicians, wherever they are. I’m Narelinde. And you are ...?”
“Brendis,” he replied.
“Hmm. I can’t see you very well, so I can’t tell if you look like a Brendis. Names interest
me. I like to see if they fit the people they belong to.”
“My name fits me,” he admitted, the unspoken more’s the pity in his tone.
“Don’t you like it?”
“It sounds like soft butter.”
“What name would you prefer?”
“Something harder, sterner, more impressive. Say – Baltasar.”
“Baltasar?” She chuckled. “That sounds like a Black Knight.”
“That’s why I like it. There’s danger in it.”
“You’d like to be a dangerous man?”
“I’d like to be thought capable of it.”
A winking glint brightened her eyes. “I know just how you feel. It’s a terrible thing to be
underestimated, isn’t it?”
“Unh hunh.” His tongue threatened to freeze again.
“Well, Master Brendis or Baltasar,” she said, “you need some assistance. You don’t want
to stay trapped in my silly old dream. I can help you get out. But first you’ve got to promise
me something.”
“Anything,” he blurted out thoughtlessly.
“You must come to visit me again.”
He choked. “You want me to – come back? Why?”
A shadow slipped into her eyes. “You truly ask why someone would like your company?
You can’t have many friends if you think like that.”

“I don’t,” he admitted, his face hot.
“You have one more now. You’re not the only one who’s lonely, you know. So do you
agree? Will you come again?”
He swallowed to moisten his mouth. “I don’t know how I got here in the first place.”
“Simple. You were thinking of me. Pure curiosity brought you here.”
“You aren’t... offended?”
“Why should I be?” Her eyes brightened with a new thought. “Yes, now I know! You’re
that mouse-gent who looks up from his work to watch us when we ride out.”
His hands shook. She had noticed him!
“I’m glad. I’d been wondering what it might be like to talk to you. All you have to do is
think of me the same way again, and here you’ll be. Will you?”
He answered in a strangled whisper, “Yes.”
“Wonderful! Now, close your eyes.”
He obeyed.
“Think of something different from me. Opposite to me, in fact. As far removed from me
as possible.”
He recalled the last sight of a wheel-barrow full of writhing slugs wrested from the crops.
Yet beside this image the old perfume lingered, a mingling of lavender and owl-scent. Even
staring into the slug-barrow he felt her near him.
“You’re still thinking of me,” she chided gently.
“I can’t ...”
A slug in the barrow burst, oozing slime the same sick-green color as itself. Its stench
assailed him, obliterating lavender owl. He clenched against an onrush of nausea, then blinked
and found himself on his own cot, with his straw mattress and scratchy blanket, in his own
room with un-painted walls.
His heart jumped in delight. He’d learned some things about magic and his own capacity
for it. Through sheer force of desire he could enter another’s dreams, and next time he could
find his own way back. He’d learned she was lonely – she, the adorable blonde who had
haunted his thoughts.
“Narelinde,” he breathed into his pillow as he closed his eyes.
***
She liked to talk, which suited him perfectly, since he relished the sound of her voice. She
talked of herself, less from self-absorption than from an honest desire that he should know
her.
“My father’s name is Vernathor,” she told him. “Names help shape us, you know. If you
grow up with a name like Vernathor you’ve a strong chance of growing up to be a mighty
sorcerer who likes to frighten people.”
“Does he frighten you?” he asked, worried for her, resentful of an imagined “Vernathor”
in a black cowl.
“No, but then I’m used to him. Here, come across with me.” She reached her hand toward

him, then led him down a path of river-stones.
As he hopped from stone to stone his gaze drifted toward her bare feet, lapped by the
water.
“I suppose a man with that much magic in him can’t help passing it on to his offspring, so
I got a bit of it – only a little bit,” she said. “I never exercise it when he’s about, though. He
doesn’t like it.”
“I’d have thought he would be proud.”
“So would I, but he isn’t. He doesn’t like it when I’m good at things.” She tossed her
head. Her face betrayed no trace of self-pity. “There was a time I thought I’d be a great
musician. I had the knack and the love for it. Then he told me that if he ever heard me playing
my violin again he’d throw it on the fire. I couldn’t endure that, so I hid it away. But he hasn’t
taken my voice away, at least. Should you like to hear me sing?”
At this question Brendis could not suppress a chuckle.
Interpreting it correctly, she commenced singing.
“Only one charm never fails.
Before a love-spell, all surrender helpless.
E’en should it be broken,
Surely there will linger
A touch of hope it somehow might prove true.”
His throat grew so tight he could scarcely breathe. When he could find his voice again he
would hint to her that she didn’t need to strive so hard to win his heart.
“What’s your father like, Brendis?” she asked.
“I don’t know. I was only three when he died.”
Her brow furrowed. “How awful!”
“I think I’d prefer him to Master Vernathor.”
“Lord Vernathor, if you please,” she returned in a mock-lofty tone. “So it’s your mother
who raised you, then. You do her credit.”
“How?”
“You listen and understand. Though if you were my son, I wouldn’t let you hold yourself
in such low esteem.” She paused. “You need to find a master. Surely somebody in your
village knows a thing or two about magic.”
“My village is full of mice.”
“So? Some mouse-folk have magic.”
“Not many. Not so many that each of our villages has its own wizard.” He clenched his
teeth. “It’s in our nature to be mild.”
“And that sits ill with you. You’d rather be Baltasar than Brendis.” She rested a hand on
his shoulder. “My father says we can choose our own natures, but we make the mistake of
letting other people choose for us. It’s the one thing I agree with him about.”
“Were it true,” he whispered with a tingle of excitement, “it would overturn everything.”

“You can start by thinking it’s true of you. If you truly want to be the dangerous Black
Knight you can be. You don’t need someone’s permission.”
He beamed. “I’ve never heard anyone talk like you in all my life.”
“There aren’t many like us. That’s why we ought to lend each other a hand. If you can’t
find a master, I’ll be your master and teach you as far as I’m able, unless you’ve an
objection.”
“Certainly not!”
“Good. Now, change your shape, if you please.”
Though he wondered at this instruction, he clenched himself and willed his
transformation. As he shrank the rocks and trees around him doubled, tripled, quadrupled in
size. The stone beneath his feet broadened to a damp, slippery floor. He spread his mouse-toes
to keep his footing while the bubbling stream splashed his fur.
He glanced up to find Narelinde had also changed shape. A snowy owl with bright black
eyes and a hatchet-beak glided down, talons outstretched, and deftly scooped him up. She set
him down on the bank and swept her wing over him, drying his fur.
Can you hear me?
He gulped. He recognized Narelinde’s voice, but Tribe-folk had no power of human
speech in animal form. How was she managing this feat?
Can you hear me?
He let out a strangled squeak.
That won’t work. Let your mind form the word, and look squarely into my eyes. Now, can
you hear me?
He cleared his mind of every thought but one word, yes.
If you were an ordinary Tribes-man, you wouldn’t. This is how we magicians
communicate in our animal shapes. It takes discipline and concentration.
Stiffening, he strove to center his vision squarely on the round dark eyes before him. He
understood what she meant. To speak in this fashion meant focusing the mind on what he
wished to say, to the exclusion of all other thoughts. If he took a second’s notice of a leaf on
the wind his power might be compromised.
Thank you, he told her, his head beginning to ache.
Of course it’s hard at first. Don’t try to say too much for now. She clicked her beak.
Would you like to fly?
What?
Fly, fly in the air so high. I can carry you as I did before, but only if you’d like.
I’m in a dream, he reminded himself. In dreams we often take flight.
Exactly.
He shivered. He hadn’t realized he had spoken that thought, but his gaze remained locked
with Narelinde’s. Experienced in this way of speech, she might be able to pick up even
fleeting thoughts.
I’d love to fly, he told her.

She reached forward with her right claw and carefully closed her talons about him.
Spreading her wings, she lifted him from the ground, then she closed her flaws together,
cradling him. For a moment they hovered so low that his tail brushed the tips of the grass, but
with a hoot of triumph she soared upward.
They rose above the trees, and the tops of the pines dwindled as they arced. Above him
ribbons of cloud trailed across the deep azure sky, while below him farms, fields and forests
took on the semblance of a verdant patchwork quilt. The silver-blue stream where they’d been
walking only moments before was a barely visible thread.
They passed through the trailing clouds and into a sky of almost fierce blue. He could no
longer glimpse the earth. He doubted she reached this altitude on normal flights. This, like the
brilliant day-sky, was a pleasure denied her in her waking life.
He peered through the talon-cage and enjoyed the wind’s whip through his fur and its
taste in his mouth. He might sprout wings of his own, break free of her hold and glide on the
current alongside her. Why couldn’t he? He began to wriggle in her grasp. Please understand,
he thought, longing to lock eyes with her. Sense what I am trying to do and open your feet.
The talon-cage parted.
He plunged. Narelinde swooped down, her wing stretched toward him. The instant she
reached him, his scrambling forefeet vanished, and a pair of feathery wings sprouted from his
back. Sparrow’s wings, they seemed at first. He fluttered in a vain search for the current. But
as Narelinde brushed him with her wing-tip, his spine lengthened while his wings stretched to
a broad span. His hind-feet sprouted gleaming talons.
He circled Narelinde, locking gazes with her. I’m a hawk!
Indeed, Master Baltasar. Let’s see you dive.
He swooped downward, spreading his toes apart as if descending on prey. She followed
with a long, loud cry and circled him as he suddenly shifted course into a climb. They swirled
and spun in loops about each other, their eyes laughing.
Something heavy fell with a sharp thud just beside his ear. The sky went black and the
wind-current hardened into a wood plank and a straw-stuffed mattress. Startled, he bit the tip
of his tail, then winced at the taste of blood.
“What are you about?” his brother cried, glowering down at him, his face florid. “The
afternoon’s half gone! What do you think you are – an owl?”
Brendis licked the blood off his teeth as he stared at his brother. In the ire that radiated
from him Brendis could decipher words: layabout, good-for-nothing, head-in-the-clouds
disgrace. Should have taken you in hand long ago.
“Shift your form!” Arne snapped, pointing with an irate flourish toward the door. “Put on
your day-clothes and get out to the fields!”
Brendis lengthened and broadened into a short, stocky young man in a wrinkled smock.
Rising from the cot, he glared at Arne, centering his attention on his flushed, throbbing temple
and envisioning the muscle-work beyond it. He stiffened his spine. “Don’t waken me like that
again,” he told Arne, very quietly.

“What? Who do you think you—”
Arne broke off as he doubled forward, clutching his temple, shaking with pain.
“Don’t waken me like that again. Ever.”
***
1843
Arne had been thinking in anger. Glimpsing his thoughts, Brendis had grown angry in
turn. Relations between the two brothers had been cordial, though never warm. This incident
should have sparked only a minor quarrel, forgotten in less than a day.
Instead, they never again exchanged a civil word.
Baltasar rubbed his hands together, massaging the sore fingers. Old man’s hands, withered
and bony and bent, they had aged far faster than the rest of him.
He sank down in his chair, his eyes on the night-dark window. He thought of the trail
beyond that led to his old home and wondered idly how Arne fared. Most likely he was still
doing what he’d done as a young man, tending the fields and helping gather in the harvest. By
now he surely had a tidy little wife and ten children. No need to wonder where he was. With
few exceptions, mouse-folk never left the village where they were born, and Arne had never
been cut out for an exception.
Baltasar would have loved to travel, had his affairs permitted. He would have loved to
cover the world, from the busiest city to the sleepiest village. But Wennhalt Town he never
cared to see again.

CHAPTER TWO
“He wept that he was ever born,
And he had reasons.”
Edward Arlington Robinson, "Miniver Cheevy"
1843
Meinrad lay in bed, his coverlet drawn up to his chin. To ease his racking pain, he was
trying to turn himself to stone after the fashion of Grave Limring in The Golden Prophecy.
He drew a deep breath up from his toes, then centered his mind on them, willing them to

numbness. He felt them freeze and harden and managed a tiny smile. He coaxed the stone
upward into his soles, his heels, his ankles. Soon he could feel only heavy rocks where his
feet had been. Pain had no power over rock.
Into his calves, up to his knees the brittle numbness spread. As well as the trick was
working this morning, he might succeed, as Limring had done, in suspending his breath.
When Leoda arrived with her wash-basin and her mirror, she might believe he’d died during
the night. She would hold the mirror to his lips, but no fog would mar it. When she lifted the
blanket to cover his face he would spring into motion. She would drop her basin and fly from
the room, shrieking.
When the stone had gained his neck the door opened, and a portly figure appeared,
wheeling a tray topped with a basin and a lit candle. “Good mo-o-orning, Master Meinra-aad!” the figure called in a chirpy sing-song. The stone in his limbs gave way to a tingle of
longing to throw something breakable.
“Did you sleep well last night, Master Meinrad?” Leoda asked as she wheeled the cart to
his bedside.
“I slept as I always do.” Meinrad grunted, forcing himself to look the housekeeper in the
face. A wave of revulsion broke in his stomach at the broad smile, the sparkling dark eyes, the
gray hair knotted and drawn back to fit under a white lace cap. She always beamed, as if her
visits to his sick-chamber were the greatest pleasure life afforded her.
“Today is a big day for you, Master Meinrad,” she announced, lifting him by his
shoulders and adjusting his pillows to prop him up. “You’re to have a visitor.”
“Lovely,” he mumbled while his heartbeat quickened.
She dipped a cloth in the wash-basin then gently wiped his face. “Master Heinemach. You
may have read about him. He’s quite famous.”
“Who is he?”
“Only the most honored soothsayer in the Tribe-lands.”
“Is that all?” he returned with a lazy yawn.
Leoda continued her work, turning him from his side to his stomach as she soaped him
down. “He’s coming at your father’s request to have a look at you,” she said.
“So he can say how much longer I’ve got to live?”
“So he can say what might be done to make you well.”
“I would have thought that would be obvious by now,” he grumbled as the cold damp
raised goose-flesh. “Nothing.”
Turning him on his back once more, she gave his shoulder a friendly chuck. “Come now,
Master Meinrad, buck up! Today could be your good-news day!”
Meinrad growled under his breath and decided to keep silent until Leoda finished her
work and left the room.
“We’ve got to look handsome as we can for our guest,” she half-sang as she combed his
hair. Breathing a sigh, he closed his eyes. He might endure her presence more easily if he
didn’t have to look at her.

No. Her scent was still there, churning his stomach with each breath he drew. Not a single
scent, easy to define, but many scents woven together in a crazy fabric: the sharp musk of fox,
the smoky flatness of deer, the stinging mint of hawk and falcon, the oozing honey of rabbit,
the festering rot of rat.
He heard her place the comb on the tray and drew a breath of relief. As he opened his eyes
she chuckled and patted his shoulder.
“He should be here in an hour.” She set the candle down on the table near the head of the
bed. “Which one would you like, young sir?” She gestured toward the stack of books on his
dresser.
“The Banderen Trail,” he replied, lifting his hands.
Passing the book to him, she bobbed a curtsey. “That should amuse you until he arrives.
Do try to put on a more cheerful face for him.”
Meinrad twitched his lips in puzzlement. To shape his features into the semblance of
merriment was more than he could manage. A brief experiment with a smile confirmed this.
Observing him, Leoda chortled, then backed out of the room, drawing the cart with her.
Swallowing a sour taste, he pulled himself up on his prop of pillows and opened the book.
The Banderen Trail, one of his favorites, told of a pair of “Traders”, Tribes-folk whose duty it
was to travel twice a year, with a caravan packed with goods, to those regions where the
single-skins dwelled to barter with them for books, tools, livestock and other necessities. He
had thought more than once that he would have liked to become a Trader if his health had
permitted. The closest he could come was to send his imagination down The Banderen Trail.
With the rattle of the heavy wagon in his ears, he thought not about the expected visit of
the soothsayer. From time to time a shock of pain jolted him out of the world of the story. He
had to fight to hold onto his senses; he could feel them tottering on their track. In the midst of
one such pain-shock, he heard voices, soft and hollow as if coming from a distance, yet
distinct.
How much can a soothsayer see? Can he read thoughts?
I don’t know, sir.
That man could ruin everything. He could find out! What was father thinking?
He was thinking of Meinrad.
Meinrad – that useless invalid! It’s all his fault if we’re found out.
Be still, sir. The very thing you complain of is our greatest advantage. Your father isn’t
thinking of us. Therefore, Heinemach won’t be thinking about us.
But if he’s a mind-reader–
Just stay clear of him. Never meet his eyes. He won’t be here long.
Meinrad blinked hard to drive the cloud-burst from his eyes, to re-enter the world of his
book. He shook with the pulsing pain.
If he gives father good news the old man might invite him to stay a week.
The news won’t be good.
You sound very certain.

I’ve watched Meinrad at closer range than you, sir. He’s been dying since the day he was
born.
Meinrad stiffened as his head spun. They would never hold such a conversation where he
might hear. They must be many rooms away. That wasn’t possible. His mind was conjuring
voices as cruel as the pain itself, voices he knew and hated.
He let out a gasp, then surrendered his grip on consciousness.
***
He swam upward through a fog to find the pain waiting patiently for him, along with the
flat scent of dripping wax. He glanced toward his candle to find it half melted down.
“Have we had a nice nap?”
Meinrad rubbed at his eyes to bring the figure of his older brother into sharper focus.
Eight years his senior, fair-haired and broad-shouldered, Konrad fit the world’s definition of
handsome. Yet Meinrad could never look at him without a shiver of horror. There was
something in his smile.
“I’ve brought you some broth.” He held a covered silver dish toward Meinrad. The
younger brother’s stomach gnawed at him. He pulled himself onto his pillow-prop and took
the bowl into his lap. He removed the cover, then sniffed the rising smoke, the stock of some
fowl or other he could not place. He caught a hint of game or forest.
“What is this?” he asked.
“Sparrow broth,” Konrad told him. “Eat up.”
Meinrad frowned, then dipped his spoon into the broth and brought it to his lips. At a tiny
sip his stomach somersaulted, He doubled forward, retching. “Vile!” he cried, clapping the lid
down hard over the bowl. “Take it away!”
“Now, now, Meinrad. You must eat.” Konrad took up the spoon and uncovered the bowl
once more, then smacked the flat of his palm against Meinrad’s forehead. “Open wide,” he
crooned, thrusting a spoonful of broth toward his brother’s lips.
As the spoon touched Meinrad’s lips, a tiny droplet of the broth spilled onto them. He
gagged. In that instant, Konrad slipped the spoon in, and the broth streamed down Meinrad’s
throat. His head reeled with revulsion. When he saw Konrad readying another bite, he kicked,
upsetting the bowl. The broth spilled over the coverlet and onto the floor.
Konrad’s neck rippled. “And now we’ve made a mess,” he said. “That, of course, is no
problem for us, since we are never called upon to clean it.”
“I asked you to take it away,” Meinrad choked. “You tried to force me to eat.”
“Only for your own good. But you don’t know what gratitude is.”
Meinrad cleared his throat. “Gratitude, a noun meaning a sense of appreciation for
kindness rendered.”
Konrad sniffed, then pulled the stained coverlet from Meinrad’s legs and gathered it up in
his arms. “This needs washing at once. If you feel a bit chilly, remember you brought it on
yourself.” He started toward the door.
“Has Master Heinemach come?” Meinrad called after him.

“The soothsayer? He’s been and gone.”
“Did he say how long I have to live?”
“Oh, yes.”
“Well, how long?”
“Many years,” the older brother replied, “many, many years.”
“I’m going to get well, then?”
“No,” A crocodile grin spread across Konrad’s lips. “you’re going to stay as you are.
You’ll lie in your bed day in and day out, until at last you die a withered old man who has
never felt the sun on his face.” With a careless nod he left the room.
Sinking down into the mattress, Meinrad stared at his bare legs, spindly, ghost-white and
helpless, and then at the window-blinds, shut fast, tiny cracks of light threading through them.
You’ll lie there day in and day out.
The prediction knifed through his bones. Longing to draw the coverlet close about him, he
grasped at the air. A second later a fresh jolt of pain sprang. Many years. Many, many years.

CHAPTER THREE
“I am the only being whose doom
No tongue would ask, no eye would mourn;
I’ve never caused a thought of gloom,
A smile of joy, since I was born.”
Emily Brontë, "I Am the Only Being Whose Doom"
1840
Rules among her people were few, yet she managed to break them perpetually. Rule the
First: Never weep. Blubbering was the worst infraction any of her kind could commit. It
earned a heavy blow to the ear and a lecture she could recite by heart.
As she heard the snap of folding canvas and the crunch of uprooted planks, she felt the
familiar burn in her chest and tightness in her throat. She always blubbered hardest on
Moving Days, though she couldn’t have told why. Her elders were too busy with moving
work to notice her. She could slip away and hide behind some tree or large rock until the fit
had passed. She only had to hold it in long enough to reach her refuge. Rejoining the others in
time for the move would be easy. She would scent the smoke on the wind. Always the last
thing they did before the march was set fire to the rubbish pile.

She sidled past the collapsing tents. Intrigued by a flash of deep olive green at the corner
of her eye, she turned toward the rubbish pile. A book topped the heap, and the Weeping One
(as she dubbed herself for if she had a name she did not know it) gnawed at her quivering lip.
She remembered that book. She’d seen her elders wrest it from a captive’s grasp. The anguish
in his eyes had made her wonder. What glories the book must contain if it broke his heart to
lose it!
No one was watching the rubbish pile. She might take the book and have a quick look
through it before she or it was missed. Wind-quick, she struck and snatched her prize and
darted away, past her elders and captives, past the other youngsters whacking away at each
other with sticks, until she reached a rock just large enough to conceal her. Flopping down
and drawing her legs close, she opened the book.
Her tears spilled onto pages lined with long strings of symbols she could not decipher.
She thumbed through the pages in search of something that made sense until she reached a
page of a different texture from the rest, a watercolor print.
It showed a dwelling – not a tent with a makeshift wooden floor and canvas roof, but a
sturdy structure of white stone, planted firmly in the earth, its thatched roof solid, its doorway
shaded by a bower of lavender blossoms. “House,” she whispered through her trembling lips,
running her fingertips over the tall, black-shuttered windows. What sort of people lived in
such a place? What might it look like inside?
The book’s former owner would know. She had never seen or heard anyone ask the
captives a question. The elders spoke to them in shouted commands. To address them
diferently might carry the same penalty as blubbering. Yet hearing the man’s answer might be
worth that pain. She resolved that if she found another picture as intriguing as this one, she
would ask her question and take whatever punishment might follow.
Thumbing further, she discovered a second picture, a print of a drawing. It would have
caught her attention in any case, for it depicted girl-children about her own age with faces and
figures resembling the reflection she glimpsed in streams. But the differences struck her more
sharply than the similarity. These girls danced in a circle, grinning with a wild delight she had
never seen in her own reflection. Though they were frozen in their game, she sensed
movement.
Moreover, they were oddly dressed. The youngsters of her tribe wore plain, calf-length
smock-shirts designed for mobility. The girls in this picture were clad in sumptuous gowns
with long, spreading skirts reaching just above their ankles, sashes at the waist, and collars
lined with an odd material marked with tiny shapes and patterns. Ribbons bound their ringlets.
The Weeping One pulled her thick, tangled hair back from her face and saw herself with such
a ribbon. Her fancy dyed it scarlet.
Behind the girls stood a curtained window. These children must live inside that lovely
stone house. Beyond the blossom-bordered door joyous games surely went on. The rootedness
of the house and the glee on the children’s faces must have something to do with each other.
Swallowing, she rose to her feet. She had made a vow and she must hold to it. She must

find the captive whose book this was. She tucked the book under her arm and passed the other
youngsters at their battle-game with a slow, careful step. She did not turn toward them. Only
through the corner of her eye did she see a stick hurtle toward her head, but she dodged it
without breaking her stride.
In work territory she wove her way among the elders and captives bearing their burdens.
Planks and poles swung over her head. Canvas snapped at her ears. Elders barked at her.
“Mind where you go!” “Go and play with the others!” She walked ahead as if she hadn’t
heard them.
She focused her attention on the captives. Like her elders, they ran together in her mind,
for they all had the same grim, harrowed, haunted look. She studied each face to note its
distinguishing features – a scar over the left eye of this one, a bruise on the jaw of that one, a
wart on the chin of another one. She clenched hard as the burning in her chest began afresh.
To soothe herself and to simplify her search, she sniffed the air as she passed each
captive, noting the Tribal scent. The captive she sought was a mouse-man. At the mouse scent
she sharpened her gaze until she caught sight of a familiar crooked chin and tired lines about
the eyes. Suppressing a shout of triumph, she slunk toward him.
A pole was slung across his shoulders, his hands bound behind his back. One of the elders
prodded him with a cudgel. Her throat tightened and tears slipped over the rims of her eyes.
She opened the book to the drawing of the dancing children and raised it to his face. “You
there,” she said, after the fashion of her elders, “could you tell me who these people are?”
Before she could dodge or duck, her elder’s cudgel slammed against the back of her
neck. An inky veil of agony blotted out the world around her. She felt herself falling, then
nothing.
A hand gripped her shoulder to pull her upright, and the pain at the base of her neck shot
through her spine.
“Can you nod?” snapped a gruff voice near her ear.
She looked into the acrid frown of the one who had struck her. Another elder with a
similar expression stood at his shoulder. The captive she’d spoken to was nowhere to be seen.
She rubbed her eyes, then nodded. Pain pounded against her skull. An instant she had
forgotten now came back to her, clear and terrible. The captive with the crooked chin and
sorrow-rimmed eyes, struggled against the elders who had bound him. He’d shouted defiance,
Filthy, stinking rats! A reckoning will come upon you, to the last one. You will die in the
agony you bring upon others!
She wasn’t sure what “reckoning” meant, but “agony you bring upon others” made perfect
sense.
“You’ve been blubbering again,” the elder huffed. “Haven’t you been told enough?”
“Yes,” she replied.
“The other youngsters never blubber, do they? That’s because they’re natural. You’d be
better off if you could be more like them.”
She thought of the children at their stick-play, crying out in glee each time they struck a

shoulder or knee. “I can’t.”
“And why not?”
“I don’t like them.”
The elder gave her a sound slap. Then he turned to his friend. “Can you make her out,
Arlich? Never saw such a peevish minx in all my days! She’ll never be any use.”
“I wouldn’t worry,” remarked the friend, not quite looking at the Weeping One. “These
vaporish weaklings are never a nuisance for long. They die off quick.”
“Ha!” snorted the first elder, chucking the Weeping One’s shoulder. “Hear that! That’s
what you’ve got to look forward to. Let’s get back to work, Arlich.”
She heard them go as she wobbled her head from side to side. The pain still wracked her,
but the tears behind her eyes dissipated.
They die off quick. These, then, were her choices, she would either stop weeping or weep
herself to death. “I’m not the Weeping One anymore,” she whispered to herself with a tiny
smile. “I am the Dying One.”
***
The processional was ready. Ranged in the rear were the captives and their guards,
bearing the heaviest burdens. In the middle came those of the clan judged too old, too young,
or too weak for offensive fighting, each one armed with a simple cudgel. In front strode the
strongest and best, fitted with swords at one side, a truncheons on the other, and slingshots
tucked away in their belts. The middle rank would reach the new campsite first. The foremost
rank had the duty of procurement, acquiring fresh provisions and (sometimes) captives from
some nearby village.
With each move children were chosen to march in the front rank, an honor the youngsters
competed for. A thick-bodied woman gripped the Dying One’s arm. “You’re coming with
me!” she shouted.
The Dying One blinked. “In front?”
“Yes, idiot, in front! Come.”
The woman fastened about the child’s waist a belt with a rope dangling from it. This rope
she then tied to a sash about her own waist, effectively tethering the child to her. As the
woman pulled her along, the Dying One stared at the square-shouldered backs of the
marchers. The stick the woman had given her dangled listlessly in her right hand. She noticed
other children slashing the air with their sticks, their faces flushed and hungry – their elders in
miniature. They would not die off quick.
At dusk, the front rank broke away from the processional. Procurement was at hand. She
had never seen how it was done, but the stories she’d heard set her trembling. They strode to a
circle of houses that marked the village boundary. Less than half the size of the house she’d
seen in the watercolor, they were made of the same washed stone, with neatly thatched roofs,
clean windows, and window-boxes adorned with fat, fragrant scarlet blooms, rooted like the
lavender-bowered house. Happy girls with sumptuous gowns might dwell inside.
A rough-faced man from the foremost line drew a slingshot from his belt and hurled a

stone through a window. His comrades heaved handfuls of pebbles at the doors. “Come out!”
they bellowed. “Or we’ll burn you out!”
Another volley followed. The clatter of breaking glass stung her. “Come out!” the troop
chorused again. Her mouth quivered furiously. To stop it she bit her lower lip so firmly that
she tasted blood.
Still not a sound emerged from these houses.
“Reckon they’ve hid themselves, Redulf?” grunted the woman who held her tether.
“They couldn’t have known we were coming,” said the man beside her. “Worst they could
do is hold themselves up in there, and that’ll do ‘em no good.”
“Reiman, go and let the livestock out,” the leader called, and a man not far from her crept
away. “Light torches!” Out came the flint-lights. Those in the front line tipped their cudgels
with fire and hurled them toward the windows.
Flames took hold of the curtains inside. Screaming erupted. The occupants of the houses
rushed out, eyes wide with terror, hands gripping the blankets over their shoulders. While his
men rushed them the leader felled a spindly old man with a stone to his brow. The children in
the front rank exploded in laughter at the blood pouring from his wound.
“Spread out and cover the village!” the leader called. As her keeper charged past the
burning huts, the Dying One found herself being pulled toward a house surrounded by a
garden full of lovely-smelling flowers and even lovelier-smelling vegetables. The elders tore
into that garden, thrusting the vegetables into their sacks.
A rock shrieked through the air and smashed a windowpane. “Come out!” her keeper
bellowed.
A tall young man with black hair and a bushy black beard barreled out of the house,
armed with a bladed weapon. With a snarl he rushed the Dying One’s keeper, who stumbled
back onto the child. Her stomach convulsing, she doubled forward, shut her eyes, and
vomited.
A swish, and suddenly she felt light and free. Her tether had been cut.
You’ve been a captive, something whispered in her ear, no different from that poor mouseman with the crooked chin. What do captives do if they have the chance?
Her lips formed the word. Escape. She raced toward the nearest tree to hide. She clutched
her knees and let herself blubber, she ventured to hope, for the last time.
The wind wrapped around her like a cool, soft quilt. It merged with the shadow of the tree
to shelter her, chanting in rhythmic whispers words she didn’t recognize: fahrian eln... fahrian
eln...
Drawing in the bark’s damp scent, she understood suddenly that this lovely phrase was the
tree’s secret name. She sensed as it swirled gently around her that the wind was befriending
her, touching her and speaking to her as no other being ever had. She yearned to remain here
where she would be safe, or at least slip out of life happily, at peace for the first time.
The wind-whispers wafted in circles about each other, forming patterns she envisioned as
glowing spirals of color and light. She heard them leaping and racing, winding and diving. In

this dance she sensed an invitation to discovery. She listened with every atom of her being.
Music.
She loved the word and at times thought she understood it. Though her elders’ raucous
shouting offered her no example, she sensed it in the rustling leaves and whispering grass.
Here, in the weavings of the wind, she caught it at last – music. She needed to hear it more
closely.
Willing her transformation, she spun downward, like slipping down a waterfall stone. Her
head pitched dreamily as her senses sharpened. The harmonies of the wind grew sweeter,
moving through her fur and setting her tail a-tingle. She let out a long breath and closed her
eyes as they sang her to a peaceful sleep.
She awoke to the touch of sun on her face. Yawning, she stretched herself into a human
once more. She was bursting with some glorious thing she couldn’t quite name. The breath of
wind played about her ears. Savoring it, she opened her eyes. White threads of sunlight
streamed through a verdant curtain of leaf and limb above her. She stretched out her fingers to
them, pondering. What might it be like to rise into the sky, absorbed in these lovely strings of
light?
She peered around the tree at the little house and garden. Though the hut still stood, the
garden looked as if a storm had torn through it. The flowers’ stems were crushed, their petals
scattered. Of the vegetables, only a few scraggly carrots and bruised radishes remained. The
bladed instrument that had cut her tether now lay half-buried in disheveled greenery.
The cottage door opened, and a woman emerged. Gazing at her, the Dying One noted the
long black gown with starched white collar and pleated apron, and the little white bonnet that
crowned her flaxen hair. She would have resembled the children in the drawing but for her
expression, as crushed as the flowers.
She moved listlessly through the garden until she nearly stumbled over the bladed
instrument. She dropped to her knees beside it, buried her face in her hands and sobbed.
The wind ruffled the leaves under the child’s hand. As she moved her fingers, they struck
something odd. Soft, smooth, slippery. A cloth of some kind. The sketch of the dancing
children flashed in her mind’s eye. Had she found one of those fat hair ribbons? Her fingertips
tingled as if they’d brushed against ice.
Half-turning, she glimpsed an object wrapped in a shiny white blanket, lying in a hollow
at the tree’s roots. She reached in to draw it out. Her breath in her throat, she unfolded the
blanket, uncovering a wooden rod and a thing she had never seen before..
The breeze strengthened. She heard it whispering something about this strange object. She
strove to think of something, anything it resembled. A figure like the lady’s, perhaps, or like
her own if she were attired as she wished to be – long neck, curved bosom, waist, and
spreading skirt. She liked the feel of her fingertips along its edges.
A gust blowing across the strings made a heart-stirring sound. She heard the faint but
distinct suggestion of music – those glorious harmonies the breezes had sung.
This thing could make sounds like that.

Yet how? She shuddered, breathless as she noticed the stick, too, had strings bound and
drawn tight to it. String against string. Heart tight with anticipation, she scraped the stick’s
strings across the strings of the larger object.
All this effort got her was a high-pitched shriek. She ground her teeth in annoyance, but
her heart wound tighter still. The thing shivered under her fingers. It lived, somehow. If she
moved the stick-strings and touched the thing-strings just so she could unlock its soul. She
tried again. Still it screamed at her.
“So they left one behind.”
Startled, the Dying One dropped the objects.
The lady in the white bonnet now stood over her, the blade in her clenched fist. Her stare
bore down on the girl like a cold stone. “They take one, they leave one,” the lady snapped.
“That’s their notion of justice, I suppose.” She advanced on the child, who scrambled
backwards, shaking. “Tell me, vermin-spawn, can you give me one reason why I shouldn’t
cut your throat?”
The child opened her mouth but couldn’t manage a syllable. I’m going to die before long
in any case, she thought of saying, but she shook her head. She grappled in vain for a clearer
reason. “No,” she said at last.
The lady’s eyes changed then.
The child knew the answer had saved her.
“Who are you, rat?” the lady asked.
“I’m,” The girl stopped. She could not say the Dying One. “I’m nothing.”
“Nothing, eh? Odd sort of name. What are you doing here, Mistress Nothing?”
“That man with the black beard cut my tether, and I ran and hid myself here, under the
fahrian eln.”
A flicker of anguish crossed the lady’s eyes at the mention of the black-bearded man, but
her face quickly hardened again. “What in the name of molting crows is a fahrian eln?”
“This tree. Isn’t it beautiful? I want to stay here. Can I?”
The lady let out a short, bitter laugh. “No, rat, you may not.”
“I don’t mean with you, in the cottage,” the girl explained. “I mean here, under the tree. I
love it.”
“This tree belongs to us. It’s no place for you.” The lady wrinkled her nose. “All-Guide
have mercy on us, rat, how old are you?”
“I believe I’m – well, I can’t say exactly, but I think I’m – six. Though I may be seven.”
“And exactly what did you mean by hiding yourself here?”
“I’m not sure, but I want to stay here.” The girl picked up the objects. “If this is your tree,
these must be yours, too.” She held them out toward the lady. “Can you show me how to
make the right kind of noise with them?”
The lady drew a step back. “That isn’t mine. Where did you get it?”
“I found it in the hollow, near the roots.”
“Well, put it back at once, and get you gone. Back to your own Tribe with you.”

“My own Tribe? You mean ...”Her stomach quaking, the girl threw her arms about the
trunk of the tree. “Won’t, won’t, won’t!” she cried. “I’ll never go back to them! I want to stay
here, I’ll do anything, I – I can be useful.”
“Useful? What can you do, pray tell?”
“Not much right now, but I can learn.”
“Never heard tell of any rat who could.”
“I’m not like the rest. They tell me so all the time. I’m ...” She broke off, gnawing at her
lip. An explanation of her “vaporish weakness” would not help her. She had no convincing
arguments, only a vague sense, utterly unfamiliar, that she would like to be useful to this lady
with traces of tears on her cheeks.
She held out the objects as her heartbeat quickened in hope. “If you show me how to
make a proper noise with this, you’ll hear for yourself how I can do it.”
The lady took the bigger thing and tucked it under her chin, then set her fingers on the
strings at its long end. “It’s called a violin,” she said, “and you play it like this.” She drew the
stick over the strings. A pleasant note emerged, but the tone seemed thin beside the promise
the child had heard in that sound the wind had made.
The child took the objects and imitated the position she had seen. With her fingers pressed
down on the strings, she moved the stick precisely as she’d seen the lady do. This time the
note rang pure and strong. The wood seemed to shiver, to breathe. Her head spun with joy.
The lady stared, mouth agape.
“If I can stay here I can learn to play more sounds that could take the blubbering away. I
can be useful.”
The lady cleared her throat and arched her neck. “Press your third finger down,” she
instructed, “and take the weight off your fourth.” She smiled very faintly as the child obeyed.
“Now move your hand downward, to the left, just an inch – there, that’s it. Now use the bow
again. Draw it across very slowly.”
Another note sounded, sweeter than the first. Her heart quivering, the child beamed. “This
must be yours, since you know what to do.”
“It’s not mine. I had a fiddle when I was a child, but I gave it up. I could never make it
sound like that. Yet you just find the thing lying at the root of an old tree, and you can make
music with it! What is your name, child? Because I know it isn’t nothing.”
“It is, though. I’m called nothing.”
“Hmph! Never heard the like. Even among rats it’s the practice to give youngsters names,
or so I thought.”
They die off quick. For the first time the Dying One trembled at the words. A frosty veil
settled on her heart, where it fashioned itself into a little box, locked tight.
A sorrowful moan floated on the wind. Her eyes drifted in search of its source even as the
lady spoke to her again. “My name, young rat, is Ricarda. Among civilized Tribes one’s
elders are addressed as sir and ma’am. You will call me ma’am.”
“Yes, ma’am.”

“You don’t belong to me, so I can’t give you a proper name,” said Ricarda. “Since you
say your name is nothing, so it shall be – Nicht Naught Nothing.” She drew herself up to her
tallest height. “I’m going to take you on as my servant just for a short while to see if you can
be useful. My husband should be back soon, and I doubt he’ll stand for having a rat about the
place, but in the meantime you may bide here.”
With another rush of joy the child wrapped her arms tightly about the trunk of the fahrian
eln, her new home.
“I meant here,” said Ricarda, pointing past the tree and toward the cottage. “Civilized
Tribes live indoors. While you’re here, you’ll abide by our rules.”
“Yes, ma’am,” the child replied, though her heart fell. At least she would see the tree
every day and sit in its shade as often as she could. She tucked her new violin and bow under
her arm and set her face toward the cottage.
“And you will leave that where you found it,” Ricarda insisted, with a short, sharp nod
toward the root-hollow. “It isn’t yours. You’ve admitted as much. Here we don’t keep what
doesn’t belong to us. All the same, if nobody claims it you may have some time each day to
come out here and practice upon it.”
With a pang she did as she was bidden, folding the blanket about her prize with care.
Fearful that she might not find it again tomorrow, she covered the hollow with leaves and
loose grass, so that only someone looking for the violin would discover it.
The moan in the wind grew louder, more distinct. She felt the sting of sadness in it. She
searched the lady’s stern face for some sign that it moved her, too. “Don’t you hear it,
ma’am?”
“Hear what?”
“The wind. It’s crying like someone’s sick or hurt. It’s coming from–over there...” The
child turned toward the sound.
Ricarda shook her head. “I don’t hear a thing but the leaves rustling.”
“What’s over there?” Nicht Naught Nothing asked in a hush, as the sound grew more
insistent.
“A few houses and the fields.”
The child shook her head. As she listened closely a rim of dark pines became clear. “It’s a
wood,” she said, as if sleep-talking. “What’s it called?”
“The Atterwald. We don’t bother with it.” Ricarda gripped the child’s shoulder. “Come.”
Nicht Naught Nothing – who found this new name suited her better than the Dying One –
closed her ears to the moan. Staring ahead at the house, she trotted alongside her new
mistress. She should say something to this woman, but couldn’t think what.
“The phrase you’re searching for is thank you,” Ricarda told her.
Thank you. That sounded right. “Thank you,” she said as they passed through the door.

CHAPTER FOUR
“Follow thy fair sun, unhappy shadow!
Though thou be black as night,
And she made all of light,
Yet follow thy fair sun, unhappy shadow!”
Thomas Campion, "Follow Thou Fair Sun"
1824
Brendis moved through his chores with a more willing spirit now. He forced his body to
mop floors, wash dishes, hoe furrows and weed gardens, while his mind roamed where he
wished to be.
This power alone might have satisfied him. He could talk to Narelinde in secret, find out
what she thought and felt as she moved through her day, and learn from her that the night
sky held more colors than he’d guessed. But he wished he could find in the dreary pattern of
his day something of real interest to share with her. He and the life he led were intolerably
dull.
She taught him tiny spells to make his work less taxing, such a “weightless spell” to
lighten his hoe or rake, a chant that could shrivel weeds while leaving flowers intact and a
trick for summoning energy to keep himself awake and alert through the hottest, dreariest
hours of the day. Whatever his flaws as a conversationalist, he could at least tell himself
he’d managed every spell on his first try.
“You could be great,” she told him, “but you’ll never learn enough this way.”
“You mean I’d learn more from you if we were actually in the same place? I agree.
Perhaps if I came to your house —”
“No!” Her mind-voice was sharp with pain.
“Why not? Would it be shameful for a mere mouse-man to darken your door? What if I
used the servants’ entrance?”
“You know better than that, Brendis.”
“Then why can’t I meet with you?”
“I’ve told you before. If I delight in anything my father spoils it. I’ll teach you what I
can, but please, try to find another master.”
He assured her he would, though he had no intention of doing so. For him the charm of
magic was bound up in Narelinde.
He whistled as he shaved that night, admiring his reflection. Though he couldn’t fathom
why, she cared about him. If I delight in anything my father spoils it. So she delighted in
him? Delighted!
***

Even when she spoke of misfortune Narelinde’s voice rang with charming optimism.
But he saw her unhappiness in the dreams they shared. Flat gray would besmirch the blue of
the day-sky, or sepia would wash out the vibrant green of a forest. When he asked her about
it, she replied with a careless smile, “Never trust anyone whose dreams are always bright or
always dark. Honest folk vary their hues.”
In a dream that found him resting with Narelinde on a slate-gray hillside, he considered
his own powers. He sank his fingers into the grass and fixed in his mind the precise shade of
green he wished it to take, then drew a breath to summon strength. He envisioned the color
firing from his fingertips to cover the ground. The very sight would cheer her, and the
gleam in her eyes would cast blue upon the sky. He sent forth a shock of energy, yet the
grass remained the same dingy slate.
“What are you trying to do?” she asked, concerned.
“Cheer you up.”
“That’s a very generous thought. I thank you for it.” She patted his hand, and for an
instant a streak of blue cracked through the clouds like a lightning flash.
His error became clear. He’d been working in anger, resentful of anything and anyone
who might have darkened her dream. At her touch delight had broken free. How might he
free it again? “Narelinde, what does your father look like?”
“Like the Spirit of Famine.”
“Could you show him to me in your mind?”
“You’re far beyond such a simple trick, Brendis.”
“I ask it for a reason. You’ll see in a moment.”
“Very well,” she returned with a tense sigh. The gray in the sky deepened, and an inky
shadow spread over the ground. The image passed from her mind to his – a gaunt, hollowcheeked man with imperious eyes and a shriveled, unsmiling mouth. He stiffened to steel
himself against the rush of feelings the image brought with it.
He started with the stern, knitted eyebrows. With careful concentration he lifted them
up, so that their somber aspect became a comically bewildered crease. He moved to the
sallow cheeks, pulling them down from the jaw-line, leaving the man with heavy, drooping
jowls. So intent was his attention on this work that he could not look at Narelinde, but his
heart constricted at the sound of a whispered laugh. He next aimed his art at the needle-thin
nose. He fancied himself landing a blow squarely on its point. As it squashed into a flat
knob, a flurry of giggles erupted.
He next aimed his art at the needle-thin nose. He fancied himself landing a blow
squarely on its point. As it squashed into a flat knob a flurry of giggles erupted. One final
touch remained. He tugged at the corners of the pinched mouth and forced it into a clownish
grin. The giggle became a gale. He joined in, wiggling his fingers in the soft grass.
He held onto the image until her laughter dwindled. Then he let it fade, and he gazed at
the still-grinning Narelinde. The wall of clouds had thinned to translucence. Once more he
strove to spread green across the grass, and this time an emerald light flickered under his
fingers.
“Put your hand on mine,” he told Narelinde. Later he would wonder at himself. He

would never have dared to ask, had he not been wrapped up in his task. But she obeyed
without hesitation, and his breath thickened in his throat. The emerald glow burst, blazing
up to the sky to dissipate the fog and set free the brilliant blue.
“There, you see?” she said, grinning. “You are a great magician.”
For the first time he believed her.
***
“You might leave him,” he suggested as they strolled along a sepia stream-bank. He’d
tried in vain to brighten this landscape. Narelinde’s grief was too deep.
“I’d like to,” she admitted, “but I can’t.”
“Why not?”
“I have my reasons. Besides, I haven’t anywhere else to go. Did you try the flavor-spell
on that porridge of yours last night?”
“You could come here,” he pointed out. “Settle in Wennhalt Town.”
“I don’t think your people would care much for that. The flavor-spell, Brendis.”
“What can they do about it? There’s no law against your living wherever you like.”
“If I tried to settle in Wennhalt your people would pass one. Now, the flavor-spell
requires —”
“Curse them!” he spat, scowling.
She touched his arm. “Please don’t frown so, Brendis. I’m all right.”
“This is the third dawn in a row you’ve dreamed dark.”
“Only because I’m a brat who’s put out that she won’t get her way. Please, let’s not talk
about it.”
“What won’t Lord Vernathor let you have your way about?”
“Let’s not talk about it.” A faint mist shimmered in her eyes.
“I’m sorry, Narelinde, but I can’t talk about flavor-spells when I know you’re unhappy.”
He set his hands upon her shoulders. “I want to help.”
“You can’t.”
“You don’t know that for certain. Please tell me. What has he done now?”
“He wants me to marry.”
He clenched to hold himself steady. “Marry whom?”
“He hasn’t chosen yet.” The mist in her eyes brightened into tears. “But he swears he’ll
see me married before the summer’s out.”
He hasn’t chosen yet. He latched onto these words as a grain of hope, even as his breath
threatened to fail him. The stream-bank grew hazy. The contours of Narelinde’s face
seemed cloudier, less distinct, than they had only seconds before. The dream was slipping
from his grasp.
He strengthened his touch on her shoulders, with a vow that she would not fade from
sight. “I won’t let that happen.” The words sank in slowly, driving fire into his spine. He
took her chin in his hand. “Trust me. I won’t.”
He silently made a further vow as her tears dampened his fingers. The only marriage
you need worry about is your inevitable one – to me.
He considered how he might present himself to the vile Vernathor as a prospective

groom. Most owl-gentlemen would never permit a mouse-man to court their daughters, but
Vernathor might entertain the notion if he thought it would make Narelinde miserable.
Brendis might go before him in rags, with liquor on his breath, spewing lewd remarks.
Thinking a marriage to him would be the worst humiliation imaginable for poor Narelinde,
Vernathor would agree to it. Too late he would realize his mistake.
If mistake it was. While Brendis’s heartbeat quickened at the possibility, he had no idea
how Narelinde felt.
With his thumb he brushed at her tears. An unreadable light came into her eyes. The fire
in his spine shot upward to his limbs, his heart, his face. Holding his breath, he leaned
forward and brushed his lips against hers.
She started, drawing back, and a chill smothered the fire. The scene flickered, then
vanished, leaving him surrounded by the four walls of his room.
Had he, in his own shock and shame, pulled out of the dream? Or had she cast him out?
He didn’t know. The chill settled on his heart. In a hasty moment he might have separated
himself from her forever.
***
When he heard her voice again the next day Brendis gasped like one whose life had
been spared.
The owl-folk rode into view, and he, as always, stared. Narelinde, proudly perched upon
her doe steed, cast him no wink or wistful gaze. Only with her thought-speech did she give a
sign that she noticed him. After we change, keep your eyes up.
Brendis lifted his face skyward.
That’s it.
What will I see?
Let it be a surprise.
The leader transformed, and the others, including Narelinde, followed suit. Brendis
glanced up and passed his hand over his brow.
While the rest soared over the treetops and into the horizon, a single owl looped back
and whizzed over the field so fast he could see only a flash of white. Something tumbled
from the sky to land at his feet, and in the next instant he glimpsed the owl in a smooth
glide, like a shard of the moon against the deepening dusk, following her comrades.“What’s
that?” Arne asked, squinting, as Brendis knelt to claim the fallen thing.
He shivered the instant he touched it – an ivory handkerchief of that shimmering neokol
cloth only the wealthiest of Tribes-folk could afford to wear.
“Is that neokol?” his brother cried, reaching out to snatch the cloth.
“Leave it be!” he snapped, clutching the gift close.
As his fingers explored the fabric, he found a strange but elegant design of curves and
loops and curls woven into the cloth. Her work, undoubtedly. He grinned in admiration. A
closer look revealed a pattern in the design, two letters woven together, an N and a B.
With a clutch at his heart, he stuffed the handkerchief into his inside coat-pocket,
vowing that from this moment no one but he would ever look at it.
“Brendis, just how did you happen to come by a neokol handkerchief?”

“It’s a gift from a friend,” answered Brendis, casting another smile at the sky.
“A friend!” Arne echoed with a derisive snort. “What friends do you have, I’d like to
know? Now, where did you get it?”
“I didn’t steal it, if that’s what you think.”
“I don’t know what to think!”
“It isn’t your business one way or another. I don’t have to answer to you.”
Arne shook his head and clicked his tongue. “Here I thought you’d mended your ways.”
“My ways were not broken. You’re the ones in need of mending, you and the rest.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“I could explain all night and into the next day, but you’d never understand. Leave me
alone, Arne. I’m not a thief.”
Arne gripped his brother’s arm. “This isn’t over, Brendis. I will know where that cloth
came from.”
With the full force of his ire, Brendis landed a punch on Arne’s jaw. Before Arne could
right himself, Brendis charged at full speed toward the horizon.
He struggled to draw upon that energy knotted near the center of his chest, and fired a
flash of speed into his heels to outdistance his brother. As soon as he reached the long grass
he shrank into mouse shape to conceal himself until he’d gained the forest. His clothes
folded into him with the old, old magic of his kind. He felt the precious handkerchief
fluttering near his heart.
N/B.
She might say they could never meet, might talk of the risks of his encountering her
father, but with this sign she had called him to her. He could not spend another day trudging
through his old routine. He had to find her.
***
1843
The handkerchief rested limply in Baltasar’s hands.
He’d tried to rid himself of it. He’d ripped it with all his might, but the cloth had not
torn. His sharpest scissors had not broken the shiny fabric. He’d even tossed it onto the fire,
only to discover the dreadful thing wouldn’t burn. She must have embroidered a spell into it
to ensure it could never be destroyed – like her love, she might have said.
He’d seen how enduring that had proven, but the spell on the cloth had held. He kept it
close, neatly folded in a box on his dresser, as a reminder. Every night he took it out to look
at it. Venom filled his throat as he stared at the emblem. N/B.
In his mind’s eye the N gleamed a little more brightly than the B. He had loathed the
letter N ever since the day this particular N had so bitterly disappointed him, but at the
moment it stood for something else. Something worse.
Behind the symbol the impassive soothsayer arose, intoning his dreadful prediction.
Nothing will heal him.
Baltasar had sought the man’s eyes for the faintest trace of doubt. “You tell me, then,

that there is no hope?”
“Nothing will heal him.”
“You might be mistaken. You have been wrong before, haven’t you?”
“Nothing will heal him.”
Baltasar had ensured these hateful words would be the old quack’s last. He sent a call to
the hungry beasts of his wood that fresh meat would soon cross their paths. He watched the
soothsayer disappear up the walk, latched his Sight onto him, and smiled as a wolf had
ripped out the man’s lying throat.
He looked down at the knotted handkerchief and flung it from him, spitting in disgust.
“Nothing will heal him,” he murmured. “Nothing. No thing.”
The cruelest words began with the letter N.
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The Nightmare Lullaby
Prologue

The last sane man in the town of Boldithe trudged up the rickety steps of the bell tower, with a short
future in mind. The top of the tower, four stories above the square’s pavement, would suit his purpose.
He had thought of composing a note to explain what had befallen Boldithe. He might stuff it into the
stone hands of the stone sentinel that towered over a broken fountain. When the trade wagons arrived some
merchant might find it and gain at least a glimmer of the reason the town stood empty now. But his hand
shook too wildly to write. Even if he could make decent letters, he could not form sensible phrases. He was
just sane enough to know what was happening.
Reaching the top, he glanced down at the streets and envisioned them as they had been such a little time
before, full of people going about their business, working, trading, talking. He could recall the signs he’d
failed to spot when it would have mattered – a hand’s nervous fidget, a voice’s sharpness, an eye’s distracted
look. Tiny marks of a disorder had taken root and grown into screams, blows, torn hair and bleeding faces.
They had all wandered off to die on their own. Only he remained. In a day or so his hand would start to
shake. A few days later he would dribble at the mouth and claw at his face, while everything that met his eye
blackened into a vision of fear and disgust. Even now he saw the cobblestones dark with blood and the
statue’s face twisted into a murderous leer. Soon that hellish, soul-shaking shriek would never leave his ears.
Unless he stopped it.
He lurched forward against the autumn gusts. He looked once more at the empty street below. Holding
his breath, he jumped. His mind had time for one last thought.
She did it.

1. Pierpon brings home a stranger who is stranger than most

The bells’ music cascaded down the cliff-side, rushing over the valley and the town square below. A
silent crowd stood still in its spell. A light snow had been falling since late that morning, but nobody minded
or even moved to brush off the chill white dust. None of the listeners had ever heard bells like these before
or felt the almost marvelous tranquility their music inspired, a sense of perfect contentment within that
moment. What could any grief matter as long as this music played?
The music came from a bulky wagon perched on the ridge, dimly visible through a silver haze. The
practical townsfolk wondered how it had gotten there. The more fanciful listeners imagined a pair of wings
tucked underneath it. With its unearthly tones, almost anything might be said of it. Perhaps the Lifelord’s
own hand had set it there. More than one listener could hear His breath in these notes.
Yet soon enough the music swept away all thought of anything but itself. No one in that crowd wished
to be anywhere else.
***
Pain seared through Pierpon, turning his breath into daggers of ice in his chest. His eyelids froze shut.
In his mind’s eye he saw the winter-devil of so many nightmares, its gaping mouth sending forth a cloud of
bitter breath to sting him. Then a balm swept over him. A hand, he realized after a moment, warm as a hearthfire, lifted him free of the smothering cold.
Nearby a drunkard swung from a bell-pull, creating a head-pounding clamor.
Water dripped from Pierpon’s eyes. Through the blur he could discern the outlines of a massive woman
in a long black cloak. As his vision cleared he found green eyes staring down with cat-like curiosity. A
tremble started in his toes. In his exile he’d grown used to the idea that only magicians, with their supernatural
sight, could see him. This creature was either a sorcerer or something other than human. Perhaps both.
Clad in the simple style of a traveler, she wore black boots and trousers and a high-collared indigo tunic
under the cloak. But it took him two good blinks and a rub at his eyes to make out anything like a face, nearinvisible as it seemed against the snow. Her skin and her long, tangled hair were white – not pale, but the
absolute white of an ivory statue given life by a demigod.
She had a clear brow, a sharp, slender nose, upswept cheek-bones, a delicate mouth, pointed chin, and
slightly pointed ears, a little like his own. Her elfin face seemed out of tune with her gigantic stature. From
his vantage point of four inches, ordinary humans looked enormous, but he took the measure of the folded
legs along with the length from her waist to her head. She was an authentic giant, at least eight feet tall. Such
towering brutes lumbered through slumberers’ nightmares, swinging their clubs and threatening to roast any
flesh-bearing thing within reach. He rolled in her palm, glancing about for an escape path.
She did not look hungry. A muted glow in her eyes suggested distraction. Her head tilted toward that
ringing row nearby.
She set him down upon her leg and scooped up a handful of snow. As she breathed upon it it dissolved
into water. With her free hand she helped him to sit and brought the water to him. He sniffed at it. “It’ll warm
my insides, it will,” he remarked with a pat of his ribs. “Much gratitude, ma’am.” He lapped up the water
from her palm, and by the time he’d drunk it dry, the last remnants of the killing cold had left him.
With a self-conscious twinge he attempted to smooth the wrinkles from his damp gray smock and
breeches. He bowed from his waist. “Master Pierpon of Jicket-Castle, at your service, madam.”

The giant put a finger to her smiling lips and shook her head. He read her gesture easily enough. Pray
keep quiet for now. He followed her gaze to a ledge a little above them, where sat a wagon with a shining
silver roof. The wagon’s sides quivered whenever the racket swelled. Something inside it was making this
noise.
The faces of a listening crowd in the valley beneath echoed the giant’s rapturous look, though perhaps
less intense. Among them he spied a familiar lace-trimmed straw bonnet and under it honey-gold ringlets, a
dimpled face, and a bell-skirted gown of bright coral taffeta, standing out amidst the dark woolen coats and
scarves and caps like a pink rosebud sprouting from a patch of brown leaves. Like the others, Valeraine stood
stock still, attention riveted to the racket-making wagon. What did she and the rest hear in it that he could
not? Distracted by the clamor, she did not miss him and would never dream he’d managed to slip out of her
basket hours ago.
The row faded to silence. Pierpon’s rescuer gazed at him with friendly eyes. A soft voice sounded in his
ear. “Pier-pon.”
He blinked. The voice came from the giant, but her lips did not move.
“Indeed!” he crowed. “Of Jicket-Castle, home of the jicketies.”
The corners of her mouth trembled upward, yet still did not form the words: “You hear me?”
“Of course. We jicketies have excellent hearing, we do.”
“Jickety,” she echoed, her voice apparently coming from a pulsing light in her eyes. “Jickety... I have
never heard of such a thing.”
“Most folk haven’t.”
“I know all about strange beings,” she told him. “I should know you.”
Pierpon smacked his tongue around a bitter taste. “By ‘strange’ you mean ‘not human’, you do.” He
sniffed. “Since they’re the ones who write down the stories, they’re ‘normal’ and we’re not. How exactly are
you an authority on ‘strange’ beings, big white creature no more human than I?”
“Encyclopedias. Indices. The one I’m reading now is most inclusive, but I don’t recall coming across a
Jickety. And you hear me! Nobody ever hears me except...” She rubbed at the bridge of her nose. “What is a
jickety, exactly? A sort of sorcerer who can make himself tiny?”
“Jicketies are the lords of nightmares, dwellers in the darkest cellars of the dreaming mind,” he
proclaimed. “Have you never seen a black shadow leap into your path at the top of the stairs? Or felt a pair
of unseen hands fling you over a precipice?”
Her mouth hovered between a smile and a frown. “You do that?”
“Only in dreams and only to those who deserve it. So, so, giant of snow, what manner of thing are you?”
She smiled sadly, a furrow in her brow. “I haven’t been indexed, either.”
“Good for us! We’ve escaped their definitions, we have.” He grinned at her. “What’s your name?”
“Meliroc.”
“Meliroc?” he echoed with an encouraging wink. “Fitting name, that. You’re big, like the roc of the east.
Do you suppose you’re kin?”
The light in her eyes danced. “I like to imagine we are. I tell myself I was born from a roc’s egg, with
the most beautiful pair of silver-spotted wings. My jealous siblings hurled me out of the nest, and I lost my
wings on the way down.” She mimed a deep sigh. “If you’re found only in dreams, how is it you’re here?”
He drew himself up with a defiant scowl, arching his shoulders. “Trapped by treachery. I’ll tell you all
if you tell me first. What brings you here?”
“That.” She pointed toward the noisy bell-wagon. “Wondrous, is it not?”
“The mountain didn’t tumble down, there’s the wonder,” he scoffed.
“It wouldn’t have. The snow was still.” Meliroc rested her fingertips upon its surface. “The breeze itself
stopped to listen. That’s the music’s power.”
“Hmph! That din?” He twitched his bristly black mustache.
“I heard it call to me just as I was waking and I had to follow it.” She shook her head, the glow of delight
in her eyes shrinking into a serious glint. “That’s what I wish were true. In prosaic terms, I’m looking for a
Master. . .” Her lips squinched. “Cedelair.”

“The sorcerer, Cedelair?” Pierpon cried, a jolt in his heart.
“Yes.” She drew in a breath with a smack of distaste. “The sorcerer, Cedelair.” A fog puddled in her
eyes. “Are you acquainted with him?”
“Know him? Ha, ha!” He did a jig-step, snapping his fingers. “Why, mam’selle Meliroc Snow-Giant, I
lodge with him! I can take you straight to him, I can. But what, if I may ask, do you want with him?”
“I can only speak of it to Master Cedelair himself.”
“Somebody sent you to him, did they?”
“No.” Her mouth twitched into a grim frown. “My must led me here.”
He ground his teeth slowly, working out the confusion in his mind. In his time with Cedelair and
Valeraine he had picked up a few rudimentary facts about magic as the humans practiced it. This creature
might be moving under a “geas”, a magical compulsion. He noticed for the first time a faint, almost
imperceptible shiver in her fingers.
“What is he like?” she asked.
“Somewhere in mid-life. Thin and bony. Tall, though you beat him by two feet, you do. Frowns most of
the time. Not ill-natured, though, is Master Cedelair. He’ll treat you fair.” He scratched at an itch on the tip
of his ear. “It’s his apprentice you’ve got to be on the watch for. Valeraine. She’s to blame, she is, that I’m
here.”
“He has an apprentice?” She tilted her head. “That’s different.”
“How so?”
“None of the rest... Never you mind. Does he have a specialty? A particular area of magic he’s most
skilled in?”
“He makes potions, he does. Sells ‘em to the folk around town.”
“Then it might be worse, I suppose.” Her fingers closed around a handful of snow and squeezed until
water streamed through. “I hate sorcerers.”
“Coming from you, that’s odd. You are a sorcerer.”
Meliroc stiffened. “Do not call me that detestable word.”
“You like ‘conjurer’ better? Magician? Wizard?”
“None of them suit me.”
“Now, my amiable snow-giant, I don’t like a quarrel, I don’t, but how did you save me when you found
me?”
“I warmed you.”
“How?”
“I have a sort of coal inside me, just here.” She placed a hand over her heart. “I can make warmth from
it.”
“A coal inside your heart?” he returned with a bewildered squint. “With that you turned the snow into
hot water?”
“Yes.”
He clicked his tongue. “Sounds like sorcery to me.”
“It is not.” She arched her shoulders, bridling. “It’s merely how I’m built.”
“All sorcerers are built for magic, are they not?”
She glared at him, mouth drawn tight. “Sorcerers meddle in the order of things because they can. People
matter no more to them than specks of dust on the wind. You’re to be pitied if you live among them.”
“Why, then, bother with Master Cedelair?”
“Because I must.”
A tear trapped in place by steely determination gleamed like a tiny diamond at the corner of her eye. His
heart smarted under a sudden weight. After a minute’s reflection he could put a name to the sensation. He
winced. This sympathy for another creature, like the searing cold, was clearly a side-effect of this coat of
flesh and bone. Let Valeraine be only a little scared at his absence, and he’d soon cast it aside and fly
homeward on the wind. In the meantime, someone needed his help.

“They won’t use you ill,” he told Meliroc. “I won’t let ‘em.” He struck a martial stance, hand on hip, fist
brandished. “Let them try to hurt you and I’ll make them sorry.” He beamed up at her as a flicker of hope
broke through the shadow in her eyes. “We’re to be friends, you and I.”
“Friends.” Her strange mind-voice came out as a contemplative murmur. “A good word.”
***
Meliroc had a wheelbarrow which she explained held all her goods, including a tent under which she
sheltered. She pushed it before her as she trudged down the hill towards Cedelair’s cottage. Perched on her
shoulder, Pierpon directed her steps.
“You said you would speak of yourself,” she reminded him with an eager sidelong smile. “You must
help me fill that empty spot in the compendium where a jickety should be.”
“Ha, ha!” he cried, rocking on his perch. “Attend, my friend, to the exploits of the cleverest jickety who
ever turned shadow into monster!” He launched into a recitation of nightmares he’d molded to wake the
consciences of countless erring humans. She didn’t have to know that he’d lifted these exploits from friends’
stories and the Sagas of his people. Failed on the first try – far too short and uninspiring a tale.
Gluttons he’d trapped in famine, forcing them to watch as children starved. Vain ladies he’d given dogs'
or sheeps' heads. Misers found all they touched crumbled to dust. Then there were the simpler scares in which
he’d transformed into toads and snakes and spiders and other creatures that made hapless humans shiver. To
himself he blessed his acquaintances’ grinning boasts. He was putting them to worthy use, to cheer up a
friend whose every step nearer the sorcerer’s cottage grew heavier, yet whose eyes brightened steadily as he
piled story onto story.
He came at last to his meeting with disaster in the form of a dainty golden-haired maiden named
Valeraine, his first try, though he wasn’t about to tell Meliroc so. Why had he been sent to terrify the little
vixen? He still didn’t know. He’d sifted with care through her dreaming mind and found it at peace with the
world. Yet he’d had orders, and he’d slipped into her dream with no doubt of success. No one ever talked
about failure, after all.
“She wouldn’t be scared!” he protested. “Night after night I tried, I did. I turned into a constricting
serpent, and when I had her all wrapped in my coils she tried to pet me! Then I became a huge spider, and
while I was binding her like a fly she admired my weaving! Falling off cliffs, getting locked in dark rooms –
nothing worked on her. And when I couldn’t make the scare after seven nights they kicked me out of the
castle. Until I frighten her I can’t go home. But gone are my powers.”
Meliroc nodded slowly, an unreadable thought at work behind her eyes.
“Today I tried something simpler. She always carries me into town in a basket, under a blanket. Just
before we reached town I slipped away, I did, hoping she’ll be frightened if she looks for me and can’t find
me. But I planned poorly.” He swung his arms. “I’m not used to this case of flesh and blood. It can freeze.”
“But you’ve been gone from her a long while, have you not?” Meliroc returned, with a considering look.
“The longer you’re gone, the more likely she is to worry. Fear may be creeping upon her slowly while she
wonders what can be keeping you.”
Pierpon snickered. “Good snow-giant, you could be a jickety, you could.”
“So if she’s frightened you get to go home?”
“Yes!” He gripped her sleeve as he kicked his legs.
“I’ll be glad for you. But sorry to lose you so soon.”
“And I you, as well, mam’selle Meliroc.” His eyes ran up and down the length of her profile, noting the
melancholy cast of her smile. A forlorn thing she looked, plodding towards something she dreaded. “Where
do you come from?” he asked her.
She pursed her mouth as if the question required thought. “Most recently? The town with the bath-house
with the scarlet curtains and jasmine water. Before that there was the library with the stained-glass windows
of scholars in magenta robes and cowls. Before that there was the tavern with the sweet mustard. Normally I
don’t like mustard, but this was lovely.”
“You misunderstand. I asked, I did, where do you come from?”

“And I’m telling you. I can never remember the names of the towns where I stop. So I fix my mind on
something special about each one of them.”
“Where do you come from?” he pressed, with a twinge of impatience. “Where were you born? Raised?”
She shrugged. “Don’t know.”
The lackadaisical tone without trace of worry or regret roused a pang in him. “What do you mean?”
“I don’t remember what you would call ‘growing up’, though I suppose I must have. We all do, don’t
we? We are born, we grow, we live, we die. But I simply am.” She tilted her head with the reflective look he
already found familiar. “I watch. I read. I learn.”
Still she spoke with no note of complaint. Had she pitied herself he might have pitied her less. As it was,
the thought ventured across his mind that perhaps he shouldn’t go home until he had thought of some way to
help this creature. She had done him good service, after all.
This wretched cage gave rise to such mad thoughts.
***
Dusk had deepened to indigo dark by the time Pierpon arrived at Cedelair’s cottage with Meliroc and
her wheelbarrow. A ring of moonlight leant a silvery shimmer to the brown log facade and even the black
thatched roof.
“Valeraine’s doing,” he mentioned. “She thinks she’s quite the hand with magic because she can simulate
moonlight. She uses a spindle to weave the circle.”
Her eyes half-closed as in a daydream, Meliroc stepped into the moonlight pool. With a tremulous smile
she folded her arms over her chest. “Beautiful,” her mind-voice whispered.
“It’s practical, too, it is,” he explained. “Know you the gold-caps, good reader of indices?”
“Imps with long white beards and pointed yellow hats,” she replied, scowling faintly. “They like to creep
into cottages and turn everything upside down, and spoil the milk and bread.”
Pierpon nodded as an approving tutor might. “They’re especially fond of sorcerers’ cottages. The magic
draws ‘em. But moonlight holds ‘em off.”
Meliroc shuddered. “Tiny things make me nervous.”
“Tiny things like me?”
“You are different,” she assured him, brushing his brow with her thumb. “You hear me.”
“Seems a bit peculiar, a great being like you afraid of imps and hobs.”
She arched her neck as her grimace gave way to a cool smile. “Me you can always see coming.”
With a single hearty chortle he let the matter drop. “Wait here, snow-giant, while I go in and get them
ready for you,” he advised, clambering down her arm and hopping nimbly to the ground. As he glanced over
his shoulder he saw her draw herself up stiff and proud. Then she tightened her mouth to smooth all
expression from her face.
Grasshopper-like he danced across the yard. Then he scurried up the side of the door and wrapped
himself around the knob. The door popped open, and he dropped soundlessly to the floor, nudging the door
closed behind him. Tiny though he was, he did not lack strength.
The scent of roasting chicken drew his gaze to the fire, where two plump brown birds sizzled on a spit.
Underneath squatted a fat black iron pot containing a liquid which, if the froth of murky purple bubbles on
its surface was any indication, Cedelair intended for some magical use. The crag-faced gent kept one eye on
the potion and the other on the timepiece in his left palm.
At the table sat the obviously not panic-stricken Valeraine, staring up at an egg that hovered in the air
above her, mouthing an incantation in one of the secret magic languages. Pierpon wondered exactly how
many minutes she had held this egg aloft. A good many he guessed by the furrow of her brow. Soon enough
she would set it down to spare herself further headache. The jickety knew just how to greet her.
Slipping up behind her chair, he shinnied up the chair-leg. He lifted himself from the leg to the seat, then
to the back, then up the left side, taking care not to brush against her skirt or the puff of her sleeve. Reaching
the top, he sidled toward her ear. The egg now spun just above her face.
“Drat you!” he shouted.

She drew a startled breath as the cord of concentration snapped. The egg plunged to land – and crack
upon her dainty upturned nose.
She should have flown into a fury. Instead, the vixen leaped up from the chair with a laugh. “My jickety’s
come home!” she cried as she drew a dry cloth from the cupboard and wiped her face.
“Did you doubt he would?” Cedelair asked in a weary voice, dipping his long-handled spoon into the
froth. His eyebrows knitted as if he’d half hoped his peculiar houseguest would stay away for good.
“Of course not.” Her face now clean, Valeraine sauntered toward the spit. “But it can’t have been very
comfortable for him in that snow. You could have chosen a more practical season to run away, Master
Pierpon.”
Fuming, Pierpon hopped down to the table with a snarl. “You could have chosen a better time not to be
scared!” He stamped his foot and swung his clenched fists, expecting his insides to explode with rage and
then wondering why they didn’t.
Oh, yes, Meliroc.
Valeraine chuckled. “Don’t sulk, Master Pierpon. We waited supper just for you.”
He matched the two puny chickens on their spit against the size of the visitor outside and shook his head.
“That won’t be enough, I’m afraid.”
“It’s always been plenty before.”
“Not now.” He rocked back on his heels. “You were wrong not to be worried about me, you were. I got
myself buried in a snow-drift. I would have frozen to death, but I warmed back to life in the hand of a giant.”
Valeraine rose up on her toes with a grin of excitement. “A giant, you say?”
Impatience flickered at the corners of Cedelair’s sour mouth. “What sort of giant?”
“The sort who waits outside to have a word with you, Master Cedelair,” returned Pierpon, with a nod
toward the door. “Won’t you make her welcome? We owe her, we do, at least a bite of supper and a warm
by the fire.”
“Her?” cried Valeraine, her beam brightening twofold.
“Eight feet of her,” Pierpon answered.
Cedelair pushed himself up from his chair with a grunt. Then he started for the door, grumbling under
his breath. Valeraine skipped at his heels. Pierpon crept up last of all, darting down the table leg, his gaze
straining upward to the sorcerers’ faces.
Cedelair pulled the door open and stared into the moonlight pool. There stood Meliroc, a glimmering
white tower, eyes ablaze with an expression that Pierpon could not decipher. Valeraine’s mouth dropped
open. Cedelair shaded his eyes with his hand as if he thought that what he saw might be a trick of the light.
“Master Cedelair?”
The sorcerer blinked. He cast a quick glance from Meliroc to Valeraine and back again, perhaps
wondering whether his apprentice might have thrown her voice. “That is my name,” he replied, arching his
shoulders. “This is Valeraine, my apprentice.” He gestured behind him. “What do you want?”
“I have come to labor for you.”
Cedelair scratched his ear. “Your pardon?”
“My name is Meliroc,” said the voice emanating from the looming apparition, “and I am your servant.”

2. Meliroc goes through an interview and answers a call

From my travel and my readings I know of the veixals.
They are the dark-seers who haunt those sinners the law cannot touch. They walk invisible and silent,
but the guilty can feel their shadows. One brush of a veixal’s finger to the back of the neck will blight all
hope of comfort. The erring soul must wander from town to town, proclaiming his crime like a madman in
the streets while horrified townspeople pelt him with stones. He cannot even put an end to himself. He lives
on in misery, trembling in cold or heat. No one can outrun a veixal.
As I stood before each new master to pronounce myself his to use as he pleased, I sensed a veixal’s
shadow hovering over me. I felt its touch in the shiver that would never leave my hands. Some ice-thing
chased me, yet I could not remember my crime.
I’d come to a lovely town nestled in a silvery valley that would shine emerald bright in the springtime.
Crainante. I knew my must would drive the name from my head the moment I left it. But now I fixed it firmly
in my mind, along with the name of the sorcerer to whom I’d been guided. Cedelair.
I called up the last of the melodies the glorious carillon had played for me (only me, my fancy sang) that
afternoon. The vital, feeling part of me raced after the song. With what remained I studied the man.
In any crowd I could spot the sorcerers, seeing through their surface differences to the sameness at their
core. I glimpsed it in this man’s pinched mouth and the brittle arch of his neck. The pixy-man had painted
him perfectly. Gangly, with a wrinkled, sharp-featured face, chilly dark eyes, and long, thinning gray hair
pulled into a horse-tail. His iron gray long-coat with its strangling collar suggested a rigid spirit. Yet I noticed
a dusting of earth on its hem and soil-clods clinging to the boots below it – and to the right of the cottage, a
thriving garden plot, a patch of spring green against winter’s white. This sorcerer used his talents to defy the
seasons, to grow plants for his elixirs.
My previous masters had all but dragged me over their thresholds. This one favored me with a scowl.
“Who sent you?” he snapped in a gruff, gravely baritone that might have once been rich.
“No one,” I thought at him. “My must led me here.”
“Your ‘must’?” His inhospitable eyes raked me from top to bottom.
His apprentice, a slight girl with a doll-like face and bright golden ringlets, pushed past his elbow and
hopped over the doorsill. Her azure eyes took my measure with no apparent scorn or alarm. She curtseyed
before me with an affable smile. “Mistress Meliroc. Won’t you come inside?”
I examined the door frame – higher than most, thankfully, but still I was forced to duck as I followed the
girl into the cottage. Her master came in behind us.
Tilting my head just so, I walked into the main room, then sank comfortably to my knees for a good look
around. A polished hardwood floor spread before me, decorated with a shaggy white hearth-rug. Near the
fire squatted a rough wooden stool, where Jickety Pierpon perched with folded arms and watchful eyes. Skyblue papering wilted on the walls. Four high-backed wicker chairs guarded different points in the room, their
bright gold cushions embroidered with red marigolds. Off to the left, a neatly crocheted powder-blue cloth
covered an ebony table. A tall clock issued deep, steady ticks. A well-stacked bookshelf leaned beside an
open cabinet fixed to the wall. In that cabinet rows of tiny phials stood in a proper color spectrum.
Mulberry froth bubbled on the rim of a pot on the hearth. I wondered at this elixir’s function and pictured
Master Cedelair commanding me to taste it. Drink this, so I can see if you go into convulsions. But I might
have fared worse. He could have been another transmogrifier. Imagine hours on end of being turned into
different things, like a broom to sweep soot or a bowl to hold steaming hot soup or a hammer to pound against
a nail, and staying conscious while you’re used. Nail. Hammer. Pain. Shaking.
As I locked my fingers together and forced the memory down, Valeraine approached me with a wooden
tray topped with a mug of water and a roasted chicken breast. “We were about to eat.” She held the tray out
to me. “Have a bit of supper.”

My stomach back-flipped at the smell of hot food. I couldn’t quite calculate how long it had been since
I’d enjoyed a meal fresh from the fire. We were about to eat. They hadn’t known I was coming. This girl,
this sorcerer, offered me food she’d meant for herself.
I knew well what a sorcerer’s hospitality was worth.
“I cannot take this,” I told Valeraine with a shake of my head.
“Please, eat,” she urged. “You’re our guest. Bad things always happen to hosts who don’t offer their
guests something to eat. You wouldn’t condemn me to such a fate, surely.” She nodded from me to the tray
and back again.
Helpless to ignore my whirling stomach, I took up the chicken and tore into it. Valeraine, meanwhile,
set a thick white cushion at my heels. When I sank down upon it, she brought one of the chairs to sit opposite
me.
“Let us understand each other,” Valeraine began once I’d picked the bones clean. “You say you’ve come
to be our servant?”
“That is right.” I unfastened my cloak and let it fall to the floor behind me.
“We don’t need a servant,” pronounced Cedelair, standing aloof beside the table. “We cannot afford to
keep you.”
“I need no wages.”
“You see the size of my cottage.” He gestured toward the room’s open space. “Do you think it likely
that we’d have a place to put you?”
“I need no chamber. My tent outside will shelter me and all my goods.”
Valeraine flinched. “Won’t you be cold?”
“No, mistress.” I breathed deep to check my heart-fire and found it steadily burning. “I do not feel the
winter.”
“She has a coal in her heart, she has,” put in Master Pierpon. “That’s how she saved me.”
Cedelair’s mouth twitched. “Lodging aside, you will need to eat,” he said to me. “I daresay you are a
heavy feeder.”
“I assure you, Master Cedelair, I am worth my meat and drink.”
“Ah!” Valeraine snapped her fingers. “There’s the point we should pursue. What are your skills, Mistress
Meliroc?”
I met this question with a startled cough. My other masters had never bothered with it. They’d had their
own ideas about how to make use of me. If these two sorcerers had no similar notions I wasn’t about to give
them any. “I can chop and carry firewood. Shovel snow. Tote heavy loads. The sorts of things you might
expect of someone my size.”
Valeraine shot her master a look I could easily read. We could use someone like that.
“I have other abilities.” I sent a quick smile to Master Pierpon. “Your friend there tells you I have a coal
inside my heart, which has plenty of uses besides saving little men from snow-drifts. With your leave, I will
demonstrate. Might I have an empty cup?”
Valeraine’s full skirt swished into the nook that served as a kitchen. Cedelair did not even twitch as she
passed him, but kept his searing cold stare fixed on me. I matched his look, poring over the crags of his face.
My skin prickled at a wrongness about him stirring very near the surface. A little more attention and I might
pinpoint it. But Valeraine returned with a tin cup, and my thoughts turned back to proving myself useful.
I rose with a right-ward bend in my neck. Opening the door, I dipped the cup into the mound of snow
just over the doorsill and packed it full before I carried it back inside between my hands, concentrating,
stoking my heart-fire.
“Observe.” I held the cup under Valeraine’s nose. Cedelair moved a few steps closer to better his view.
With a long breath I summoned the heat to my hands. As it shot through my fingers into the cup, the
snow began to sink and drip. Soon I had reduced it to a pool of steaming water. With another push of heat it
bubbled in a boil.
Valeraine beamed. “Oh, I say!”

“Consider the practical applications,” I pointed out. “You have a potion brewing there in your pot. It
takes some while to bring it to boil, does it not?”
Cedelair nodded in admission, though his frown did not soften a jot. Again I sensed that secret I would
spy if I looked at his face from just the proper angle. “If I set my hand on the rim, I could make it boil within
a minute.”
Cedelair drew near me, arms stiff, jaw clenched. “What else can you do?” he demanded.
“I can read and write. I could handle your correspondence.”
He covered his mouth as he turned a laugh into a cough. “I don’t ‘correspond.’”
“Don’t you, sir?” Valeraine put in. “You sent the Gazette in Nisslaire a notice for an apprentice. That’s
what brought me here.” She cast an approving nod my way. “I think she will do very well.”
As I looked from her to Cedelair, my breath cooled in my throat. Behind the crags and wrinkles, I saw
another face – young, sharp and angular, bright and keen of eye. “You are not old!” my mind cried out before
I could rein it in.
Cedelair’s face barely changed. He spoke from deep in his throat. “You may stay here tonight, Mistress
Meliroc. Tomorrow we will decide what is to be done with you.”
So ended my interview. I felt a shudder at my back, frightened for the first time of being sent on my
way. I might have to fall on my face before this icicle of a man and tell him, If you don’t let me work for you,
I will die.
As if that would matter to him.
***
What does it mean to be good?
I’d read of goodness in books, and often I imagined it in the faces and manners of people in the towns I
passed through. Apparently no one could be truly good in isolation. Good people smiled at each other, aided
each other, depended on each other. Good people loved and were loved.
I’d found the pixy-man almost frozen in the snow-drift. I didn’t like pixies. Why hadn’t I left him and
walked on? That music – that was it. The music had found some secret thing in my heart and drawn it out of
hiding. When I remembered Jickety Pierpon coming to his senses in my hand a thought blossomed in my
mind for the first time.
I might be good.
I had to find out more about him. Why, for instance, wasn’t he burning with fury at the failure of his
plan, as I would have been in his place? Instead, he whistled, chipper as the well-known lark, as he watched
me raise my tent.
“There was never a very strong chance,” he told me. “She knew I had to come back to her eventually.”
“All the same, she might have been a little worried.” I frowned at the yellow lamplight in the window,
showing me where they were.
“It’s not her fault, it’s not,” Pierpon explained. “For her I’m something like the invisible playmate that
children have. As far as she knows, only she and Cedelair can see me. I won’t chance showing myself to the
people in town.”
“I see you.”
“But you, too, are magical. A sorcerer, even if you deny it.” The little man clicked his tongue. “Truth to
tell, I forget I’m mortal sometimes. I’d have been more careful in the snow, otherwise.”
At this I nodded. It made a sort of sense, in view of the number of strange beings who did walk invisible.
Veixals.
“Don’t worry.” Pierpon winked at me. “I’ll get the better of her yet. In the meantime, snow-giant, we’ll
be capital chums.”
Chums. Almost as good a word as “friends”. A warm wind began to circle my heart-coal.
With my tent secure and my bundles unpacked, I stretched my gray wool blanket over the snow and sank
down to read. I reached for the thickest of the three books I carried with me, the strange-beings compendium,
and tried to consider how Pierpon’s kind had been left out of it. Instead I caught myself wondering exactly
what end I would meet if Cedelair turned me away. My gaze kept gliding up to that lighted window.

“You’d love to hear what they’re saying now, wouldn’t you?” chuckled Pierpon with a jerk of his head
toward the tantalizing casement. “I can listen for you, I can.”
“Please don’t. Just talk to me and keep my mind from it.”
Hopping onto my blanket, he tilted his head up at me with an interested spark in his eye. “All right, then.
What shall we talk about?”
“What’s the thing you love most in all the world?”
“Tears. Human tears. Now, now, don’t look like that,” he chortled when I gaped in horror. “Tears have
value, they do. When a man wakes from a nightmare and weeps into his pillow he’s learned something, and
he’ll put his wrongs to right. Humankind would be lost without us, mam’selle Meliroc.”
I tried to weigh this explanation, but it ran up against the wall in my mind that sealed off things I could
never remember – people’s names, places’ names, my “childhood”. I winced at a knocking in my head. “I
never remember my dreams,” I told Pierpon.
He knitted his wiry eyebrows. “Oh?”
“But they must be horrible, because when I wake I find my face soaked with tears and my muscles sore
as if I’d been shaking all night. I must have done something abominable once, and when I dream it comes
back to me, but when I wake it’s always gone again. How can I learn from that?”
A tiny hand touched mine. “That’s not how we work. And I can’t imagine, I can’t, you being guilty of a
terrible crime.”
“You scarcely know me.”
“I know you saved me. I know you have kind, warm hands.”
I stared at those work-weathered hands, with their tremble that had become second nature to me. “They
shiver.”
“That’s because you feel so much, even more than you realize.” He let out a whispery whistle. “So what’s
the thing you love most in all the world?”
The memory of the carillon’s songs rang through me, quickening my blood-flow as only my favorite
thing could. “Music!”
Pierpon clutched his sides with a laughing grin. “You’re serious, you are?’”
My small friend’s indifference to music was a grave flaw. I resolved to take him in hand and teach him
better. “How much do you know about music, Master Pierpon?”
“Valeraine the Vixen has a little wooden pipe. When she blows into it, it makes a noise she calls ‘music’.”
A penny-flute, one of the many instruments I’d tried to teach myself to play. All had shattered to splinters
under my fingers. “Had you never heard music before you came here?”
His black curls quivered as he shook his head. “We don’t bother with it back home, we don’t,” he
declared, almost a boast.
Was there a time when I hadn’t known what music was? As my mind fled that dark and dead-silent past,
my heart-fire trembled under a press of sympathy for Pierpon. “When you hear Mistress Valeraine play, how
does it make you feel?”
“Tired.”
How much work I had ahead of me! I thought of another thing I loved, which he would surely appreciate.
“You know what else is wonderful?” I leaned toward my friend with a hungry grin. “Monsters.”
He cocked his head, intrigued. “You don’t say!”
“Oh, indeed! Why do you think I like to read about them? So that I can see them skulking across the
walls of my tent and tell myself stories about them.”
“Ooh! Tell me one!” He hopped onto my leg, tucking his knees in his arms.
Since I’d had this very thing in mind, I nodded and conjured an image of a fearsome entry in my
compendium. Loronur – a swamp-dwelling goblin with skin as tough as tree bark and webbed hands that
snatched at the ankles of unlucky trespassers. “There was a loronur,” I began, “who lived at the bottom of a
fetid swamp, a creature who reeked of rot. One day he saw the shadow of a long-legged crane above the
water and thought, This will make a fine supper. So he put his head above the surface and heard the crane
making a strange whistling sound through her beak. Each time she whistled a lark on the limb of a nearby

tree sang back to her. And as the loronur listened something came into his heart that he didn’t quite know
what to do with. He forgot he was hungry. He thought only of the music.”
“Poor fellow.” Pierpon chuckled. “He’ll starve.”
“The sounds wakened his every sense. They reached the part of him where he felt most strongly and put
it into order. He sank back down to his home and set about looking for a way to make those sounds himself.”
Penny-flute – snap! Violin – snap! Mandolin – snap! Why not give it up, dear Roc? You were not formed
to make music. That cold whisper of a voice. The Bitter Chord, I called her, out of tune.
Pierpon tugged at my sleeve. “So, did he find it, did he?”
“He is still looking. He has failed many times, but he can’t stop trying.”
The little man let out a chortle. “You made the swamp-demon the hero!”
“Of course. My monsters are always the heroes.”
A tune slipped shyly down the breeze, so soft at first that I couldn’t quite make out the instrument. It
folded light, cool fingers about my heart, then rang into me as it grew louder, a cool wash to soothe the spirit...
Ringing. The sound I heard was bells. The tune was coming from the carillon.
Pierpon arched an eyebrow. “What’s amiss, snow-giant?”
I couldn’t answer him. The song was closing my mind to all thoughts but itself. It pulled me to my feet.
I drew my cloak around my shoulders, my thoughts pounding with one insistent drum-beat drive. Get closer
to that sound. Find the music where it lives.
Pierpon tugged at the hem of my cloak. “Mam’selle Meliroc! What’s the matter?”
I strode forward, the music guiding my steps. A flicker of thought crept past the rush of song. Pierpon
sounded confused. I would owe him an explanation later, once I understood what was happening.
***
Of all musical instruments, only the carillon conceals its player, making it easy to imagine that it plays
itself. Now I sensed a magical mind within it. Hadn’t I learned to shun magic, to loathe its practitioners? Why
did I relish this spell when I should have been fighting it?
The trees, bushes, and rocks I passed on my uphill march flickered in the corners of my eyes like smoketrails from a fire. Only the music was tangible. The figure of the carillon blazed silver in the distance. Fingers
of light stretched out to draw me toward it. Once I reached it I caught my wheezing breath and dropped to
my knees before it. Its gleam subsided into a quiet shimmer.
“What’s-this-what’s-this-what’s-this?”
The sharp whistling voice jolted me. A creature half the size of Master Pierpon hovered in the air beside
my ear, jerking its head at me. Long gray hair spilled down its back and sides, nearly covering the dusty gray
rags that draped it. The oval thing atop the rags could not really be called a face, for it boasted only a wide,
lipless mouth and a pushed-in nose. Where were its eyes?
“What’s-this-what’s-this?” it squeaked, pinching my chin.
Distaste squirmed in my stomach. Pierpon might have gotten around my prejudice, but he hadn’t
overthrown it.
“Tell us who you-are-you-are-you-are!”
I thought my name, hopeful that it might hear me.
The tiny creature gave an irritated trill. “Are you simple-simple-simple?” it jabbered, shaking its fist at
my nose. “Say who you are! What you are!”
“Whishk?”
The black curtain in the window fell aside, revealing a hawk-shaped golden mask. Its glint shot ahead
of the opening to strike me full in the face. Through the blare I traced the outlines of a man’s figure shrouded
head to foot in white.
“What causeth this agitation, my whishk?” A resonant baritone voice folded about me like a downy quilt.
“That!” Again the gray will-o’-the-wisp shook its fist at me. “Make it go away! It’s too big-big-big!”
“Be not uncivil, good whishk.” A touch of admonishing hardness crept into the voice, yet still it rang
rich and wonderful. “Draw thou nearer, stranger.” The man’s white-gloved arm slipped through the window
to beckon to me.

“Send it away!” The imp bobbed up and down in mid-air, puffing in indignation. “It’s no good. It can’t
even speak!”
The mask tilted rightwards. “Is this true, maiden pale?”
I placed a hand to my lips, then sadly nodded.
“And doth that justify thy rudeness, whishk? Be still, if thou canst not call on thy good manners.” The
mask’s glint softened upon me. I felt a smile in it. “Wilt thou stand? I would see thy full measure.”
I climbed to my feet. My shadow stretched out to the carillon-wagon, swallowing the masked man.
“Ah!” The voice sounded more pleased than disturbed. “A tree thou art, made all of alabaster
moonbeams. Didst my song reach thy ears, moon-tree?”
I nodded yes, kneeling once again. I didn’t want to loom over this man. “Moon-tree” – a beautiful name!
How he spoke it! I grinned, a delighted tremble in my toes.
“Too big-big!” fumed the dusty imp. “Send it away-away!”
“Heed not the words of my whishk, fair moon-tree,” the man said. “I am Feuval. Dwell I in this box,
with my musical bells.” He stretched out his hand, then rested his fingertips against my cheek. “My music
have I given to many villages, yet no listener hath ever spoken back to me.” A note of sorrow rang in the
marvelous voice.
I glared down at my quivering hands. Shrink from this man. Distrust him. I tried to picture myself bolting
back down the hillside to the safety of my tent, but the image slid through my fingers.
“At each place I do visit, I send forth a summoning, a song that can only be heard by a friend. For so
long none hath heeded it. Yet tonight it hath brought thee.” He drew his hand away and rested it on the
window-ledge. “I wish that I might learn thy name!”
A cool gust bore down on my heart-fire. This man obviously had magic. A sorcerer would hear my mindvoice. “Meliroc,” I thought at him.
“Why knit’st thy brows so?” he asked. “Fear thou me?”
I summoned every shred of energy to force my mind-voice past that gleaming mask. “Meliroc! Meliroc!”
“Thou’rt distressing thyself.” The wonderful voice rang gentle. “Be at peace. I ken thy heart. I called it
hither.” He tilted his head toward me. “Dost thou play a musical instrument?”
I shook my head.
“But thou hast wished thou might?”
I nodded.
“Then my apprentice shalt thou be,” Feuval pronounced. “I shall teach thee to give life to the stirring
inside thee which led thee here.”
How? my mind screamed.
“‘Tis a pity thou art mute,” he said, fumbling for something under the window, “but I shall give – thee
– aha!” He drew himself upright again, a strange object in his hands, eight wooden planks fixed to a thick
black board. “This shall be thy voice.”
He raised a mallet and struck the left-most plank, and out came a chime, a star’s gleam. The mallet
danced lightly down the other planks, raising a succession of notes that shone in a constellation. This was an
instrument! The planks were rooted on bells, a miniature carillon.
Gripping it by its sides, he reached through the window and held it out to me. “Take it.”
I wanted to wrest the instrument from his hands and see what constellations I could shape, but memories
held me still. So many broken instruments and the Bitter Chord’s mocking laughter. You were not formed to
make music.
“Take it,” the masked man repeated more firmly.
My stomach swirling, I claimed the instrument, then the mallet. My fingers folded around the polished
wood.
“Now, play the scale.”
Don’t break, don’t break, don’t break... I lifted the feather-weight mallet and dropped it cautiously on
the top plank. A bright twinkle answered, my own star.

The instrument held solid. In its ring I heard it accept me. A tremor surging through me, I sent my mallet
skipping down the planks as I’d seen him do. Each note rang sweeter than the last. The light-strings from the
great carillon wound more tightly about me, and I imagined them as the threads of a chrysalis, promising to
transform me into – what? Surely something better than I was.
“Take it with thee,” he instructed, “and draw from it a song of thine own making. A melody of a merry
heart. On the morrow’s eve I will summon thee and hear what mettle is in thee.” He snapped his fingers, then
jerked his thumb to his left. “Go thy way, moon-tree. Begin thy work.”
I got to my feet and started away. I wasn’t sure of the way back, but I had left deep tracks in the snow, a
happy consequence of being eight feet tall. The moon lit my path. As I walked I explored my new instrument
and fixed each note in my memory, not as a star-gleam but as a ray aglow with its own vivid hue. Cornflower,
heliotrope, marigold, coral, canary, jade, verdigris, leaf.
A song of a merry heart. Running the scale up and down, down and up, I questioned whether I had ever
felt merrier in my life. While the rainbow notes bedazzled me I couldn’t think of the problems my new
situation might bring. I could even endure laboring for a transmogrifier again with the joy of these bells in
my ear.
A sneeze made me jump. For a queasy second I thought Feuval’s eyeless imp had followed me. Then a
tug at my cloak drew my attention downward, to a tiny man with tight black curls and pointed ears clinging
to the folds near its hem.
“Master Pierpon? Have you been there all this while?”
“Naturally I have,” squeaked the little man as he clambered up to my shoulder. “Could I have let you
wander off on your own, all ensorcelled? I wouldn’t call that the action of a friend, I wouldn’t.”
“You were worried about me?”
“Of course! You should have seen yourself. You could have marched right off the side of that cliff.”
A warm wind fanned the embers of my heart-fire into a dance. No one had ever worried about me before.
I was sure of that.
“You should do that with Mistress Valeraine,” I advised. “Imitate what you saw me do. She’ll think you
in the grip of some black magic.”
Pierpon tightened his lips at this plan but did not answer me. Some other idea winked in his eyes, a
thought he wasn’t ready to speak. I sent the heat from my heart-fire shooting up to my shoulder to warm him
as I carried him home.
I kept testing my instrument, rearranging the notes, envisioning their patterns as web-strings of colored
light. When we reached my tent, Pierpon was still squinching up his face, busy with that same thought. As I
knelt on my blankets, resting my instrument and mallet at my knees, I began to worry about him, and to hope
my delight in my new music was not somehow distressing him.
“You shouldn’t go back to that wagon,” he muttered, leaping from my shoulder to the blankets. “You
shouldn’t go back to that man.”
“Why not?”
“He’s dangerous, he is. Worse than a hundred Cedelairs.”
“He couldn’t hear my mind-voice. He isn’t a sorcerer.”
He squared his shoulders. “You think only sorcerers are a threat, do you? Ah, snow-giant, you’re much
too clever to be so foolish.”
I lifted my mallet and played three notes with lightly sweeping strokes. The notes sustained a half-beat
longer. Now that I had each rainbow light fixed in my mind, I could experiment with rhythms. Pierpon, poor
tone-deaf rascal, couldn’t understand. “Master Feuval wouldn’t hurt me,” I protested. “He would only give
me what I want.”
“And what is that?”
“My own music. I’m that loronur I told you about, looking for a voice to sing with.”
“Ask Vixen Valeraine to teach you how to make noise. She’ll help you, she will.”

“That wouldn’t do,” I told him. “Normal instruments always break when I try to play them. But this...
I’ve never heard music quite like it before. It makes me hope for things I’ve hardly dared think about. Things
I’ll find the right words for if I keep playing.”
I swallowed a breath as I stared down at the hand that held the mallet. My fingers were steady and calm.
It came to me that they hadn’t shaken since they’d closed around that handle. My opposite hand still shivered.
I tried an experiment and dropped the mallet soundly upon a key. In my mind’s eye the verdigris light hovered
in the air. For as long as it lingered the shiver in my hand stilled.
I needed this music. How could I make Pierpon see?
I locked gazes with him. “Listen.”
I called up from my memory a tune I’d found nestling near a brook on my last long walk to a new
servitude. I imagined it in the carillon’s glad chimes and felt a wondrous sense of beginning come upon me.
Shaping my mind-voice into that sound, I sang it for Pierpon.
“What do you think of that?” I asked when I was done.
He cleared his throat, a confusion of sparks in his eyes. “Quite nice.”
“What? Not ‘noise’?”
“Not exactly,” he admitted, a quick look down at his feet.
Progress! “Now, if you had something like that inside you, wouldn’t you want it to be heard? And if you
met someone who could help you, wouldn’t you ask for that help, even if it were dangerous?”
Pierpon scratched the back of his neck. “I suppose I would. But I don’t trust Master Gold-mask, I don’t.
I don’t trust anybody whose eyes I can’t see. Then there’s that horrible little thing with no eyes at all. Ugh!”
“I didn’t like him either. All the same, I must go back.”
“Well, if I can’t talk you out of it, the best of things must be made. Whenever you go to visit Gold-mask,
please take me with you, please do.”
“What if you go home?”
“Never mind that for now. Promise you’ll take me with you.”
I tousled his hair with my thumb. Such a wonderful thing, to be worried about! “I promise.”
“He’s left you a bit of sense, good to see.” He jerked his head toward the cottage with its two lighted
windows. “I’d best go inside before the vixen faults you for keeping me up too late. Good night, snow-giant.
It won’t be so bad here, it won’t with you around.”
“Likewise, Master Pierpon.”
I watched him skip across the moon-white lawn. Then I looked back down at my instrument, caressing
the keys with my fingertips. I fancied the strands of silvery light from its parent still weaving and winding
close about me, a breath of spirit. This little bell-board was magic. My very own magic, perhaps strong
enough to shield me from my masters.
I took up my mallet and began my work in earnest. Soon enough I would have to give myself over to
dreams too dark to remember, but not yet.

3. The Exploits and Adventures of Valeraine the Victorious, Volume One: The
Ivory Giant and the Dreams of Darkness

Valeraine the Vexed slammed shut her mighty oaken writing desk. Now was not the time to write letters.
Her parents could wait. They would mistake any missive for an ignoble complaint about her closed-minded
master and would seek to wheedle her into returning home. As if she needed rescuing from Crainante! City
folk could never comprehend the magic to be found in the country.
She loved her situation. She could peer from her window at a stretch of meadow rimmed by majestic
oaks and pines, so much grander and more powerful than Nisslaire’s boxy crammed-together cottages with
their “lawns” of green-painted pebbles. Then there were Crainante’s thatched-roof shops and bounteous
markets, so much cleaner than the ragged little fruit stalls and butcher’s carts that cluttered Nisslaire’s streets.
And the people! Every day as she traversed Crainante’s well-swept cobbled paths, she met with friendly folk
who smiled and spoke when they passed her and greeted each other with trust and good will. She even liked
Master Cedelair most of the time.
So he could be cranky on occasion. What else could she expect, given his tragic past? He had taught her
much about the proper ways to channel the energy that flowed through her. She was learning to employ the
Tongues of Power given to her to equip her for an extraordinary fate. She’d come here able to levitate an egg
for barely a second. Now she could hold one in the air for almost ten minutes. But Valeraine the Vainglorious
was meant for grander things than egg levitation. If her master refused to see this she would, well, persist.
Brave Bennelise and the Cursed Mountains beckoned from her bed. Beside it, her wooden penny-flute
whistled to her. Both would surely speed her journey into slumber. Yet how could she content herself with
reading of Brave Bennelise’s victory over the bloody-toothed Giant of Cormboise, when a giant now lurked
outside her very window? The towering ivory woman with the heart of coal-fire meant adventure at hand.
How could Set-in-his-ways Cedelair want to be rid of her?
“We cannot keep her,” he had pronounced, his jaw set in stone. “I will not have some ghastly hulking
golem from who-knows-where haunting my home.”
All politeness, she’d pointed out, “Sir, we may not have much of a choice. She’s obviously under a geas.
Let’s just give her a few tasks to do. Where’s the harm?”
“There may be quite a bit of harm. We can’t be sure of her real purpose here.”
“We could find out quickly enough.”
Master Cedelair had locked withering eyes upon her. “How?”
“The Seventh Tongue.” Her words had shrunk to near-silence under his gaze.
She’d felt the snap of his ire. If she wanted to see his face redden, she had only to mention the Seventh
Tongue. “A last resort,” he’d insisted, his voice sharp and deep.
“Sir, we wouldn’t have been given the Seventh Tongue if we weren’t meant to use it on occasion.”
“Not now.”
“But the point remains, she’s under a geas. What better way to be rid of her than to remove it?”
“That can take time.”
“Time well spent, I think, the chance to do a good turn.” Valeraine’s chest had swelled with the spirit of
Brave Bennelise, her mentor in print. “Sir, would you let me try? She can be my servant. You wouldn’t have
to bother with her at all.”
He’d chortled under his breath. “Do you imagine looking after a giant will be as simple as looking after
a lost puppy?”
“Far from it, sir. But I’ll learn all the more.”
Cedelair had flexed his jaw as if gnawing on some idea. “You’ll have your answer tomorrow. Now, off
to bed with you.” He’d turned his back to her, unwilling to hear another word on the matter.

He was not truly an old man. A night’s hard thought on the question of the giant could rouse a dormant
spark of adventure in him. So Valeraine hoped, as with a cool breath she pored over the pages of her book
and saw and felt with her mentor, Brave Bennelise. That great hero pushed through a relentless blizzard
where ice demons lurked in the drifts. They crept toward her, their crystal daggers raised.
A shadow crept into the corner of Valeraine’s sight. Pierpon the Petulant, the fairy come from the world
of nightmares to be her companion, skittered across the top of the bureau to his doll-case bed. He brushed
the melting snow from his sleeves and favored her with his usual chin-tucked pout. “Evening, vixen,” he
muttered, climbing into the box.
She closed the book gently on her finger. “How is Meliroc settling in?”
“Oh, she’ll do just fine, she will, with me to help her,” answered the nightmare fairy. “You are going to
let her stay, aren’t you?”
”I’ve asked Master Cedelair to let me have charge of her,” she proclaimed. “I could use your help with
her. You seem taken with her.”
“She saved me, she did,” he reminded her. “And it’s good to have someone about the place who’s a bit
more like me.”
Valeraine choked on a laugh. “Like you?”
“Another ‘strange being’ as she calls us. Don’t make the mistake of thinking we are nothing alike just
because we look nothing alike. She understands my calling. She was even giving me advice on how to
frighten you.”
“Well, then, from your observation, what sort of creature is she?”
Pierpon rose up on his knees and leaned over the box’s edge. “Lonely.”
“Lonely.” Valeraine turned her mind’s eye on the monster’s face. Sadness lurked behind the bright barbs
of resentment in the eyes. Melancholy Meliroc.
“I thought I was lonely,” pursued the nightmare fairy, “stuck here with you, away from my people. But
at least I know where my people are. I’m not sure she even has a people. I wonder if she’s ever had one true
friend. So if you keep her, the best thing you can do is be a friend to her.”
“I’d like to befriend her,” Valeraine admitted, “but I’m not sure how.” Meliroc’s eyes flashed again in
her memory, burning through her with an expression she could not mistake. Hate. So much hate. A wild thing
chafing at her chains, a serpent whose fangs had been drawn – such was the giant. But Valeraine, who
preferred snakes to kittens, found her irresistible.
“It won’t be easy, it won’t,” admitted Pierpon. “She’s got a grudge against sorcerers. But if anybody can
get around that grudge, you can, Vixen Valeraine. She loves noise, that kind you make with your pipe. Play
it for her, and that might go a ways, it might.”
Valeraine laid her book aside and turned her thoughts to her penny-flute, fingering the stops and
imagining the bright trill of tunes. Everyone knew music could tame the most fearsome beast. All the same,
she would let Pierpon think she couldn’t have hit upon the idea without him. “You’re being helpful, Master
Pierpon.”
“It’s her I’m thinking of,” he scoffed. “Someone so lonely may seek friendship in wrong places, she
may. Annoying as you are, vixen, I know you’d do her no hurt.”
She gave him one of her wide, warm smiles that always annoyed him. “It doesn’t matter who you were
thinking of. It’s sound and useful advice.”
Taking a focusing breath, she raised the flute to her lips, the same flute with which Rysselide the
Redoubtable had charmed the crocodile demons on the banks of the Moringa River and with which Zeritte
of the Lightning Hands had blown the signal for the rebels to storm the castle of Jouvelon the Poison-King.
It had come into Valeraine the Venturesome’s hands by marvelous chance. She opened her thoughts to a
bittersweet tune, “The Dove’s Lost Love”. She sent the first stream of air through the pipe and set her fingers
dancing as the note rose. Pierpon sank into his doll case, pleased with the success of his persuasions.
She laid the flute aside and settled into bed, pulling the quilt up to her chin. “The Dove’s Lost Love”
echoed in the air to lull her to sleep.
She woke, shaking, a scream in the back of her throat.

Sweat drenched her brow and hands. Her heart slammed against her chest. The lace collar of her nightdress threatened to strangle her. She yanked at it and a button popped loose. Blinking, she cast a frantic glance
around the room to assure herself that everything she saw was real and familiar. The moonlight-flooded
window. The mahogany bureau. The writing desk and chair. The posts of her bed and the rumpled blue quilt.
Pierpon, snoring in his box, enjoying his usual dreamless sleep.
She was safe now. She pulled her spine tight, lest her teeth rattle most unheroically and fought to recall
the dream that had convulsed her. She could remember only a single shriek – an unearthly cry of pain beyond
healing.
***
She struggled to think of the day ahead, with its familiar routine. Which people might she see as she
strolled up and down Crainante’s side-paths with her basket full of potions? Might Acelin, the butcher’s
apprentice, stick his handsome brown-haired head through the door of his master’s shop and nod to her when
she smiled at him? With this thought bright in her mind, Valeraine the Voluptuous donned one of her favorite
dresses, an ice-blue muslin with a flowing white lace sash and a pleasantly lifting bodice that showed just
enough bosom. Pierpon snickered from his box. “You’ll freeze in that gown, you will.”
“Thank you for your concern,” she returned with a wink, “but winter colors are hideous.”
He sniffed. “A sorcerer shouldn’t care so much about clothes.”
“Because I’m Master Cedelair’s apprentice, I should share his dress sense? Where’s that written, I’d like
to know?” Pinning her lace-trimmed straw bonnet in place, she peered into the mirror and decided she looked
nice, indeed.
Yet a difference had crept into her eyes. She had to stare so hard into the glass to find it, that for an
instant she could glimpse a long line of Valeraines standing behind her reflection, all with the same
peculiarity – a tiny light, spinning like a whirlpool, throwing off frightened sparks. It would surely go away
once the shiver in her stomach tapered off and the cares of the day absorbed her. She pinched her cheeks to
raise a comely blush, then turned from the mirror and strode into the main room. Pierpon skipped after the
swishing hem of her skirt.
Cedelair the Censorious had already set bread and butter on the table and was standing beside his chair
with his accustomed stony look. From day to day he looked the same, in his shapeless dark gray coat and
brown trousers and smudged, battered boots. He carried his tragic past in the very dust of his clothes. His
apprentice ached in sympathy each time she gazed at him.
“Good morning, Valeraine,” he greeted with a curt nod toward the door. “Be so good as to call our visitor
in.”
So Meliroc was a “visitor”. Sighing under her breath, Valeraine stepped onto the front stoop and shouted
her name.
The flaps of the tent flew open and the monster pushed her way out, then rose to her full looming height
and approached the doorsill with the grace of a tall masted ship. “Hey ha hee and a happy morning, snowgiant!” Pierpon called out with a wave. “Come and have breakfast. Quite an eyeful, ain’t she, vixen?”
Valeraine answered with a distant nod as she gaped. Was ever a being so frightful, yet so fair? – skin
white as a ghost yet smooth as pearl, features sharp as a dagger yet fine as chiseled glass, eyes bright as a
sunlit emerald yet wild with the danger of a serpent in coil? She wore a shimmering tunic of gold-trimmed
ruby, with a skirt that brushed the top of her knee, and smart black trousers. Her black leather buskins were
polished to a glinting shine. A black lace ribbon drew her silk-smooth white hair away from her face. The
ebony cloak draped over her proud shoulders. She was dignity incarnate.
She is bound, Valeraine reminded herself to ward off a jealous twinge. She might just as well be wearing
iron manacles. She stepped aside from the doorway with a gesture for Meliroc to enter. The giant ducked
inside, arms taut at her sides, her attention on Cedelair, who held her fate in his hands.
“Mistress Meliroc, I have an answer for you,” he announced in a grim, forbidding croak. “I neither need
nor want a servant, but certain things you’ve said convince me it might not be safe to send you away. My
apprentice has asked me if she might keep you. Would you object to being her servant?”
Meliroc did not turn her head, but Valeraine could spot a flicker of confusion behind her eye. “No, sir.”

“Then her servant you shall be,” Cedelair declared. “She is responsible for you. I am nothing to do with
you, and you are nothing to do with me. Do you understand?”
“You use plain language, sir,” Meliroc replied.
“And do you agree?”
Meliroc cast a brief glance toward Valeraine, her features serene yet her green serpent eyes still hot with
hatred. “My must sent me to you,” she said to Cedelair. “But since Mistress Valeraine is your apprentice, in
serving her I serve you. I do not disobey.” She bowed her head toward her new mistress. “What must I do?”
Must. Valeraine was already half sick of the word. “Just now, Mistress Meliroc—”
“Meliroc, if you please, ma’am. You are mistress here, not I.”
The young sorcerer ground her teeth. “Very well, then, Meliroc,” she corrected herself, “you must take
breakfast with us.”
***
Be a friend to her, Pierpon had said. Any hero who wanted to live very long always heeded the advice
of tiny companions. Yet how to begin? A walk into town seemed sensible, so she asked Meliroc to accompany
her on her errand. The monster responded with a nod and a most unservile look.
Clutching her basket and tucking her chin, Valeraine marched forward. The pitiless wind drove hard
against her face and seared past the shields of lace and pale blue muslin. “Bears have the right idea about
winter,” she grumbled. “Sleep through it.”
Meliroc, holding pace beside her, glanced down. “You are cold?”
Valeraine nodded with a fierce shudder.
Meliroc lifted her left arm, unfurling her ebony cloak. “Walk under here. You will be warmer.”
Valeraine took the measure of the space with an unheroic gulp. The giant could easily smother her in
that cloak – well, perhaps not, bound as she was, but she might wish she could, which was nearly as bad. Yet
a breath of warmth against the young sorcerer’s face proved too sweet to resist. Stiffening her spine, she
ventured into the folds. As Meliroc dropped her arm to cover her, delicious heat spread down Valeraine’s
arms to her frozen fingers, down her legs to her frigid toes.
She grinned up at Meliroc. “Thank you.”
“I serve you,” said the giant, stepping forward, drawing her mistress with her.
So they walked on, safe from the winter’s bite. Yet warm though she was, Valeraine’s shoulders still
quaked from the memory of last night’s unholy sleep-scream.
Silence trailed behind them as they strode into the square, as if a hush-spell billowed from the sweeping
folds of Meliroc’s cloak. Vendors with their carts of vegetables and fruits and hothouse flowers, calling
musically to passers-by, caught sight of Meliroc, and their songs died in their throats. Customers, merchants
and artisans alike poured out of the shops to stare. Some of them raised their index fingers to trace a
“protection” against evil over their hearts.
Valeraine the Vivacious smiled at them so broadly that her mouth ached. She stepped clear of the cloak’s
warm security and held up her basket. “Medicines!” she crowed. “Me - di - cines! For toothache, headache,
stomach ache! For stiff and burning joints! Potions to clear vision, potions to steady the nerves! Me-di-cines!”
A few people blinked, but no one moved or spoke.
“Medicines!” she called again, striding down the street, the white apparition’s shadow stretching after
her. “From the hand of the sorcerer Cedelair, who can cure any ailment! Cures for toothache, headache,
stomach-ache!” Still no one came near.
“Let them have a few minutes to stare, ma’am,” Meliroc thought-spoke, her face as impassive as ever.
“They’ll start talking again soon.”
Valeraine took heart, knowing Meliroc would hardly spout false hope to make her feel better. The giant
must have met with such thick silences many times before. “Medicines! Me-di-cines!” the sorcerer cried on
in a heroic brio. When she had marched up and down four blocks, the crowd unfroze at last, and the townsfolk
began to nudge each other and whisper.
Milotte, the gem-seller with the habitual cough, shuffled off the side-path toward Valeraine, holding up
a hand. The sorcerer slipped her hand into the basket and brought forth a bright heliotrope phial, and placed

it in her customer’s palm with a sympathetic squeeze. By the time Valeraine put her payment away, the thin,
sniffling woman had already dashed to the opposite side-path. Four other customers followed, each one
keeping his eyes low and speaking as little as possible.
“Well met, young Valeraine,” spoke a friendly voice at her elbow. She turned to find glassworks artisan
Master Odilon, clad in his usual canary-colored coat and olive-green wool scarf. Beside him, plump little
Mennieve in her black-trimmed navy gingham greeted her with a cozy smile.
“I’ll take a toothache cure,” the bookseller announced, fumbling in her sash-purse for the fee. “I’m sure
I’ll need it before long, the way I gobble chocolates.” As she handed over the coin, she peered up at Meliroc.
“Good morning to you, madam,” she greeted with a cheerful curtsey. “I’m Mennieve. I sell books. You’re
fond of reading, aren’t you? I can always tell. Who might you be?”
Meliroc the Mute cast a wistful smile down at the bookseller, clearly longing to return the greeting.
Valeraine rested a hand on her arm. “My friend can’t speak,” she explained to Mennieve. “Her name is
Meliroc. She’s staying with us a while.”
“Please tell her I like to read,” Meliroc urged her in a tense thought-voice.
“And she likes to read,” added Valeraine.
“Ah!” Mennieve smacked her lips, a twinkle in her eye. “You must come visit my shop sometime, lady
Meliroc.”
“Just where did you find her, young Valeraine?” asked Odilon, his smile a little cooler than Mennieve’s.
“My parents and I were on holiday at Lippe,” the sorcerer ventured. “Our carriage got stuck in a mudbank, and Meliroc pulled us out.”
Odilon tugged at his chin. “I’ve been to Lippe. Never saw anybody like her there.”
“There isn’t ‘anybody like me’,” Meliroc put in with a diffident glance at her shoes.
Odilon gave her a quizzical look as he handed Valeraine two crowns for a headache curative. Inching
toward the glassworks, he gazed over his shoulder, as if trying to remember something. Mennieve,
meanwhile, touched the giant’s hand before turning and bustling away. Meliroc’s mouth sank into a
thoughtful frown.
More customers lined up to buy elixirs, their nervous smiles as bright as their coins. Meliroc gave each
of them a studious look, a habit unlikely to put them more at ease with her. “They are all frightened.” When
the quiet thought-voice crept on tiptoe into Valeraine’s ear, just under her chat with a customer, she stiffened
and locked her smile in place.
“Not of me,” the giant explained. “Something is in their eyes.”
Valeraine sharpened her gaze on the eyes of the customer before her, Thandif of the square jaw and gray
mutton-chop whiskers. She noted the strain in his smile and the touch of a whimper in his normally gruff
voice, as if a fearful memory dug its claws into him. A tremble settled in her spine as she noticed a tiny white
light whirling in the dark of his eye, the same light she’d glimpsed in the mirror that morning.
Half-turning to Meliroc as more customers approached, she ordered her thoughts into words, to speak to
Meliroc as the giant spoke to her. “You say they all have that look in their eyes?”
“All the ones I have seen, yes.”
“Even Mennieve?”
“Hers was the worst.”
Valeraine stretched her mouth into a customer-greeting grin. Seven of them had gathered in a half-circle
around her. Peering into their faces, she found the same whirling light in every eye, spelling out nightmare
like a red-blazoned banner.
She had yet to choose a specialty, but the workings of the Seventh Magic Tongue, the Tongue of the
Mind, came most easily to her. A quick word or phrase in that Tongue opened a path between her
consciousness and others’ for her to see as they saw, feel as they felt. Cedelair hated this practice. It was too
dangerous, he declared, to be employed to solve common problems. Yet the problem she faced now was
hardly “common.” She had to know just what lay behind that whirling light.
She broadened her gaze to absorb all seven faces and called the needed phrase into her mind. She tensed
her lips and formed the words discreetly, to take a single short step into their heads.

Screams battered her, searing into her mind – so much pain – it would burst from her head, pour from
her ears and her eyes – agony – so much–
She reeled, the cobbles fogging beneath her. Meliroc clasped her shoulders to hold her steady.
“Mistress Valeraine, are you all right?” Vociette of the pale red hair brushed Valeraine’s elbow. The
sorcerer smiled and nodded, even as she shook. Heroes don’t shake! she snapped at herself, tightening her
muscles.
Valeraine blinked as she took in Vociette’s concerned face. A different Seventh Tongue phrase filled her
head. A’ zhiera’ shiech – to the back of your mind. She sent the scream to the distant reaches of Vociette’s
consciousness and watched the whirling light dim in the weaver’s violet eyes. She laid the same gentle spell
on each customer. As each spark of horror receded, a tingle of pride brushed up her back. For such work as
this she had been given the Tongues of Power. She was healer, comforter, vital part of this clean, well-swept
town.
Yet she could not turn the spell on herself. The scream roared through her memory in all its terror. No
human could make such a sound.
It faded from her thoughts only when a ringing melody flowed down from that mysterious wagon on the
hill to cover the square in song.
***
The bells’ music had eased the pain in Valeraine’s head. Now, in the silence of the homeward walk, she
felt it coming back. A dark suspicion was taking root inside her, to twist and tear like a thorny vine. She
reached into her sash and drew out her penny-flute. She brushed her fingertips fondly over the stops, then
pursed her lips and began to play.
“Though Gone, You are Near,” a ballad in a minor key, rocked her heart in its arms, then lingered sweetly
after the last note. Her eyes half-closed, she shifted into a new mood and raced into a jig called “Hail the
Harvest”. A strange tingle fired her nerves. Had she ever played so well before, with such a clear, sure tone?
Somewhere in back of the merry trill she could hear Rysselide’s and Zeritte’s spirits applauding.
As the jig ended a different tune slipped into her mind. She had never heard it before and could not guess
how she was hearing it now. Yet somehow she knew it, this melodious cry of longing. With a shiver of joy
she poured the tune into the flute, her fingers finding the proper stops without fail. She closed her eyes, the
better to feel it. Its bittersweet spirit hovered about her heart as the final note dwindled into silence.
When her eyes slowly opened, she found Meliroc gazing down at her with almost blinding concentration.
Now she understood where the new melody had come from. Meliroc had sent it into her. She searched the
giant’s eyes in vain for that coiled-serpent hate. Play for her. She grinned at the thought of Pierpon and his
blessed advice.
“Who taught you to play like that?” Meliroc’s thought-voice was tentative, as if she feared the question
might offend.
Yet it thrilled Valeraine. “My home city Nisslaire is full of music,” she said. “Every neighborhood block
has its own music teacher. All the children on that block take lessons from her. We come home from school
and start practicing at the same time and raise the Death-wight’s own racket.”
A smile darted across Meliroc’s face.
“My parents, well, bless them, they wouldn’t deny me much, but they did not like the idea of my taking
up an instrument and adding to the cacophony. I had to keep at them for months before they realized I wasn’t
going to stop asking. They finally let me go to Mistress Tiurelle. When I went into her sanctum, she had a
violin, a clarinet, a miniature harpsichord, a cornet, and a penny-flute all laid out on a long table. She played
a chorus on each of them, then she asked me which one I wanted to learn. I chose the penny-flute, because it
sounded the most like bird-song.”
Meliroc nodded with a contemplative look. Still Valeraine saw no trace of those sparks of hate. Had she
driven the evil spirit from the ivory giant’s heart with the aid of Rysselide the Redoubtable’s marvelous
penny-flute? The yearning tune lingered in the sorcerer’s memory. She had never managed to make her way
to that sweet and mysterious place where new songs were born, yet Meliroc had. Is it right that I should envy
you, you prisoner?

“Are you ever homesick?” Meliroc asked suddenly.
“It took me three months here just to stop crying,” the sorcerer admitted.
The hate-glint flickered behind Meliroc’s eyes. “I have never known a sorcerer to cry.”
“I don’t know how Master Cedelair put up with me. I got used to this place, got to like it. But sometimes
I still miss that din of a dozen instruments practicing at once.”
Meliroc quickened her pace. Her jaw clenched, as if she were rebuking herself for unbending even a jot.
What has happened to you, poor, sad creature, to make you so hard? Valeraine fixed her mind on a
single crucial question and held it fast, until at last they reached the cottage, and Pierpon poked his head
above the cloth with a friendly grin at Meliroc. Her gaze softening, the giant scooped the tiny man up in her
palm and set him on her shoulder.
“Where did your ‘must’ come from, Meliroc?” the hero-sorcerer asked in a cautious voice. “Who set it
on you?”
“I don’t know what you mean by ‘set it on’,” the giant replied, her brow furrowing as at a headache. “It
came to me, that’s all.”
Valeraine swallowed annoyance. Geases did not simply “come” to someone. “Who was your first
master?”
“I don’t know his name.” Meliroc drew her mouth tight. “I never remember their names.”
“Can you tell me how he treated you?”
The giant nodded, hate blazing in her eyes. “He had a special talent for entering people’s minds, for
riding in their skins,” she said in a dead-calm thought-voice. “He was bedridden. He would put himself in
my head and move me about, relishing my size and strength. He would force me to climb up and down
hillsides and swim across ponds so he could feel the wind on my face, the water on my skin. He kept me at
it until I was so weary I limped back, and then he would make me do kitchen work.”
“That’s dreadful,” Valeraine whispered.
“He nearly broke me once,” Meliroc went on. “He had some quarrel with a merchant I never understood
rightly. He sent me to the man’s house and made me beat him. He forced my arms to swing, my fists to strike.
He wasn’t satisfied until the man lost his senses. But his son saw everything, and when my master called me
back to him, he knew the young man would follow. So he closed his fingers about my mind and pulled till
the strings loosened. I knew just enough to understand what he’d done.”
Sickened, Valeraine spat bitterness from her mouth. Pierpon shook with outrage, fists clenched.
“The young man came in to accuse me, and my master laughed and pointed at me where I was lying on
the floor, dribbling at the mouth. ‘Look at her, lad! She can’t even sit upright!’ The young man stared at me
awhile, then walked away, at a loss for what to do. My master reached inside my mind and gave me back my
wits, and while I was reeling and sick, he gave me a flippant little smile and said, ‘Dishes, Meliroc.’”
Valeraine's stomach convulsed. “Abominable.”
The giant arched her neck, a tremble at the corner of her lip. “He was the first, but by no means the worst.
Whom shall I tell you about next? The hypnotist? The levitator? Or the transmogrifier? He’ll give you a good
laugh.”
Valeraine gritted her teeth. “Do you see me laughing, Meliroc?”
“Perhaps you do not wear your laughter on your sleeve.”
Crimson-faced, Valeraine the Volcanic wheeled away from Meliroc, threw open the cottage door and
slammed it behind her. She stormed past Cedelair, who was too hard at work with his grinding pestle to heed
her.
She hurled her chamber door shut with the same thunderous slam, then she paced around her bed, her
stomach winding in knots. How-dare-she-how-dare-she-how-dare-she! her mind shouted at each creaking
step. Bleached fiend! Had either of them asked for her grudging service? How dare she see Valeraine of
Nisslaire, healer and comforter, wielder of the marvelous penny-flute, as a villain! With seething breaths
Valeraine swiped the air with her fist. I’m trying to help you, monster!
A question broke through her ire like a gentle tap on the shoulder. How was Meliroc to know this?

Valeraine, who had been loved and indulged most of her life, forced herself to step into the giant’s place,
her will bound to another’s, her heart screaming in rage and aching for want of a scrap of help or comfort.
Meliroc clearly had dozens of stories in the same vein. What reason had she to expect better treatment here?
The heat drained from Valeraine’s face. A show of temper would not alter how Meliroc saw her. She
needed a tangible expression of good will, a gift. What would the silent giant want? The memory of her sad
little smile at Mennieve gave Valeraine the answer.
She pulled open her night-stand drawer to take up a pencil and a book full of blank pages. She had
intended to use it as a diary, but her work had kept her too busy to write in it. She tucked the little book and
pencil under her arm and left the room.
Cedelair, still grinding the stems of his plants, again failed to glance up as she passed him on her way to
the front door. “Troubles with your giant?” he mumbled, barely audible.
“Nothing I can’t handle, sir,” she replied and swept out the door.
Meliroc sat with her elbow propped upon her knee, smiling at Pierpon, who perched on her upper arm
with an eager, listening grin. “– to fetch the Fire-Lily of Long Love from the old king’s garden,” she was
saying. “The king always kept his cross-bow at the read, and an empty space on his wall reserved for the
goblin’s head.”
Valeraine stood stunned. With her attention on Pierpon, the monster looked quite gentle, almost
harmless! The few words Valeraine caught of the story sparked her curiosity. She wanted to learn who the
goblin and the old king were. But as soon as Meliroc heard her step she stifled her thought-voice and rose to
her feet, lifting Pierpon to her shoulder while she favored her mistress with the usual hate-spiced glare.
“I have something for you,” said Valeraine, holding the book and pencil towards her. “It’s a writing
book. For when we go into town. If you want to say something to someone, you can write it in here. It isn’t
much, but at least you’ll be able to communicate, and it might help the townsfolk get used to you.”
Meliroc closed her fingers around the book with a half-bewildered blink.
“Do you really believe all sorcerers are alike?” Valeraine asked her.
“You can’t help it,” Meliroc explained. “You haven’t enough experience with not getting your way.”
“Well, we’re not. Some of us seek noble deeds to perform, like Brave Bennelise. You’ve read the
Bennelise books?”
“No.”
“I’ll lend them to you. Anybody who likes kings and goblins should appreciate them. What I mean to
say, Meliroc, is that I have no wish to exploit you. Far from it. I want to help you. Rid you of your geas. Set
you free to follow your own bent.”
With an arch of her shoulders, Meliroc drew a few steps toward Valeraine, throwing her shadow upon
her mistress as if to remind her how much taller and stronger she was. “You might not like my bent.”
“I’ll take that risk,” proclaimed Valeraine the Venturesome, squaring her shoulders likewise. “But I can
only help you if you let me. You’ll have to trust me, Meliroc. Can you do that?”
The giant’s mouth twitched into a half-broken smile. “If I must.”
“And stop saying ‘must’!”
Meliroc nodded.

4. Meliroc finds a use for Cedelair

Left to my own devices, I sat near the mouth of my tent, my fingers squeezed tight around the writing
book. The pencil lay beside me on the ground. I didn’t dare lift it, lest I snap it in two, then crush it to pieces
between my palms. Valeraine! That porcelain doll with her lark-singing flute, tempting me to thoughts of
friendship! I hurled the book against the rear of the tent and gripped the snow under my hands and sent waves
of heat to melt it, 'til steam escaped my fingers. I wished my eyes might blast that little book to cinders where
it lay.
But I would need it. With it I could write my name for Feuval. I needed him to know it, as much as I
loved the nickname he had given me. Curse Valeraine and her treacherously useful gift. I knew what she was
about. Neither she nor any other master would actually consider freeing me from my must. The gift of a
servant who could never say them nay was far too precious. But she wanted me to take that small, fatal step
and trust her. Once I did that, in would go the knife.
She was indoors now, busy at her own lessons. I would not be needed for some hours, she said, so I
could amuse myself how I liked. If I could steady my spinning head, I might finish my task for Feuval, so I
pushed the thought of Valeraine to the rear-most reaches of my mind, took up my mallet, and hammered out
a sequence of notes. The old quiver in my hands stilled the minute the chimes’ ring leaped into the air.
I took in the view from my canvas doorway – the brown log cottage, the scruffy snow-dappled rose
bushes flanking the doorsill, the muddy pale gray tracked yard, and the garden plants that seemed to shine
with emerald fire, their tender stems shivering in the breeze. My gaze rested there. Music could begin in the
smallest things, like a dot of sunlight on the tip of a leaf. I took my chimes and mallet under my arm and
walked toward the garden.
The small black side door opened. Out strode the iron-spined Master Cedelair, a burlap sack slung over
his shoulder and a small brown packet in his hand. He turned on me the cold, tight-lipped frown he might
give a trespasser who had crushed his plants under foot. As I locked gazes with him I raised my chin and
made my face a stone mask. His stare pored over me, like chilly fingers prodding me up and down, examining.
Much of a sorcerer’s danger lay in the gaze. I flinched at a memory and blinked.
Cedelair headed down the white stone walk-way that divided his garden in half without a backward
glance at me. I watched him, a curious tickle at my neck. In another minute I might have a hint of how he
managed to keep a garden growing in winter’s icy dead.
Kneeling, he pulled up a patch of goverwort, taking care to leave the roots in tact. Flecks of moist earth
dropped from them as they dangled. He twitched his lips as he watched the flecks fall into the soil-bed. He
opened his sack and slipped the plants inside. Nothing unusual in this, except for his gentle touch and soft
look. Yet I sensed something wonderful about to happen. I drew a few short, discreet steps closer to the
garden’s edge.
Cedelair emptied the brown packet onto the loose soil before him. He slid his fingers into it, his lips
forming words. A spark flashed in his eyes, the first burst of lightning in a brewing storm. His neck rippled,
straining under that tight collar. His lips moved faster – a whisper, and then a low, soft rhythmic chant in one
of the “magic tongues” with which sorcerers cast their spells. I drew closer still, stepping onto the walkway,
staring at the wrinkled hands that rested upon the soil.
He threw his head back as his chant became a call. His voice rang with a dreadful glee that shook my
spine. The corners of his mouth trembled up, tense with hope, until at last he fell silent. A wild, joyous glow
overspread his face. Under his fingers I could clearly see tiny sprouts of green.
He rose to his feet, slapping the loose dirt from his coat and trousers. He wrinkled his nose as he glimpsed
me.

“Kindly leave my garden,” he said, his voice flat and empty.
I drew a step back. “Have you always been able to do that?” I asked him.
His face did not change. “Have the courtesy not to come into my garden without my permission.”
I backed off the walkway and strode to my tent, head high. I’d seen enough. I knew how Cedelair kept
his garden thriving. Now he could keep it to himself, the nasty not-old thing. I had my own work to do. I
plopped down and set my bell-board in my lap.
A song of a merry heart. What did it mean to be merry? To have something beautiful send your heart
into a dance? Like fresh green plant-buds sprouting to life under your fingers? My memory’s eye settling on
Cedelair’s ecstatic face, I dropped the mallet on a single key. The note seized my heart, and I held my breath
tight as I listened for the next.
As another note followed, and another, and another, his delight became my own.
***
“That’s why it sounded like chimes.”
Valeraine stood at my elbow. I couldn’t guess how long she had been there. Safe in my imagined
chrysalis of light, I had heard, seen, and felt nothing but my new tune.
“When you sent your song to me, I thought the notes sounded a little like a glockenspiel,” my mistress
went on. “Now I see why. What a cunning instrument!”
“Thank you.” I wished I’d heard her coming in time to hide my bell-board.
“I hate to take you away from it, Meliroc, but I need your help with dinner.” She cocked her head toward
me, a glint of conspiracy in her eye. “It’s time we showed Master Cedelair how useful you can be.” She led
me toward the cottage with a springy stride. “You’ve made an impression on him, you know.”
“I know,” I returned, for she hadn’t said what sort of impression.
“He told me you were ‘busy making a frightful racket’. That’s how I knew he liked your tune. The more
he likes something, the harder he tries to pretend he doesn’t.”
Inside we found Cedelair perched on his stool beside the fire, where three smaller pots hung in the stead
of yesterday’s massive cauldron. He gave me a warning glare, as if he feared I might presume to boil his
potions. In answer, I flexed my jaw at him, assuring him with my eyes that I had no intention of setting a
fingernail on his sacred pots, and I followed Valeraine into the kitchen, where Pierpon sat cross-legged on
the counter-top.
My part was to show that with the aid of my heart-fire I could cut meal preparation time in half. Valeraine
had already shredded carrots and drizzled plum sauce over the brisket we’d picked up at the butcher’s shop
in town. All I needed to do was add my warmth to the stove’s heat, to speed the meat’s cooking. It demanded
little concentration, so Pierpon pressed me for an ending to my story of the "Goblin of the Crimson Cave".
Though I wasn’t eager to share one of my monster stories in the sorcerers’ hearing, I hadn’t the heart to deny
him.
Valeraine, who had slipped outside with spindle in hand to ring the cottage with magic moonlight,
returned with a chuckle on her lips. “You’re sure to like the Bennelise books. You can take the first one with
you after dinner.”
I nodded to her, a chill in my stomach. Valeraine seemed determined to gain my trust with things. I
should have nothing to do with them. But I wanted to read that book.
By the time the goblin triumphed over a suspicious king and won the Fire-Lily of Long Love for his
sweetheart, the meat was ready for serving. Cedelair left his stool to watch Valeraine slice it into three
portions. “The largest slice for your servant, Valeraine,” he remarked with a sharp smile. “Though even that
may not suffice.” He sniffed and added, not quite under his breath, “See if Mistress Overgrown doesn’t eat
our larder bare within the week.”
Valeraine set the three portions at the center of the table and nodded to me. “Take your pick, Meliroc.”
I peered closely at the slices. Once I found the smallest, I claimed it with a frosty glance at Cedelair. He
gave a tiny harrumph as he dropped into his chair.
With half an eye on him, I cut my slice into the daintiest bites I could manage and nibbled my way
through my meal, dabbing my mouth with my napkin at each swallow. Pierpon, crouched before Valeraine’s

plate, sputtered into his hands, then stuffed his mouth to its fullest capacity, to declare himself the heaviest
feeder at the table. I threw him a wink, the embers of my heart-fire stirring. But if Cedelair got our joke, he
didn’t appear to appreciate it.
He returned to his stool while Valeraine and I cleared the table. He kept a disapproving eye on me as he
stirred his pots. An impulse burned in me to hurl a cup at his head.
With all the dishes at last put away, Valeraine cast a satisfied grin at the clock. “You see, sir? We’ve
finished in half the usual time, all thanks to Meliroc.”
The elder sorcerer grimaced. “Of course. The marvelous coal in her heart. She can roast a brisket with
her fingertip while she bores us all with silly fables.”
I grinned at a tickle in my throat. “What is it about me that offends you, sir?” I kept my mind-voice cool,
though amusement crept in. “Is it my size? Or my complexion? Or do my eyes remind you of some girl who
broke your heart?”
He drew a sharp breath through his teeth. “I’ll tell you, Mistress Meliroc,” he said, rising from his stool.
“You show up in our yard without a word of warning and expect us to make a place for you. In common
circles we call that rude. But because you have a geas hanging around your neck, we must pity you and make
you welcome, whether we wish to or not. You cannot expect me to be happy about that.”
Valeraine rested a hand on my arm. “That’s not fair, sir.”
“That,” returned Cedelair, pointing a bony finger at me, “is not fair.”
The young man behind the old mask flashed into view, his eyes sharp with the sting of pain from an
injury that had nothing to do with me. Ignoring a tug of curiosity, I bowed and retreated through the front
door.
As I passed through Valeraine’s ribbon of magic moonlight, I smiled briefly at the shimmer it cast upon
the snow and wondered what sort of place I had come to, where my expectations were up-ended one after
another. I took up my instrument and held it steady in the crook of my arm, playing triplets as I wandered
along the edge of the moonlight pool. I ventured to imagine striding down a town square side-path, delighting
passers-by with spirited melodies, hearing coins drop at my feet. The music in my mind rang out so
deliciously loud that I failed to hear the front door open and close.
“You forgot this,” squeaked a voice below.
A downward glance showed me a maroon leather book hovering four inches above the ground. I knelt
and picked it up to find Pierpon standing under it with upraised arms.
“Valeraine asked me to bring it out to you,” the jickety explained. “Said I’d be more of a comfort to you
than she would.”
I nodded. Sensible of my new mistress. I read the gold-lettered binding – Brave Bennelise and the
Soldiers of the Black Duke. Tucking the book under my arm, I lifted Pierpon to my shoulder. He seemed to
like it there.
I drew a long breath, loosening my knotted heart. “I never imagined sorcerers’ magic could be beautiful.
I’ve only ever seen it do hurt. But here a girl can shed light from a spindle and a man can make plants grow
under his fingers.”
The pixy-man let out a whistle. “It makes you wonder, it does, what else they can do, eh?” He tilted his
head with a winking smile. “Set you free, perhaps?”
I pulled my nerves tight. Moved as I might be by certain of their spells, I wasn’t ready to admit that
possibility. “If I were Valeraine, and I were looking for a good deed to perform, I’d find some way to send
you home. Humankind would be lost without the jicketies, after all. You should be back at your post.”
“There are plenty back home, there are, to do my work. As for me, I could learn a bit by lingering here
to see how Valeraine frees you. Even Cedelair might help.”
“Cedelair despises me.”
“He doesn’t think much of me either, he doesn’t. But in the end, his itch to learn will prove too much.
Tell me, snow-giant, where’s the first place you’d go if you were free?”
If I dared imagine that I might shake myself to pieces. I found a whimsical reply in the expectant sparkle
in Pierpon’s eye. “Jicket-Castle, of course.”

The little fellow chortled. “Your foot wouldn’t fit through the door, it wouldn’t!”
“Then I would sit outside and admire it.”
“There’s no path for a human to Jicket-Castle.”
“I’m a strange being, remember?” I pointed out with a lofty arch of my neck. “Perhaps I’m a demigoddess in disguise, and all paths are open to me. It is my sacred mission to go to the Home of the Jicketies
and gift your people with music.”
He pursed his lips, his head sagging a little to the side. “I wish it were,” he mumbled. “I wish you could
come home with me.”
I brushed his nose with the tip of my thumb. “I could, in a way. You could carry out my mission. When
you’re back amongst your friends, whistle this tune for them, a bit of me that will fit through the door.”
With a light, tripping touch I played my new melody for him. By the time I’d finished the fourth measure,
my tone-deaf friend was bobbing his head in rhythm with the sprightly tune.
“Where did you find that?” he asked, his smile half incredulous.
“In Master Cedelair’s garden.”
Whatever the sorcerer might say or do, he couldn’t take back the song he’d given me.

5. Cedelair follows a trail, and Meliroc chooses risk

Cedelair shook his head with a sigh as he picked up the book lying open, face-down on
Valeraine’s chair. He had lost count of the number of times he had told his apprentice not to leave
books this way, but she never could remember.
He glanced at the title on the spine and frowned. The Magical Art of the Geas. He’d noticed
her poring over this volume, her frown deepening steadily until at last she had pleaded a sickheadache and slumped off to her room. He’d warned her. Magicians’ books offered minute
instructions on how to lay a geas in place but never bothered to mention how to get rid of one.
After he slid the book back into its place on the shelf, he took down one for himself, Sacrifice
Magic among Belfaire’s Hill Folk, bound appropriately in blood-colored leather. He settled down
on his stool, letting his back and shoulders slack. With half-closed eyes he wondered how it might
feel to drift off into sleep.
In five years he had not slept. A satisfying wall of wakefulness stood between him and visions
which would carry him back to that moment of horror and pain, of wrinkles chiseling into his skin
and the brittle smirk on his enemy’s face. Sometimes he girded that wall with the most gruesome
tales he could find. The spine-chilling blood sacrifice customs of Belfair’s hill folk were especially
useful. But this night something new kept mixing in with the grim words – chimes that gleamed
like sun on a clear stream, playing a cheerful tune.
Valeraine had told him of the efforts she’d made to befriend Meliroc, most notably the songs
she’d played on their walk home which had moved the giant to share a melody of her own

invention. They’d felt like friends in that moment, a current of song flowing one to the other. “We
ought to be friends,” she’d concluded, “and I’m sure we would be if her former masters didn’t
stand in the way.”
Cedelair had met this plaint with a disinterested grunt. He had to keep a careful eye on the
outsized ogre, but he would think no more of her than he could help.
Yet there it was again, weaving its way through a blood-dripping paragraph – that funny little
tune, drawing a smile to his lips. Something of himself seemed to move in that song. Yet it had
come from her. He slammed the book shut and set it down at the foot of his stool. He sprang to his
feet and started for the door.
Drawing his long gray coat about his shoulders, he strode over the front step and into the lightpool. He caught sight of Meliroc treading across the lawn, her bell-machine and mallet tucked
under one arm and the writing-book Valeraine had given her clutched in her opposite hand. She
strode with a purpose, headed somewhere. Answering a call.
“Best go after her,” he whispered. Following the tracks she had made, he marched beyond the
reach of the moonlight spell. As he stepped into darkness he mouthed two words of the Second
Tongue, the Tongue of Light. A pale blue flame sprang up from his palm to light his way.
Something in this sojourn might shed some light on how he and Valeraine might rid
themselves of the intruder.
***
The carillon had first called me to it with a bittersweet song, yearning in its ring. Tonight’s
summoning song rang with the gladness of one greeting a long-absent friend. The light-threads
stretched out from my vision of the wagon to draw me close, an embrace such as I’d felt only in
daydreams. Soon I found myself running toward it.
Yet the song died as I sank to my knees before the wagon. The light-threads loosed their loving
hold. Silence dropped stone-heavy upon my ears. I stared at the curtain and waited for a golden
mask to appear. But the curtain hung dead still. Perhaps it fell to me to break this smothering quiet.
With a cool breath I began my new song of a merry heart. The wooden walls shimmered once
more. The light-threads slipped forward to twine about me in time with the rising tune.
A flurry of notes flew out of the carillon. Startled by a bolt of delight, I tightened my hold on
my mallet as it hovered over the next key. The carillon held its breath, waiting for me to go on. In
my mind I replayed its notes, and with another joyful rush I understood. They would give texture
to my simple melody. I let the mallet fall. Two chimes from the carillon answered me. Encouraged,
I played on, listening to the carillon’s answers, its notes merging with mine. In my mind’s eye
golden walls rose around me and a vaulted azure ceiling arched above, a temple for my merryhearted hymn to fill.
When the song ended I rested my mallet upon the snow, my head teetering dizzily. The glow
of the carillon’s walls dimmed but did not vanish.
“Thou hast pleased me even beyond my hope.”
My eyes met the bright gold mask. Feuval leaned over the rim of the window, and his eyeless
imp hovered above his left shoulder.
“I set thee a challenge and thou hast overleaped it.” The satisfied hum in his voice whipped
my heart-fire to a frenzy. “Since thou speak’st not, fair moon-tree, thine eyes perhaps can tell me
how such a song of joy was found.”
My name is Meliroc, I scrawled into my writing-book, but I love “moon-tree”.

“MEE-li-roc?” he tried out when I showed him the page. I shook my head with a smile. “MeLI-roc?” he guessed, and again I signaled that he had it wrong. “MEL-i-roc?” I nodded, my breath
growing short. My name had never sounded so beautiful.
I wrote down in as few words as possible the story of Cedelair in his garden. Then I handed
him the book and waited as he read it.
“Ah! This would explain. This Master Cedelair is thy friend, then?”
I shook my head, while my heart sank into my boots. Were I to spend any substantial time
with him, Feuval would have to know about my must. How would he see me? Still the same proud
“moon-tree” or a pathetic slave?
“Thine eyes show me distress,” said Feuval. “Has this Cedelair harmed thee?”
With burning face I wrote as plain a description of my must as I could. No, Cedelair had not
hurt me, yet. But I was still his servant, even though he might claim I belonged to his apprentice
Valeraine.
Feuval nodded and grunted over my words. As he returned the book he stretched out his hand
in a beckoning gesture. Inching forward on my knees (I still disliked the thought of looming above
him), I folded my fingers around his. “This is why thou didst hear my call,” he said. “Thou art my
kin.”
The imp spun in mid-air with an indignant whistle. “No-no-no!” it chattered. “Ugly big-big is
not like you, sir!”
“She hath suffered as I have, and ugly she is not,” Feuval snapped. “Hide thyself, whishk.”
The imp sank beneath the window and out of sight.
Feuval returned his attention to me. I felt the brush of compassion in the gleam of his mask.
“Thou’rt trapped,” he noted, “and thou look’st to music to set thee free. Hath I the right of it?”
It can’t take my must away, I scrawled. But it gives me a room to hide in. I held the open book
out for him to read.
“I have felt like thee, fair moon-tree.” His voice grew bitter. “I, too, am trapped.”
I winced at a sting. How? I wrote out in large letters.
“Hast thou seen me outside the confines of this wagon?” he pointed out, slapping his palm
against the side. “Nor shalt thou ever,” he continued when I shook my head, “unless a miracle doth
release me.”
“Careful, snow-giant,” came a tiny whisper behind my ear.
“There was no youth in the world more foolish than I, and for that folly I paid dearly,” Feuval
explained. “I believed I was the true heir to the bards of yore. I had only one aim, to make music
such as none had ever heard before and none would surpass thereafter. I found this carillon in the
deep of the woods, alone and silent. I looked into the wagon and found no one inside, only the
bells waiting to be awakened. I sensed magic. Think’st thou I should have fled?”
I couldn’t answer, by pencil or by gesture.
“I did not. I stepped inside. I touched a bell, and as it shook the wagon closed me in. I knelt at
these bells and played for hours, never tiring or hungering. Then I began to sense something amiss.
I should have hungered. I tried to leave. But the wagon would not open.”
“Sounds like one of your monster-tales,” the little whisperer remarked.
“From that day to this I have not left this wagon. When I played the carillon it became my
master. I must play, whether I will or no. So, seest thou,” Feuval concluded, his voice once again
a warm caress, “I know thy grief.”
The carillon’s light pulsed in answer to his words, a living, listening, fearful thing holding the
man fast in a prison of song. My music have I given to many villages, yet no listener hath ever

spoken back to me. How long had it been since he’d heard a human voice, or any sound at all, save
the gibbering of the tiny dust-demon and the ring of the bells that caged him? Had the very thing
in which I’d always sought refuge become torture to him? When love of music died in agony, what
remained?
Tears pooled in my eyes as his tale sank in. Habitually I held tears in, but now I bade them
fall. They were the least this man deserved.
“Thou weep’st for me?” His voice sounded its gentlest yet. “Ah, sweet moon-tree, weep thou
not.”
I have a friend who says tears are valuable, I scribbled. A sign of a lesson learned.
“What lesson hast thou learned?”
That I have wasted far too much time feeling sorry for myself.
He brushed his thumb across my cheek. “I would have thee weep no more. Rejoice, rather, in
the comfort thou hast brought me in such a little time.”
A puff of wind stirred my heart-fire. I remembered Pierpon in my hand, the heat from my
fingers pouring into his nearly frozen body, and my jolt as he’d come back to his senses. I gained
an inkling why I’d grown fond of the pixy-man, despite my usual aversion. Pierpon was the first
creature who was better for having known me.
Please tell me how I can help you, I printed.
He patted my cheek. “Thou hast already begun. If thou wouldst comfort me still more, bring
me a song to make the hardest heart weep.”
I frowned. Why should Feuval, trapped in the unhappiest situation I could imagine, want a
song of sorrow? I wrote out the question as my mind formed it.
“Thou’rt young yet,” he pointed out, “or thou wouldst know that such songs can heal. Perhaps
seeking one out will help thee learn. Go thou, Meliroc, my moon-tree. The carillon will summon
thee when thou art prepared.” He pressed the book into my hand and drew back from the window.
As I bowed my head, the heavy curtain dropped between us.
Pulling myself to my feet, I turned from the carillon and started for home. Once I’d walked a
safe distance Pierpon hopped from my cloak-hood to my shoulder. The carillon-prisoner’s gold
mask lingered in my mind’s eye, and beside it the little round head of the eyeless imp. Whishk.
My mind locked on this word. The compendia of strange beings had not omitted it. I sharpened
my eye on the little brute’s image, to match it with a drawing in an index. W for Whishk.
Whishk: a phantom no bigger than a human thumb. Faceless but for a wide, usually grinning
mouth, it is almost always found in its customary habitat, the graveyard. Whishks keep the graves
in order and will suck the life from anyone who threatens to rob them. This protectiveness has
earned the whishk the name “Attendant of the Dead”.
Attendant of the Dead... yet the whishk was away from its graveyard... attending to the
carillon... with its master, shrouded in white and masked with gold. The mask still hovered before
my vision with the soft glow of sympathy it had exuded when Feuval had told me, “Thou art my
kin.” The satin-gloved fingers took it by its rim and pulled it down, revealing not a face, not even
a skull, but a fall of ashes.
The full weight of his story hurled me off balance. “Snow-giant!” Pierpon shrilled, gripping
my sleeve as I stumbled. My arms and hands flailed out. My book and pencil and instrument
toppled. I dug my feet hard into the snow and locked my knees to fight my way back to steadiness.
I reached up to brace Pierpon with the cup of my palm.
“What on earth is wrong?” the jickety cried, his eyes bulging from their sockets.
“Feuval’s not alive.” My voice sounded leaden. “His whishk is a grave-spirit.”

Pierpon blubbered his lips. “Master Gold-mask is dead?”
“Not alive,” I corrected him.
“My dear snow-giant, if you’re not alive you’re dead, you are.”
I shook my head. “My masters have spoken of things between. Neither alive nor dead. He
can’t leave his wagon.” The idea seized me with a cold, skeletal grip. I imagined a crust of chalky
gray rot on the cheek those white satin fingers had touched. “If he were alive, that wouldn’t be
possible. He would have to eat. He’d have to relieve himself.”
“Of course,” Pierpon snickered. “Should be obvious what he is.”
The idea sharpened, taking on an even darker color. “The carillon did something to him. He
was alive when he went into the wagon, when he started to play.”
“You think the carillon killed him?”
I cast a shuddering glance down at the instrument at my feet. “I think it changed him. Made
him into something that would never have to leave it. Not a spirit, not even a revenant, but
something that’s never been indexed.” Again I pictured the mask’s soft glow of sympathy. “Like
me.”
Pierpon cocked his head to the side. “Well, then, it’s something you won’t want to meddle
with. You can leave that thing he gave you to rot, you can, and come along home and think no
more about him.”
My stomach wrenched at the sight of the bell-board Feuval had taken from the carillon. It had
the same resonant ring. The carillon had transformed Feuval from a living man into an undefined
thing. What might this portion of it be doing already to me? I imagined the rot eating its way over
my face, until it too crumbled in an ashy heap.
I knelt to retrieve my writing book and pencil. My hand brushed against the mallet. It rolled
sideways against a key and a soft chime emerged, like a sigh.
“Leave it!” Pierpon snapped.
Leave it, I echoed to myself. You’ll be safe then.
Its keys already glistened with damp. I fancied it vanishing under a fall of snow. My breath
scalding my throat, I knelt beside it. “Let’s go!” Pierpon shrilled in my ear. Yet I heard him no
more than I might a whistle in a storm.
I ran my fingers over the planks and fancied the chrysalis-light washing over my hands. I felt
it sweeping through me, caressing my spirit with airy fingers, whispering a promise to share its
mystery – the something I’d read of in books, and seen in the smiles and nods and warm glances
between friends and sweethearts on village side-paths. The something that binds people to each
other or to a certain spot or even to an object. The something that makes them good. Of course it
wasn’t safe. Such a thing never could be. If Feuval had felt it, little wonder he’d stayed and played,
and lost himself.
I could help him love music again.
Pierpon squeaked a warning in my ear. “If you take up that thing again, I’ll be your friend no
more.”
I took him in my palm and brought him face to face with me. “You said Feuval’s story sounded
like one of my monster tales,” I reminded him. “If you were to find the Goblin of the Crimson
Cave all alone and comfortless, would you deny him your help?”
“Yes!” he shouted, clenching his fists.
“I don’t believe you. Look whose hand you’re sitting in.”

“That’s not the same at all,” he grumbled with a pout. “I know your goodness. What do you
know about that man, except that he’s ‘not alive’ and has a silky voice and calls you ‘moon-tree’?
I can call you ‘moon-tree’ if it means so much to you.”
“I like when you call me ‘snow-giant’,” I told him. “All right, then, perhaps it’s not quite the
same. But when I wept for him, Pierpon, I felt something move inside me, as if I were growing
wider within. Like I felt when I saved you.”
“He isn’t worth your care. I feel in my bones, I do, he’ll harm you in the end.”
“Perhaps. But I feel something in my bones, too. This is work I’m meant for. Whatever he
may be, I can’t turn my back on him.”
“No, I don’t suppose you can,” he grunted. “That’s to your credit, not his.”
“Then you’ll still be my friend?”
“Yes, mam’selle Meliroc. That’s my folly.”
Grinning at him, I set him back on my shoulder and took my bell-board and mallet under my
arm once more.
***
“Mistress Meliroc.”
Cedelair stepped into the moonlight pool from the shadows of the trees. He frowned as usual,
yet I noted a peculiar trace of softness in his eyes. Pierpon stood up on my shoulder. Cedelair
acknowledged him with a crinkle at the corner of his lip.
“Will you take a cup of hot tea with me?” the sorcerer asked.
My heart-fire threatened to fold into itself. My master had figured out at last that he could use
me to test his potions. I replied in my calmest mind-voice, “If I must.”
“This is an invitation, Mistress Meliroc, not a command,” Cedelair clarified. He twitched his
eyebrows at Pierpon. “You, sir, are free to go to bed.”
“You don’t command me, you don’t,” Pierpon snapped, squaring his shoulders.
“I will take tea with you, sir, if Master Pierpon joins us,” I offered. I did want to hear what
Cedelair had to say, and I would feel more secure in his company if Pierpon were near. If he tried
again to dismiss the jickety, I’d know he meant no good.
Cedelair scratched behind his left ear. “Sounds fair enough. Pray come inside, both of you.”
He beckoned over his shoulder as he passed through the door.
As I followed I saw him hook his bronze kettle above the fire. “I just now decided I wanted
some,” he remarked. “It will take a few moments to heat, unless you’d like to make yourself useful,
ma’am.”
I dug into my heart-coal, stoked the fire, and called it up to my hands. Once my fingers’ steady
touch had the water boiling, I passed the kettle to Cedelair, who had gloved his hands with hearthmittens. “Aren’t you afraid you’ll be burned?” he asked.
“No, sir. I don’t burn.”
“Hmm. This waxes interesting.” He clicked his tongue. “Do you mean to say that if your cloak
caught fire and the fire spread, it wouldn’t even singe you?”
“I’ve never thought to try that, sir.”
Pierpon chuckled while Cedelair poured out the tea with no change in his expression. I
sharpened my gaze to catch if he should slip something unwelcome into one of the cups. When
nothing went into them but tea and sugar, two lumps each, I relaxed a little. I took my cup from
his hands and carried it to the shaggy white cushion Valeraine had set out for me. As I sank down
I set Pierpon on the cushion’s corner. I tilted my cup toward him, and he rose on tiptoe and slipped
his head over the rim to drink.

“What did you wish to discuss with me, sir?” I asked the sorcerer.
“What age are you?” he asked in return.
“The age I am, sir.”
“Don’t you know how old you are?”
“Not exactly.”
“Ask her how many summers she remembers,” Pierpon suggested.
“I am most grateful for your assistance, Master Jickety.” Cedelair’s voice could have sliced
through glass.
“I remember three summers,” I proclaimed, with a haughty tilt of my head.
Cedelair let out a scoffing grunt. “You’re telling me you’re three years old?”
“I can’t say for certain, sir, but that’s all I remember.”
“And of these three years, how many have you spent wandering at the will of your ‘must’?”
I did a quick calculation. “Eleven months and sixteen days.”
“Ah!” He nodded, pleased at this precise reply. “How many masters?”
“Six.” I ran my memory over only the time I’d spent wandering. I did not count the Bitter
Chord, and would not speak of her unless I was forced.
“Then we are your seventh,” mumbled Cedelair. “How fortuitous. How long did you grace
your other masters with your presence?”
“Never under a month, sir, forgive my unwelcome news.”
He gave a hemming cough. “Could you describe them to me?”
I shook my head. “I can’t remember their faces.”
“Of course,” he muttered into his cup. “I suspect, Mistress Meliroc, that you’re as much a
mystery to yourself as to us.”
“To Mistress Valeraine, you mean, sir,” I returned.
“Your pardon?”
“I’m as much a mystery to myself as to Mistress Valeraine, not to you, sir. Remember, I am
nothing to do with you, as you are nothing to do with me.”
Pierpon covered his mouth to hide a smirk. “Quite right,” returned Cedelair, unruffled. “You
do well to remind me. All the same, since this is my household and you are a part of it, whether I
like it or not, I reserve the right to the odd moment of curiosity about you. It’s not every day, after
all, that one meets a fireproof giant.”
“Of course, sir. I’ll answer you as well as I can.”
He rose from his stool and moved toward me, examining my face with an almost fierce stare.
“If I showed you a face, might you remember if you’d seen it before?”
I rubbed at my eyes. “Showed me a face?”
“If I were to call a face to mind,” he explained, “and pass the memory on to you, do you think
you might recognize it?”
“Are you looking for someone, sir?”
“I’m merely curious if you’ve chanced to cross paths with an old acquaintance of mine.” A
spark flashed in his eyes like the flick of a blade. An acquaintance he hates.
Pierpon stood rigid, glowering at Cedelair. “You mean to use magic on her?”
“Not without her permission,” Cedelair replied. “It’s not my way to intrude where I’m not
wanted.” I would have appreciated this sentiment more if I hadn’t read the unspoken addition in
his eye, unlike certain large ivory-skinned people I could name.
“It will last less than a minute,” he assured me. “And indeed, it’s no more than you did this
afternoon, when you sent a song into my apprentice’s head. Yes, I know about that,” he added

when he saw me start. “This will hurt you no more than you hurt Valeraine, and it will be a great
favor to me.”
It would do me no hurt, my thoughts echoed, but the loss of a little bit more of the hate on
which I depended. He and his dainty blonde cohort had already chipped away at it. Now I saw its
echo in that blade-edged look in Cedelair’s eyes.
“Show me the face,” I bade him, “and I’ll tell you if I recognize it.”
His lips curled in a ghost of a smile for only an instant before his dark eyes absorbed every jot
of expression. He whispered a single word, and a woman’s face burst into my view, young, with a
certain flatness of feature. One might forget this face less than an hour after seeing it but for its
vivid sea-blue eyes. As these eyes held my attention my skin shivered, for here lay the sign of the
sorcerer, the glint of careless cruelty. Her lips were set in a light, easy smile, as if she were looking
at a butterfly impaled on a rose’s thorn.
I closed my eyes and shook my head. “I’ve never seen her,” I told Cedelair.
“Could she have been one of your masters?”
“All my masters have been men.” Except the Bitter Chord, I remembered with a familiar
cringe.
With a rumbling cough, the sorcerer lowered his head. “It was no very high chance,” he
murmured. “All the same, Mistress Meliroc, I am obliged to you.” The hint of softness in his eyes
grew more distinct. “You may bear watching, after all.”
I tilted my cup again to share tea with Pierpon while I pored over Cedelair’s brittle features
with an insistent tug of curiosity. I tried the same question I’d asked that afternoon. “The spell you
work in the garden – when did you first discover you could do that?”
Cedelair cleared his throat behind his hand. “Why do you want to know?”
“I’m only wondering how sorcerers discover their magic. My other masters weren’t the
question-answering kind.”
“And you think I am?”
“Well, you’ve already asked me more questions than they ever did.”
Again he coughed. “I had a favorite tree,” he explained, with a brief glance toward the
window. “I’d climb it and rest in its branches and imagine it was a magical traveling tree that could
carry me away to distant lands. The winter I was seven years old, it went to sleep, and when spring
came again it didn’t wake up.” He gnawed lightly on his lip, a wistful mist in his eyes as if he were
looking with longing on that lad of seven years.
“My father said there was no help for it. It would have to be cut down.So I decided to sleep in
its shade one last night. All I wanted was for my tree to be whole again. Then I heard something
singing to me, a voice coming from my own mind but in a language I’d never heard before. I laid
my head beside the roots and whispered those words into the ground. In that instant I understood
them. By morning my tree had sprouted new leaves.”
My heart-fire skipped. “You saved it.”
“Yes. It keeps watch over the house.”
I suddenly knew the tree he meant, the magnificent spreading oak that threw its shade over
the track to his door. In my fancy my song of a merry heart rang out in all its joy. I envisioned the
scrawny brown-haired lad whispering life back into a tree’s dead roots and saw the very short step
from him to the man who buried his hands in the soil and called buds to sprout from seeds.
A bolt of ice shot up my spine. I drained my cup dry and stretched to my feet, tilting my head.
“I bid you good night, Master Cedelair. Thank you for the tea.” After a friendly wink at Pierpon I

made for the door with all speed. I launched myself over the threshold and dashed for my tent,
grinding my teeth 'til I fancied they smoked.
I stretched myself on my pallet and clutched my coverlet, hurling Cedelair out of my mind.
The last face I pictured before sleep swept me under was masked in gold. A song that can make
the hardest heart weep...
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